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Abstract
The application of self-assembled monolayers on Hg in biosensor technology
dictates the need to develop a thorough understanding of the system by using it to
develop the structure-activity relations of biologically active compounds and
upgrading the system to stable bilayer configurations on Hg. In this thesis four
aspects of the properties of phospholipid layers on Hg in electric fields have been
investigated as follows:
(1) Effects of electrolyte ions on the potential-induced phase transitions
exhibited by 1,2-dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) monolayer on hanging
mercury drop electrode (HMDE) and mercury film electrode (MFE) are examined
using alternating current voltammetry (ACV) and chronoamperometry. Results
show that the underlying mechanism of phase transitions is affected by the
concentration and sizes of electrolyte ions affecting the structure of electrical double
layer at the lipid electrolyte and Hg electrolyte interface.
(2) Fluorescence spectroscopic and electrochemical impedance techniques
have been applied to study the interaction of substituted biphenyls with DOPC
vesicles and Hg supported monolayers. The extent and type of interaction of
substituted biphenyls with membrane models depends on the position and electron
withdrawing/donating properties of substituents.
(3) Electrochemical impedance used to study the interactions of small di- and
tri-peptides of prebiotic relevance with DOPC monolayers on Hg shows that
dispersion and electrostatic forces are responsible for interactions between DOPC
monolayer and relatively apolar, and polar charged peptides respectively. In
addition, an increase in their chain length causes an increase in DOPC/peptide
interactions.
(4) DOPC bilayers can be supported on HMDE and their lipid density varied
by controlling the electrode area using RCV. The bilayer configurations are found
less permeable than monolayers to aqueous Zn2+ at potentials positive to -1.2 V
using chronoamperometry. Impedance studies have highlighted the ion movements
into the DOPC bilayer as dielectric relaxation. Furthermore, silica nanoparticles
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According to the cell theory, all living organisms are made of cells as their building
blocks and all the vital functions of the organism occurs within the cell or its
immediate environment. Cells are generally classified as prokaryotic (bacteria and
archaea) and eukaryotic (all others except viruses) cells depending upon the
presence or absence of the membrane boundary around the cell itself, genetic
material and other cell organelles [1].
The membrane boundary separating the intracellular fluid called cytoplasm from the
extracellular fluid is known as cell membrane or plasma membrane. In addition to
functioning as the plasma membrane, membranes also form the structural part of the
cellular organelles by surrounding them such as nucleus, mitochondria, chloroplast
(in plants), lysosomes, Golgi apparatus and lining of the intestine and lungs [2]. Bio
membranes have dynamic structures [3] and are semi-permeable [2, 4]. Selective
permeation of different substances through these membranes depends on the
structure and properties of these substances. Constant activity and constant
movements in bilayers both in transverse and lateral direction facilitates the fluid
nature of the membranes responsible for their successful physiologic function [4].
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1.1.1 Structure of bio membranes
Because of their critical role in many important cell functions, plasma membranes
have been the subject of investigation to understand their structure, composition and
mechanism of action. The first model that proposed the structure of a cell membrane
was the “Sandwich Model” by Danielli and Davson in 1935 [5]. According to this
model, the cell membrane consists of a double layer of phospholipid molecules with
a single continuous layer of protein on both sides of lipid bilayer. In 1959,
Robertson proposed a “Unit Membrane Model” describing a tri-lamellar structure of
cell membrane [6]. This model explains the structure of a cell membrane as
comprised of two outer parallel and thick osmophilic protein layers surrounding a
thin osmophobic lipid layer in between.
Figure 1.1: Structural models of a biological membrane (a) Danielli and
Davison’s model (b) Robertson’s model and (c) Singer’s model.
The most authentic theoretical model of the plasma membrane called the fluid
mosaic model was provided by Singer et al in 1971 [7]. According to this model the
plasma membranes are made up of a bilayer and each leaflet of a bilayer is






proteins in fluid state. A picture of a biomembrane based on fluid mosaic model is
presented in Figure 1.1 (c). Later on a significant development was made to the
fluid mosaic model by Simons [8] and Brown [9]. According to these workers the
membrane lipids are organized into lateral micro domains called lipid rafts with
specific composition and molecular dynamics that are different in the composition
and dynamics to the surrounding liquid crystalline phase.
1.1.2 Composition
In general, all biomembranes consist of lipids, proteins and carbohydrates. The
membrane lipids are amphiphilic and are mainly composed of phospholipids,
sphingolipids and sterols. The primary site for the biosynthesis of all lipids is the
endoplasmic reticulum which produces the bulk of structural phospholipids,
cholesterol and triglycerides. The main eukaryotic membranes lipids are
phospholipids esterified with glycerol. Lipid composition is asymmetric in
biological membranes i.e. different within the two leaflets of the same membrane
[10]. This asymmetry is responsible for the membrane curvature and is essential for
biological processes such as vesicle budding and membrane fusion [11]. The
membrane potential arises from ionic imbalance on either side of the membrane
and can also receive a contribution from the dipole moment difference of the two
leaflets of the asymmetric membrane [12, 13].
1.1.2.1 Phospholipids
Plasma membranes consists of about 50% of lipids of its total mass, with 50% of
proteins. Different cell membranes contain different composition of lipids
comprising of mainly four different phospholipids: phosphatidylcholine,
phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylethanolamine, and sphingomyelin constituting
about 50 - 60% of total membrane lipid. The plasma membranes also contain
glycolipids and cholesterol comprising about 40% of the total lipid molecules [4].
Phospholipids are water insoluble amphipathic [14] molecules and due to this
characteristic property, lipids self-assemble into bilayers in all membranes having
their polar head groups facing the surface with polar acyl chains in between [15, 16]
in the presence of aqueous media [4]. The structure of phospholipids consists of a
glycerol unit, a phosphate group and two fatty acyl chains (Figure 1.2). The glycerol
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backbone consists of three carbon atoms; the two fatty acyl chains attached to two
carbon atoms respectively whilst the phosphate group is attached to the remaining
carbon atom. The glycerol head group together with the phosphate group are polar
and hydrophilic, whereas the fatty acyl chains are non-polar and hydrophobic [4].
Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram of the structure of a phospholipid.
The fatty acyl chains in biomembranes usually contain an even number of carbon
atoms. They may be saturated or unsaturated. The extent of unsaturation controls the
mechanical and thermodynamical properties of the membrane [17]. Membrane
mobility and fluidity are among the most important properties of biomembranes and
are controlled by the length of the fatty acid chain, number of bends and the extent
of unsaturation of the fatty acid chain. The longer the fatty acid chain, the greater is
the interaction due to more area. Likewise, the greater the unsaturation, the greater
is the fluidity (e.g. the physical state of butter compared to vegetable oil) [2].
Temperature also plays an important role in determining the phase of phospholipids.
Most of the lipids change from liquid/mobile phase to solid/gel on decreasing the
temperature. Since these transitions are temperature dependent (transition
temperature) they are termed thermotropic phase transitions and are dependent on
many factors.
The first natural phospholipid identified was egg lecithin also known as
phosphatidylcholine (PC) but currently there are several synthetic phospholipids








polar head group area contributes more to the shape of the membrane lipid as
compared to its non-polar hydrophobic moiety.











Among sterols, the major non-polar lipid is cholesterol in mammalian membranes
and ergosterol is the membrane sterol in fungi [18]. Cholesterol inserts into bilayer
membranes with its hydroxyl group oriented toward the aqueous phase and its
hydrophobic ring system adjacent to the fatty acid tails of phospholipids. The
hydroxyl group of cholesterol forms hydrogen bonds with polar phospholipid head
groups. Interaction with the relatively rigid cholesterol decreases the mobility of the
hydrocarbon tails of phospholipids. The presence of cholesterol in a phospholipid
membrane interferes with the close packing of fatty acid tails in the crystal state, and
thus inhibits transition to the crystalline state. Phospholipid membranes with a high
concentration of cholesterol exhibit liquid ordered phase [2].
1.1.2.3 Proteins
In lipid bilayers, the integral proteins are embedded as trans-membrane segment
interacting with nearby lipids and proteins. The peripheral proteins are generally




Biomembranes transduce energy from chemical and charge gradients, manage
enzyme activities, aid the transduction of information and provide a substrate for
biosynthesis and for signalling molecules to the cell. Some biomembranes have
special functions as well such as the brush-like appearance of the intestine lining
enhances the absorption of nutrients and myelin acts as insulator covering the
nerves. An important function of all the biomembranes is their selective
permeability towards specific nutrients and biological wastes [2]. This property is
dependent on the lipids and proteins. The transport of all non-polar substances is
regulated by diffusion through the lipids and the transport of all polar substances is
facilitated by protein channels and/or transporters.
1.1.4 Electrical properties of biomembranes
Biological membranes are usually electrically insulators due to their phospholipid
bilayer structure and are impermeable to ions. Passive leakage of electric charges
across the bio membranes through special proteins; channels, pumps and carriers is
mainly responsible for all their electrical properties such as membrane conductance,
capacitance, and potential. Different ions with their own gradient across the
membrane contribute to charge separation and the measured membrane potential. At
rest, cells have a potential around -40 to -80 mV (inside relative to outside) and are
dominated by K+ or Cl- permeability [2].
1.1.4.1 Dielectric properties
Permanent dipoles in the membrane align themselves by translational or rotational
motion within the membrane itself on application of electric field and the property is
termed electric polarizability. Dielectric constant or permittivity relative to that of
vacuum is used as a measure of polarisability because polarisability and dipole
moment of a substance cannot be measured directly by experimental methods.
Relative dielectric constant is dependent on many variables such as time, applied
potential and number of aligned dipoles [19].
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At low frequencies, the applied potential results in a maximum polarization within
the dielectric because of adequate time available for the dipoles to reorient
themselves in response to electric fields. Conversely, at high frequencies, dipoles are
not able to reorient and align themselves fully in the given small times. This results
in a decreased polarization and permittivity of the dielectric [20]. After the
reorientation process stimulated by application of potential, dipoles tend to attain
equilibrium and the process is called relaxation. Relaxation is time dependent and
the time required for the process is known as relaxation time or time constant (Ʈ).  
1.1.4.2 Membrane capacitance
One of the most important properties of the membranes is their ability to function as
electrical capacitor having an electrical double layer, in which intracellular
cytoplasm and extracellular haemolymph are conducting electrolytes and the cell
membrane is an insulating dielectric. Capacitance (C) is defined as the amount of
charges stored by a capacitor per unit volt (V) of applied potential and measured in
farads (Equation-1.1).
C = q/E Equation 1.1
One farad is the capacitance of a capacitor when it stores one coulomb of charge
with voltage difference of one volt across the capacitor plates [21, 22]. The typical
value of capacitance of a biological membrane is 1-2 PF cm-2 [23, 24]. Therefore,
biomembranes are heterogeneous and have surface electrical charge due to the
presence of different chemical moieties [25, 26].
Biomembranes also have the ability to sense any changes in pH in their surrounding
environment caused by either cell function or the accumulation of various chemical
species such as organic and inorganic substances. The solution pH influences the
physical and chemical properties of the lipids including the capacitive properties and
the membrane layer orientation.
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1.1.4.3 Membrane potential
All the living cells maintain a potential difference across their cell membranes due
to the imbalance of electric charges on two sides of membrane. This potential
difference gives rise to various electrical properties of a biological membrane. The
membrane potential is composed of three components namely transmembrane
potential, dipole potential and surface potential.
Figure 1.3: Electrostatic potentials associated with a lipid bilayer [27].
1) Transmembrane potential (∆\
Transmembrane potential is the potential difference between the interior and exterior
side of cell and arise due to the difference in ionic concentrations between the two
bulk solutions regulating the activity of ion channels [28]. The value of
transmembrane potential varies from cell to cell and from species to species for
example -10 to -100 mV (-15 mV in erythrocytes [29], -90 mV in nerve and muscle
cells [30] and -24 mV in macrophage cells [31]) and is always quoted versus the cell
interior.
2) Surface potential (\s
Surface or double layer potential is the potential difference between the charged
lipid head groups and adsorbed ions at the interface and arises due to charged
residues at the membrane solution interface [27]. Biological membranes have about
10-20 % negatively charged lipids and the resulting surface potential decays
exponentially from the membrane surface and regulate the ionic distribution at the
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membrane solution interface. The surface potential varies from -8 to -30 mV [32]
and is smaller than the transmembrane and dipole potential.
3) Dipole potential (\d
The dipole potential arises in the transition region between the aqueous phase and
hydrocarbon interior of the membrane due to the specific alignment of lipid dipoles
and water molecules in the vicinity [27, 33] with a suggestive value of 145 mV for
DOPC monolayers deposited on Hg drop electrode [34]. The dipole potential is
much larger than transmembrane and surface potentials (~300 mV order of
magnitude) [28] and depends on the nature [35] and orientation of water molecules
next to lipid dipoles [36] and the structure of the lipid molecules [37].
Figure 1.4: Dipole potential of phospholipids with different head groups [35].
1.2 RC series circuit
A series RC circuit consists of a resistor and a capacitor connected in series. For a
purely resistive circuit, the phase angle between the applied voltage and measured
current is zero and the current is a current with waveform in phase with the applied
AC voltage independent of frequency. For a purely capacitive circuit, the phase
angle is 90º and the current is a waveform out-of-phase with the waveform of the
applied AC voltage. However, for a circuit having both resistor and the capacitor, the
phase angle between the applied voltage and the measured current response is
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between 0-90º depending on the values of resistance and the capacitance and the
frequency of the waveform [38]. In a series connection of a resistor and capacitor
(RC series circuit), the current through the individual component is the same as the
total current (Itotal) and the potential (Etotal)through each component sum up together
to give the total potential across the circuit i.e.
I୘୭୲ୟ୪ = Iୖ = Iେ Equation 1.2
and E୘୭୲ୟ୪ = Eୖ + Eେ Equation 1.3
Where Eୖ(t) ൌ ݁ି୲Ȁோ஼
Eେ(t) ൌ ሺͳ െ ݁ି୲Ȁோ஼)
ܴܥ ൌ ɒ is the time constant of an RC circuit. This time constant can be related to the
frequency (Equation-1.4) [39].
߬ ൌ ܴܥ ൌ ͳȀʹɎୡ Equation 1.4
1.2.1 Biomembrane as a series RC circuit
In addition to the membrane capacitance (Cm) and resistance (Rm), the bathing
solution also has some resistance Rs. Due to various electrical properties discussed
above; the membranes can be modelled as made up of by the combination of
electrical analog components of capacitors and resistors. The equivalent electrical
circuit for a membrane is presented in Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Equivalent resistor-capacitor circuit for a membrane.
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The membrane resistance is assumed to be very large and the capacitive component
is the dominant membrane component. When a membrane is highly impermeable to
ions, the simplified circuit can be represented as a membrane capacitor and the
solution resistor in series.
Figure 1.6: A simplified membrane equivalent model.
1.3 Membranes in toxicology
One of the primary functions of the cell membrane is to provide a physical barrier to
the penetration of the cell by the various toxins and drugs. These processes depend
on the quantity, structure, molecular weight, pH, ionization of the toxin/drug and the
maximum extent to which these transport processes can proceed. During the
penetration process to the target, the toxin/drug has to pass through various barrier
membranes e.g. skin, capillary, cell and cell organelle membranes, differing in their
thickness but having similar structure which is made up of lipid matrix. After having
penetrated into the body, these substances are transferred to the target either via bulk
flow or by diffusion. There are many ways the toxins cross the membrane but the
most important are the passive diffusion and active transport. Most drugs and toxins
are transported across the membrane by passive diffusion. Passive diffusion involves
transport due to concentration gradient. The rate of diffusion depends on the
solubility of the substance in the lipid and the partition coefficients [40]. According
to the Fick’s law, the rate of diffusion is [41];
d[C]/dt = D. K. A୫. (Cୌ − C୐)/d Equation 1.8
Where , C is concentration, D is diffusion coefficient, K is the partition coefficient, d
is the thickness of membrane. D, K and d are collectively called the permeability
coefficient representing the ease of penetration of a chemical and has units of
velocity, distance/time (cm s-1), Am is the area of the membrane and CH and CL are
the higher and lower concentrations of the species “A” across the membrane.
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Toxicodynamics is the study of the biochemical and physiological effects of toxins
and their mechanism of action whereas toxicokinetics is the study of time course of
the toxin in various processes in body. According to the first order kinetics of the
transport, the rate is proportional to the amount and the rate constant is the first order
fractional rate constant representing the fraction of drug transported per unit area.
The second important category of transport is carrier mediated membrane transport.
It takes place either with the concentration gradient called passive facilitated
diffusion or against the concentration gradient requiring energy called active
transport. Both of these transportation methods require the involvement of
membrane associated proteins [42].
The studies on the binding and interaction of some insecticides on the lipoproteins
show the process to be a partitioning rather than a stoichiometric binding process.
Lipid content and composition of the lipoproteins play an important role in the
distribution of these substances particularly for the water soluble toxicants [43].
Polyaromatic hydrocarbons are unreactive in living organisms and require
bioactivation catalysed by cytochrome P-450-1A. The metabolism of these toxins
may introduce a reactive group or form a complex with a water soluble moiety
ultimately leading to excretion. Very often the introduction of a functional group can
lead to an increased toxicity of the toxin if the reactive group facilitates a molecular
attack on proteins or DNA [44].
1.4 Membrane Models
A membrane model is a lipid membrane produced or assembled through artificial
means, having resemblance to the configurations of the naturally occurring cell
membrane or the membranes covering various sub-cellular organelles. As the
biological membranes are very complex, many model membranes are configured to
investigate the membrane properties, membrane structure and membrane activity of
different natural or synthetic compounds for example surfactants, peptides, drugs
and various toxic organic and inorganic compounds naturally occurring in water etc.
The electrochemical processes can be studied in detail to characterize the lipid
membranes. For this purpose, lipid layers can be deposited on the surface of water or
any aqueous solvent/electrolyte by dissolving in the appropriate solvent and then
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spreading on the electrode surface. To develop a better understanding of the
functioning of cell membranes, more sophisticated membrane model are
constructed. These membrane models vary from a model containing only
phospholipid layer membrane backbone to more complex models incorporating
functionalities such as proteins, cholesterol, ion carriers and channels configured as
monolayers and bilayers. The most common model membranes are: lipid bilayers
mimicking the lipid arrangement of natural cell membranes and lipid self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs).
1.4.1 Lipid bilayers
Lipid bilayer models consisted of two lipid leaflets and are further classified as (1)
lipid vesicles, (2) black lipid membranes (BLMs), (3) supported lipid bilayers
(SLBs) and (4) tethered bilayered lipid membranes (t-BLM).
1.4.1.1 Lipid Vesicles
Lipid vesicles also known as liposomes and are phospholipid assemblies that are
made up of two lipid layers of the same or different species, enclosing an aqueous
compartment. Lipid vesicles can be multi lamellar vesicles (MLVs), large
unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) and small unilemellar vesicles (SUVs). Lipid vesicles
can be prepared by hydrating a dried lipid film above its transition temperature by
gentle hydration through water addition. This method was found to be effective by
Rodriguez and others [38]. LUVs and SUVs can be obtained from the MLVs by
sonication and extrusion through a porous membrane respectively. Lipid vesicles do
not show the lipid asymmetry of the natural biological membrane and they have a
short life span. Over a long time period, the vesicles will collapse to form
aggregates. However, with specific size, composition, temperature and ionic
strength, they can be prepared in a stable form [45] to mimic the biological
membranes for investigating many important membrane processes for example
membrane fusion, membrane trafficking and the membrane transport of drugs and
proteins [46].
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1.4.1.2 Black lipid membranes (BLMs)
BLMs are prepared by making a small aperture in a hydrophobic septum followed
by the application of the lipid dissolved in the organic solvent using a brush or a
syringe. A lipid bilayer is formed giving rise to two organic/aqueous interfaces
respectively on both side of aperture. These lipid bilayers are called “black lipid
membranes” since they are dark in the reflected light. The layers are effective
membrane mimics because both the sides of the bilayers are accessible but their
trapped residual solvent interrupts the protein functions and their metastability gives
rise to a limited lifetime [47].
1.4.1.3 Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs)
Supported lipid bilayers are the planar structures deposited on to a solid support
such as mica and SiO2 wafer. In this model system polar head groups are facing the
support and the non-polar tail groups of both layers are oriented towards each other.
Supported lipid bilayers can be formed either using Langmuir Blodgett technique by
immersing the solid support successively through the interface containing lipid or by
the fusion of lipid vesicles on to the solid substrate by heating the SUVs in contact
with support, promoting the adsorption of lipid vesicle on to the surface followed by
deformation, flattening and rupturing of the vesicle forming continuous supported
bilayers [48]. Electrochemical techniques e.g. voltammetry, EIS, quartz crystal
microbalance and atomic force spectroscopy are some of the commonly employed
techniques to study the lipid bilayers and their interactions with active compounds
[49-51]. These supported lipid bilayers are relatively easy to prepare, more stable,
show controlled asymmetry and are much easier to characterize. They are however
limited by the possibility of unwanted interactions with the substrate which may
affect the adsorbed membrane properties [52].
1.4.1.4 Tethered lipid bilayer membranes (t-LBMs)
The limitation of the supported lipid bilayers is tackled by placing a spacer in
between the bilayer and the support giving rise to so-called tethered bilayered lipid
membranes. These can be formed in a variety of ways for example by addition of a
polymer film or modified lipids on the substrate surface. Thiols are among the most
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common spacers used for anchoring the lipids on the inert gold surface to form the
tethered lipid bilayers [53, 54]. But the system becomes more complicated by the
incorporation of additional components such as solid/fluid support and
linker/spacers etc. because of involvement of surplus interactions among basic
components (lipid molecules) and extra components.
1.4.2 Lipid self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)
Lipid SAMs, also known as Langmuir monolayers are considered as half the
bilayers of biological membranes. These have been used to characterize the lipid-
lipid interactions and different physical states (solid, liquid ordered, liquid
disordered and gaseous) of lipids using varied techniques such as the compression
isotherms (plot of surface pressure versus molecular area) obtained from
compression of these thin films. Lipid-lipid interactions can be among the molecules
of the same lipid or the different lipids but the lipids should be either completely
immiscible or completely miscible at the interface and any deviation is supposed to
be due to some specific interaction between the two forms. The value of free energy
is predictive of the interactions, positive values indicating strong repulsions between
the pure lipids and negative values indicating strong associations between the mixed
lipids favouring complex formation between the monolayer constituents [55]. Lipid-
biologically active compound interactions can also be characterized using these self-
assembled lipid monolayers formed at the interface of a Langmuir trough by
injecting the active compound and solvent mixture in the sub-phase and observing
the increase in surface pressure of the monolayer. Surface pressure gives
information about the penetration power of the active compound. The lipid
monolayers can also be assembled on a hydrophilic as well as hydrophobic support
monitoring the transfer ratio, close to 1 for defect free films. The orientation of the
lipid molecules depends on the nature of the support material. Electrochemical
studies of supported SAM’s are very fundamental in the determination of structure
and properties of these layers and help us in understanding the functions of
biomembranes. Self-assembled lipid layers on mercury (Hg) have been extensively
used to study the lipid interactions at the mercury/water interface involving lipid
phase transitions and lipid interactions with biologically active compounds [56-58].
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SAMs on Hg show interesting behaviour in response to electric fields and mimic
half of the biological bilayered membranes as well as electrically behaving almost as
a pure capacitor. The phospholipids monolayers can be supported on the Hg
electrode in both head down and tail down orientation ways under the influence of
electrode potential as shown by Abruna and others [59]. Phospholipid coated
mercury electrode can be used to investigate the nature of the membrane/solution
interface and interactions of lipids with membrane active substances such as drugs,
pollutants and ions. The biggest disadvantage of SAMs is their structure as a half
bilayer composed of single lipid components. On the other hand these monolayers
are good models to develop an understanding about the interactions between any
two components of a bilayer because the monolayers do not reflect the complexity
of biological membranes.
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Figure 1.7: Different supported and unsupported model membrane systems
[60].
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1.5 Interfacial electrochemical studies
1.5.1 Electrical double layer
The electrode electrolyte interface behaves as a capacitor with charged electrode
surface and accumulated counter electrode ions acting as two plates of capacitor and
the water/solvent acting as a dielectric. In fact, the contact between a charged
surface and an electrolyte solution results in ionic rearrangement near the surface
and the formation of an electrical double layer. The double layer exists in all
heterogeneous systems [19]. The actual electrode-electrolyte interfaces does not
behave ideally and different models were proposed in different times to explain the
structure of electrical double layer formed at the electrode-electrolyte interface.
1.5.1.1 Helmholtz model
The first model proposed for the double layer was by Helmholtz. It was the simplest
model consisting of two planes; one charged electrode surface and the other a layer
of compact adsorbed counter ions on the charged surface. The theory defines a linear
drop of potential with distance from the surface. This model is equivalent to a
parallel plate capacitor having charge density, V,
σ = εε଴. ψୌ/d Equation 1.9
\H is the potential in volts, d is the inter plate spacing, ε is the dielectric constant 
and H0 is the permittivity of free space. The potential drop across the double layer is,
ψୌ = σ. d/εε଴ Equation 1.10
and C = εε଴/d = σ/ψୌ Equation 1.11
d and H are constants for a specific capacitor and therefore, parallel plate model
predicts a constant capacitance that does not change with potential which is not
realised in the case of a solution double layer. The electrical double layer formed at
Hg electrode in the 0.1 mol dm-3 potassium chloride (KCl) solution as an electrolyte
yields a potential capacitance plot (Figure 1.8) where capacitance is not constant
over different potentials.
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Figure 1.8: Capciatnce-potential plot of HMDE in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl.
1.5.1.2 Gouy-Chapman model
Louis George Gouy and David Chapman introduced a diffuse double layer model.
According to this model, counter ions are attracted towards the charged surface and
the co-ions are repelled by the charged surface described mathematically using
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The movement of counter ions towards the surface is
attributed to the electrostatic forces only and the movement of co-ions and counter
ions away from surface is due to the both electrostatic forces and diffusive forces.
This model defines the exponential decay of the potential away from the surface to
the bulk of solution [61].
ψ଴ = ψஔe(ି୏୶) Equation 1.12 a
or ψஔ = ψ଴/e(ି୏୶) Equation 1.12 b
ψ0 is the total potential at the metal surface and ψG is the potential drop across the
diffuse double layer across the distance x from electrode surface. K is the Debye
length and for dilute aqueous (ε = 78.49) solutions at 25 ºC.
K = (2CN୅zଶeଶ/εε଴kT)ଵ/ଶ Equation 1.13 aK = (3.29 ∗ 10଻)zCଵ/ଶ Equation 1.13 b
















C = σ/ψஔ = (zଶeଶεε଴CN୅/kT)ଵ/ଶcosh(zeψஔ/kT) Equation 1.14
The Gouy-Chapman model considers only the electrostatic interactions and
considers ions as point charges with no sizes in a diffuse cloud giving rise to an
unlimited rise in differential capacitance with increased potential value (Figure 1.9)
which is not observed experimentally. In addition, the properties of bulk water are
assumed to be the same as those next to the surface giving no attention to the
dielectric constant changes.
1.5.1.3 Stern model
Stern suggested the combination of the compact layer (Helmholtz) and the diffuse
layer (Gouy and Chapman) models contributed to the experimental double layer
model. He introduced an inner Stern layer and an outer diffuse layer resulting in a
more realistic calculation of surface potential and surface charge.
ψ଴ = ψୱ + ψஔ Equation 1.15
Whereas, the Stern layer potential (ψs) can be calculated using the Helmholtz model
of double layer;
ψୱ = ψୌ = σ. d/ε଴ε୰ Equation 1.16 a
And the diffuse layer potential (ψG) is [61];
ψஔ = (2kT/e) ∗ sinhିଵ[σ/(8cN୅ε଴ε୰kT)ଵ/ଶ] Equation 1.16 b
This model represents the interface as two capacitors connected in series;1Cୢ = 1Cୌ + 1Cஔ
The charges were again assumed as point like and the space within the layer as
charge free. The dielectric permittivity was also assumed to be constant throughout
the double layer by Stern but actually close to the charged surface, water molecules
are depleted due to the accumulation of counter ions with significantly reduced
relative permittivity and cannot move freely with their dipole moment oriented
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towards the surface compared to the bulk of solution where all other orientations are
equally probable [62].
Figure 1.9: Differential capacitance trends predicted from Helmholtz model
(a) Gouy Chapmann model (b) and Stern model (c) of electrical double layer
plotted against applied potential.
Later on other models were also proposed including Bockris and Grahame’s model.
According to a more general picture of the double layer (Figure 1.10), the solution
side of the double layer consists of many layers. The inner layer is closest to the
electrode surface and contains mostly the solvent molecules and sometimes other
ions as well. This layer is also called the compact layer, Helmholtz layer or Stern
layer and a plane passing through this layer is called the IHP. Adjacent to the inner
layer is a layer of non-specifically adsorbed solvated ions and the plane passing
through this layer is termed the OHP. The interaction of the solvated ions with the
charged surface is dependent on the nature of the ions as the only interactions






consisting of scattered solvate and non-solvated ions due to thermal agitation and
this layer extends from the OHP into the bulk of solution. The thickness of the
diffuse layer depends on the total ionic concentration of the solution [61].
Figure 1.10: Different models of electrical double layer.
1.5.2 Electrocapillarity
Electrocapillary measurements are the measurements of the surface tension of the
Hg electrode in contact with electrolyte solution as a function of the electrical
potential difference across the interface and are achieved by using a capillary
electrometer and electrocapillary curves are plots of interfacial tension versus
changes in interfacial potential difference. A typical electrocapillary curve is almost
Helmholtz Model Gouy Chapman Model
Stern Model Bokris Model
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a parabola. The potential at which the surface tension is at a maximum is called the
electrocapillary maximum (ECM). The electrocapillarity curves are different for
different electrolytes. According to the Lipmann equation;
−σ୑ = ∂γ/ ∂E Equation 1.17
the slopes of these curves at all potentials give the charge density on the electrode
surface. At the ECM, the slope of curve is zero and the corresponding potential
difference is characterised as the potential of zero charge (PZC). The capacitance is
obtained from the slope of the excess charge on electrode surface versus the
potential plot.
C = ∂σ/ ∂E = −∂ଶγ/ ∂Eଶ Equation 1.18
An ideal parabolic ϒ versus E curve yields a linear q versus E curve with constant
differential capacitance [63].
Figure 1.11: A diagram showing the relation between surface tension, charge
and capacitance of an electrode with respect to applied potential.
1.5.3 HMDE as an electrode material
Hg offers itself as a potential candidate for use as a working electrode. This is
because it is smooth, a good electrical conductor and is also a liquid metal. For Hg




measured and related directly to the potential difference across the interface. In
addition, the surface can be renewed. Due to these advantages, Hg has become a
benchmark for studying many fundamental electrochemical processes with accuracy
and great precision. In contrast, the various solid electrodes suffer the problems of
irreproducibility due to a heterogeneous and impure surface. Furthermore, the
surfaces are not atomically flat over large areas resulting in the formation of
defected adsorbed layers such as the presence of pinholes and grain boundaries in
the layers. The hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE) is an electrode that has
been widely used as a working electrode with which a drop of controlled geometry
can be produced at the end of the capillary. The studies involving Hg as a dropping
electrode (DME) are called polarography and if the Hg drop has a constant size and
is maintained in stationary form, as in the HMDE, then the studies are termed
voltammetry. Heyrovsky first introduced the concept of polarography in 1922. In the
polarographic method, the electrical potential of a Hg drop is varied as a function of
time in the electrolyte solution containing the species under investigation and the
resulting current response is measured. The total measured current in polarography
consists of two components, faradaic current and charging or residual current.
Faradaic current is due to the electrochemical reaction of the analyte occurring in
electrical double layer. Whereas, charging current is due to charging and discharging
effects of the electrical double layer capacitor in response to an applied potential and
electrode area change. This current decays faster than the faradaic current.
A polarogram is the plot of current response versus applied potential and it shows
that current is very small in the beginning until the applied potential reaches a
critical value specific to the potential at which the species is reduced when the
voltage is varied. Then, the gradient increases rapidly, reaching a limiting value that
remains almost constant with further increase in potential. The current at limiting
value is called limiting diffusion current (Id) and the potential corresponding to half
of the limiting diffusion current is called half wave potential (E1/2) [64]. HMDE is
proved to be useful as compared to the conventional polarography due to its constant
surface area causing the increase in speed and reproducibility and decreasing the
charging currents [65]. The design of the HMDE has been greatly improved over the
time for example, decreasing the weight and dimension of the electrode and
increasing the number of drops of Hg. The rotating hanging Hg has also been used
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by Barendrecht [66]. The HMDE is reusable as the Hg can be refilled in the Hg
reservoir once it gets finished. The HMDE finds its applications in a number of
electrochemical processes but in all the studies involving Hg as working electrode
the potential should be kept more negative than the oxidation potential of Hg i.e. -
0.575 V vs Ag/AgCl’saturated KCl. For the studies involving the use of a potential
more positive than -0.4, other electrodes can be applied [67]. The HMDE has been
used extensively to study the supported phospholipid monolayer system. The
electrode is lowered in the electrolyte containing a layer of lipid at the electrolyte air
interface and electrochemical techniques are used to investigate the desired
processes. During the lowering process, the lipid layers are deposited on the surface
of drop. After each individual study, the drop can be knocked off and a new drop
can be created free of lipids. Recently, the Hg film coated platinum (Pt) electrode
has been introduced for the same purpose.
1.5.3.1 Adsorption effects at Hg
Adsorption is the accumulation of the molecules of a substance on the surface of the
substrate. The substrate is called the adsorbent and the substance whose molecules
are adsorbed are known as adsorbate. Adsorption may be physical or chemical
depending on the nature of the forces between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. The
forces may be weak van der Waal’s forces, covalent interactions or columbic
attractions. Adsorption is the consequence of surface free energy and is a surface
phenomenon always taking place at an interface e.g. air/liquid, liquid/liquid, or
solid/liquid. It is usually characterised by isotherms called adsorption isotherms.
These isotherm gives the relationship between the amounts of adsorbate adsorbed on
the adsorbent surface as a function of the adsorbate concentration or its pressure per
unit area at any given constant temperature.
There are many adsorption isotherms based on the number of layers and the nature
of the interactions among the molecules of the adsorbate and adsorbent and among
themselves. The most commonly encountered are the Freundlich adsorption
isotherm, the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller
(BET) adsorption isotherm, the Gibbs adsorption isotherm and the Handerson-
Kisliuk adsorption isotherm. The Handerson-Kisliuk adsorption isotherm was
proposed mainly for the adsorption of self-assembled monolayers on the surface of
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the substrate. According to the theory, the self-assembled monolayers adsorb on the
surface until the saturation of the surface. During the adsorption process, the
orientation of SAM molecules vary from hydrocarbon chain lying flat against the
substrate in the lying down configuration to the all SAM molecules in standing up
configuration.
Hg electrode adsorbs certain components from the solution due to surface forces of
molecular dimensions forming monomolecular layers. The nature of forces is
governed by the nature of interactions among the adsorbate and adsorbent e.g.
electrical forces persist between the Hg and the surface-active agent because the
surfaces are charged in this case. The study of adsorption of surface-active
molecules on to the Hg surface is called tensammetry. The adsorption of surface
active agents at the Hg electrode leads to changes in charging current or capacity
current. Electro-inactive and surface-active agents can affect the polarographic
faradaic current by decreasing the limiting current, elimination of a wave, a shift of a
reduction wave to more negative potential and the oxidation wave to the more
oxidation potential, splitting of a single wave into two waves and lowering the
hydrogen evolution overpotential depending on their nature (non-ionic, cationic and
anionic). Some of the effects lead to the inhibition of the electrode processes due to
repulsive forces between the adsorbed layer and the redox ions [68, 69].
1.5.4 Self assembled monolayers on Hg
Adsorption of lipid molecules on a liquid/solid surface followed by their
organization results in the formation of so-called SAMs. SAMs have been the
subject of study for the last few decades for their diverse application e.g. as
biosensors, lubrication etc. SAMs on Hg meet several advantages of the liquid
surface along with the formation of highly stable and well-organized two
dimensional arrays of adsorbed molecules. Only the intermolecular interactions
determine the organization pattern on Hg. In contrast, with solid surfaces e.g. gold, it
is the lattice structure of the solid which govern the organization of adsorbed
molecules on the surface. SAMs have been structured on the Hg surface [52, 56, 57,
59, 70-73] both directly and using some anchors/separators e.g. alkanethiols [72]
with the latter exhibiting complex electrochemical behaviour. SAM’s of
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phospholipids on Hg surface shows characteristic phase transitions in response to
applied electric fields.
1.5.4.1 Phase transitions
Phase transition or phase transformation refers to the change from one phase of the
substance to the other with the phase being the state of matter with uniform physical
properties throughout. Phase transitions are driven by many parameters e.g.
temperature, pressure, chemical composition, magnetic or electric field etc. Classical
phase transitions of amphiphilic molecules at the air-water interface have been
extensively studied. For lipids, phase transitions are temperature specific occurring
at the temperature called the transition or the critical temperature. Below the
transition temperature, lipid molecules are in a condensed liquid or gel phase and
above this temperature, a transition to expanded liquid or fluid state takes place [71,
74, 75]. In phase transitions, one phase replaces another at a specific potential or
temperature and the competing phases are characterized by the order parameter.
Phase transitions are classified as continuous and discontinuous depending on the
behaviour of order parameter approaching the transition. In continuous phase
transitions, the competing phases becomes indistinguishable at the transition point
and order parameter changes continuously. This kind of phase transition is
continuous across the transition parameters with stable and continuous
thermodynamic quantities but their first derivative is not continuous In contrast, the
particle configuration and order parameter changes abruptly in the discontinuous or
first order phase transitions and a small continuous change in the driving parameters
results in a large change in the properties dependent on the parameters. It can be
seen by sharp current peaks and discontinuities in the charge or capacitance vs
potential profiles [76].
Non faradaic phase transitions in adsorbed layers on the electrode surface are those
which do not involve electron transfer and show changes in the capacity current
only. These phase transitions in adsorbed surfactant films proceed by various
mechanisms like adsorption, displacement of surfactant by solvent or other
surfactant molecules, reorientation and reorganization of surfactant molecules and
other structural changes in the lipid molecules. Electro-adsorbed phospholipids on
Hg show various non-faradaic discontinuous phase transitions in the form of
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capacitance peaks in the capacity versus potential profile. These phase transitions
and the effect of the interaction of biologically active compounds with adsorbed
surfactant layers, on the phase transitions have been extensively investigated by
Nelson et. al., using electrochemical techniques [56, 58, 70, 77-80]. In voltammetric
techniques, these phase transitions appear as characteristic peaks in the current
response on applying either AC or DC potential. These phase transitions are shown
to depend on the applied potential, electrolyte composition, nature and composition
of phospholipid, surface coverage of the electrode and presence of impurity or
organic compounds.
In a rapid cyclic voltammogram (RCV) of a phospholipid layer on Hg, four main
capacitance current peaks appear in the cathodic scan. The first peak appearing at
about -0.95 V vs Ag/AgCl , originates from the penetration of solvated electrolyte
ions into the lipid layer and the displacement of the phospholipid tails from the
surface. The second phase transition peak appears at about -1.0 V originating when
the energetics of the surface allow for the adsorption of phospholipid head groups
and water. In this state, it is more favourable for a second layer to deposit on the first
reoriented layer to form a pored bilayers with pores and bilayers in equilibrium
leaving some parts of Hg surface exposed to water/electrolyte. The third and fourth
phase transition peaks around -1.25 V correspond to formation of semi vesicle
which collapse to monolayer of uncertain composition [81].
Figure 1.12: Left: Characteristic capacitance-potential plot of DOPC monolayer on






















C -1.04V), from an AC voltammetry measurement. Right: Schematic view of the
processes at each of these potentials.
Some of the processes of non-faradaic phase transitions in adsorbed surfactant layers
are shown to involve nucleation and growth mechanism. Nucleation is the formation
of stable and small particles of new phase at the grain boundaries, pores and defects
while the growth is expansion of the new phase at the expense of the original phase.
During the nucleation process, the changes in the potential, temperature or any
driving force must be large enough so that the transformed nuclei of the new phase
can combine together to form the smallest clusters of critical sizes called critical
nuclei which then result in the transition by the progressive growth process. In the
SAMs of phospholipid layers on Hg, the formation of bilayer patches takes place by
a nucleation and growth process.
1.5.4.2 Interaction of biologically active compounds with phospholipid
monolayer on Hg
The interaction of many biologically active compounds such as nanoparticles and
aromatic hydrophobic compounds including pharmaceuticals, peptides,
biopolymers, flavonoids, steroids, pesticides and other toxins with model
membranes have been studied to predict the significance of membrane processes in
their potential biological activity. In addition the mechanism of interaction and the
structural characteristics responsible for their activity is also of great interest. Using
Hg supported phospholipid monolayers [82-86], these cause changes to the phase
transitions underlying capacitance peaks in different ways based on the changes in
the structure of monolayer. Hence the system acts as a biosensor and has potential
toxicity sensing application as well. Based on their activity, these substances are
broadly classified as (bio)membrane-active.
All (bio) membrane-active compounds/particles may result in the suppression of
capacitance peaks (due to inhibition of electrolyte penetration), decrease in
monolayer capacitance (due to incorporation in pores/gaps in between lipid head
groups increasing monolayer thickness) and/or shifting the capacitance peaks to
more negative potentials by affecting the transition energetics. Whereas, monolayer
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penetration can be accessed from the suppression in capacitance peaks along with an
increase in monolayer capacitance (due to surface adsorption followed by
penetration into hydrocarbon region) and/or shift of capacitance peaks towards more
positive potential (due to decrease in monolayer thickness because of penetration
resulting in lipid molecules moving apart from each other facilitating the electrolyte
ingression and subsequent phase transitions).
1.5.5 Phospholipid bilayer on Hg
Potential dependent phospholipid bilayer formation directly on the surface of Hg
electrode from the lipid electrolyte interface have been reported recently and exist at
potentials negative to -1.0 V [81]. Formation of bilayer at theses potentials is
energetically favourable and consistent with physicochemical and thermodynamical
considerations [81]. The DOPC bilayer on Hg was first shown using rapid cyclic
voltammetry (RCV) and atomic force spectroscopy (AFM) [81]. In RCV, the DOPC
bilayer on Hg has been shown to exhibit a constant low capacitance region between
potentials -1.0 V to -1.3 V followed by a sharp, well-defined and reversible
capacitance current peak at about -1.3 V. The reverse process is slow and shows
hysteresis under rapid voltage scanning conditions [81]. At potentials more negative
than those characterising the capacitance current peak, the capacitance increases.
The bilayer is stable in the potential range from -1.0 V to -1.4 V. These bilayers are
unstable at potentials positive to -0.9 V due to conversion to a monolayer. AFM
studies have shown that thickness of this hydrated bilayer (bilayer along with a
water layer) is a 6.5-7 nm with ~95 % coverage [81].
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Figure 1.12: (a) Current of uncoated Hg (black) and DOPC bilayer supported
on Hg (red) measured by RCV at 40 Vs-1 and (b) thickness of DOPC bilayer
on Hg measured by AFM, vs. applied potential [81].
1.6 Biphenyls and their interaction with membrane systems
Biphenyl had been used in the manufacturing of dye carriers, heat transfer fluids and
alkyl derivatives of biphenyl [87] and along with its derivatives had been reported
for its carcinogenic and chronic toxicity [88-89] during the past several years.
Therefore, it is essential to investigate the mechanism of interaction and structure
activity relations of biphenyl derivatives with phospholipid membranes using
membrane models. Biphenyl has two aromatic rings connected to each other by a
single bond in between the two rings (Figure 1.13). and has a low relative




Figure 1.13: Chemical structure of biphenyl.
Biphenyl derivatives have different functional groups attached to them. The number
and position of these groups vary in different derivatives. Mono substituted
biphenyls have one substituent attached to one of the carbon atom in any of the
aromatic rings. Mono derivatives with substitution at position 2, 2, 6´ and 6´ are
called ortho (-o) derivatives, at position 3, 3´, 5 and 5´ are called meta (-m)
derivatives and 4 and 4´ are called para (-p) derivatives (Figure 1.14).
Figure 1.14: o, m and p positions of biphenyls.
Interaction of biphenyl and its various derivatives with plasma membranes have
been studied extensively in the past [91-95] using natural biological membranes,
membrane models and simulation studies. There have been many studies on the
structure-activity relation of these biphenyls with phospholipid bilayers [96, 97].
There are also studies on the potential toxicity of these hazardous substances in-vivo
[98-100] but not much work has been done on the evaluation of structural
characteristics responsible the mechanism of their interaction of at the cellular level.
According to some studies, non-planar ortho (-o) substituted biphenyls increased the
membrane leakiness and decreased the membrane integrity to a greater extent
compared to the planar biphenyls [99-101]. While other studies showed that the
ortho (-o) substituted (non-planar) molecules are less active and less membrane





steric hindrance offered during the penetration of these species into the phospholipid
membrane [102-104].
1.7 Aims and objectives
The main goal of the research work was to develop an understanding about the
fundamental properties of the phospholipid monolayer on Hg surface. The study
aims to uncover the molecular details of the phase transitions exhibited by the
phospholipid monolayers. The work investigates the occurrence of these phase
transitions and how these phase transitions are affected by various parameters such
as electrolyte concentration and composition. In addition, experiments were carried
out to see how these phase transitions differ from the DOPC coated HMDE to the
DOPC coated Hg film electrode (MFE) in terms of their underlying structural
changes and kinetics and mechanism. This was done to completely characterise
differences in the DOPC layer structure from transfer from HMDE to MFE. One
section of the thesis (Chapter-3) therefore intends to discuss the techniques used to
characterise the phase transitions of phospholipids on DOPC coated MFE and
DOPC coated HMDE and extends our knowledge about these techniques and phase
transitions in extensive detail.
Another key objective was to investigate the interactions of biologically active
substituted biphenyls with the self-assembled phospholipid monolayers on MFE.
Substituted biphenyls are well known for their membrane activity and toxicity but
there was a need to study the structural characteristics responsible for their
membrane activity and hence the toxicity to develop qualitative structure activity
relation (QSAR). The work has been done for this purpose using DOPC monolayer
on Hg and biphenyls with systematically altered substituted groups on the biphenyl
ring. The effect of position and chemical composition of substitution was
investigated using electrochemical techniques. Furthermore, the experiments were
also performed on DOPC bilayer system using fluorescence technique to validate
the findings from the electrochemical measurements discussed in Chapter-5.
A part of the research work also included the study of interaction of simple and short
peptides (2-3 amino acids) with DOPC monolayer to understand their effect on the
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membrane stabilization with relevance to prebiotic chemistry. The work was done in
collaboration with Prof. Terrence Kee in School of chemistry, University of Leeds.
The aim of the last part of the research work presented in the Chapter-6 was to
immobilize a stable DOPC bilayer on Hg surface and to characterize the structure
and properties of phospholipid bilayers supported on the Hg electrode at more
negative applied potentials. For this purpose efforts were made to investigate the
lipid density in a bilayer, permeability of bilayer and possibility of ion diffusion
occurring in the bilayer. Experiments were also performed to observe the DOPC
bilayer/ SiO2 nanoparticles.
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Electrochemical set-up consisted of a three electrode system controlled with a
potentiostat [1].
2.1.1 Electrochemical cell and electrode assembly
The electrochemical cell was made of Pyrex glass and consisted of electrolyte and
three electrodes: reference electrode (RE), counter (CE) and working electrode
(WE). The cell has three inlets for the electrodes, argon gas aspirator made of glass
and sample injection.
2.1.1.1 Reference electrode
The reference electrode is used to provide a stable and reproducible voltage
referenced to the working electrode [2]. Very little or no current passes through the
reference electrode. Silver (Ag)/silver chloride (AgCl), 3.5 mol dm-3 potassium
chloride (KCl) solution (Ag/AgCl/Cl-) was used as reference electrode. This
consisted of a Ag wire coated with AgCl and dipped in a solution of 3.5 mol dm-3 or
saturated potassium chloride. The potential of this electrode varies with the
concentration of KCl solution used. The potential of Ag/AgCl/Cl- electrode is 0.205
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V with 3.5 mol dm-3 KCl [3] and 0.198 V with saturated KCl [4]. A porous sintered
glass frit separated the KCl from the electrolyte solution.
2.1.1.2 Counter/Auxiliary electrode
The counter electrode carries a current equal and opposite to the working electrode.
The area of counter electrode or auxiliary electrode is usually kept large to support
large currents at the working electrode [2]. A platinum rod was used as counter
electrode.
2.1.1.3 Working/Indicator electrode
Hanging mercury (Hg) drop electrode (HMDE) (WK2 Poland) and Hg film
electrode (MFE) electrode (Tyndall National Institute, Ireland) were used as
working electrodes. No polishing or cleaning process is required to work with
HMDE because, unwanted Hg drop can be dislodged and a new clean drop can be
produced just by rotating the plunger on the scaled sleeve. A wide range of drop
sizes can be produced using HMDE for example, a rotation of 0.5 cm had a
calculated drop area of 0.0092 cm-2. The MFE can be easily cleaned and made free
from most organic impurities including DOPC at higher negative potential of about -
3.00 V. The advantage of the MFE are that only a small amount of Hg is used at a
time, a single electrode can be re-used after cleaning and can function for several
months.
Figure 2.1: HMDE (left) and MFE (right).
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2.1.2 Instrumentation
Two different types of instrumental set-ups were used for carrying out experiments
and were tested for the calibration and speed analysis. The first instrumental set-up
consists of Autolab systems-GPES (general purpose electrochemical studies) for
alternating current (AC) voltammetric studies and FRA (frequency response
analyser) for impedance studies with PGSTAT 30 Autolab potentiostat (Ecochemie,
Utrecht, Netherlands) interfaced to PowerLab 4/25 signal generator (AD Instruments
Ltd.) controlled by Scope software [1,5] shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: The first electrochemical set up: a photograph of fully assembled
electrochemical cell connected to Autolab potentiostat.
The second instrumental set-up (Figure 2.3) which is used for capacitance-potential
and current transient measurements consists of ACM potentiostat, EG & G princeton
applied research lock-in amplifier and function generator and data acquisition device
(e-DAQ e-corder) [6-8]. The electrochemical cell was connected to the ACM
potentiostat interfaced to the e-corder signal generator and a computer running
Scope software for the rapid cyclic volammetry (RCV) and chrononoamperometeric
measurements. A lock-in-amplier was connected to the function generator to support
an oscillating sine wave of small amplitude of about 0.005 V on a negatively
increasing DC (direct current) potential. The function generator was interfaced to the
potentiostat to transfer AC supported DC signal to the potentiostat. Potentiostat had
a direct interface with the lock-in-amplifier to separate the resultant current into the
real and imaginary current. Lock-in-amplifier was interfaced to the e-corder signal
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generator and a computer running chart software for the ACV measurement. A
schematic diagram showing all the connections made is presented in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.3: The second electrochemical set up: a photograph of fully
assembled electrochemical cell connected to potentiostat, function generator,
lock-in-amplifier and signal generator.
Figure 2.4: The schematic diagram showing the hierarchy of connections made
during RCV and ACV measurements using second electrochemical.
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2.1.2.1 Potentiostat sensitivity
The potentiostats was calibrated and their sensitivity was checked using a dummy
cell. Sensitivity of the ACM potentiostat depends on the counter resistor between the
operational amplifier output (OP) inside the potentiostat and the counter electrode
(CE). It was calculated between the range 1000-25 PA/V using various counter
resistors from 1 K: to 40 K:. The potentiostat gave best and noise free results for
both RCV and impedance studies at a minimum sensitivity 152 PA/V with a counter
resistor of 6.53 K: .
Sensitivity of the potentiostat was checked by the following method:
1) An appropriate counter resistor e.g. 6.53 K: was inserted between the OP and
the CE.
2) A suitable output voltage was configured in the stimulator for example 1V for
convenience.
3) RE, CE and the WE electrode cables from the potentiostat were connected to
the dummy cell consisting of a resistor of 10 K: only.
4) The theoretical current was calculated using ohm’s law:
E=IR or I = E/R
1/10,000 = 0.0001 A
5) The actual output voltage from the input amplifier of the current channel was
recorded i.e. 0.6581 V. This voltage corresponds to actual current across the
circuit under investigation on dummy cell.
6) The sensitivity was calculated:-
Sensitivity = Theoretical current/Observed voltage
= 0.0001 A / 0.6581 V = 152 PA/V
The process was repeated using varying different resistor capacitor circuits on
dummy cells to reproduce the calculated sensitivity. The sensitivity of the Autolab
potentiostat was calculated as 10 PA/V.
2.1.2.2 Potentiostat calibration and speed test
The basic principle involved in the speed analysis is sampling the maximum number
of samples in the minimum time domain possible during the pulse application of
known voltage to the capacitor and/or resistor circuit and measuring the current
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response. This experimental current was then compared with the theoretical currents
for a capacitor. The difference between the experimental peak current and the
theoretical peak current gave information about the time taken by the potentiostat to
respond to the system and hence the speed of the potentiostat. The data acquisition
device may also contribute to this delay but this contribution can be configured out
by comparing the applied voltage pulse with the current response over the time scan.
The speed of the potentiostat was checked by the following method:
1) Potentiostat was connected to the data acquisition device e.g. e-corder.
2) A dummy cell was constructed by connecting a resistor of about 658 : and
capacitor of 0.15 PF. This dummy cell actually had the capacitance almost
equivalent to the "wet" experimental system.
3) Reference and counter electrode terminals from the potentiostat were
connected to one side of the dummy cell and working electrode terminal to
the other side.
4) Maximum speed was selected in the acquisition software (Scope) i.e.
maximum number of samples in minimum time (100 KHz for e-corder and
200 KHz for Powerlab).
5) A voltage pulse of particular amplitude, say 1V for convenience was applied
to the home-made dummy cell.
6) Current response was measured with respect to time.
7) Theoretical current decay of an applied voltage pulse was calculated using the
Equation 2.1; I(t) = ୉(୲)ୖ e(ି౪ಜ) Equation 2.1
Where ߬ = ܴܥ and is the time constant.
R is 658 :, C is 0.158 PF, V= 1 V.
8) Applied voltage and voltage corresponding to the currents were converted to
the current according to the sensitivity of the potentiostat.
Experimentally observed and the theoretical currents and applied voltages were
plotted against time. The difference between the experimental peak current and the
theoretical current gave potentiostatic delay and the difference between the
experimental peak current and voltage peaks gave acquisition device delay. The
speed of ACM and Autolab potentiostat and contribution by acquisition device e-
corder and powerlab to the speed of the potentiostats is compared and presented in
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Figure 2.5. The current response of the ACM potentiostat connected to e-corder is
20 Ps delayed compared to the Autolab potentiostat and is approximately 10 Ps
delayed when connected to powerlab compared to the Autolab potentiostat. Autolab
is clearly faster than the ACM potentiostat (Figure 2.5 c). The current response of
the AutoLab potentiostat connected to the Powerlab is delayed by about 60 Ps from
the theoretical current value. Of this, the 50 Ps delay is due to the Powerlab with a
characteristic potentiostatic delay of 10 Ps only.
2.1.2.3 Lock-in amplifier calibration
The lock-in-amplifier was also calibrated before carrying out experiments. The
calibration was carried out as follows:
1) Reference and counter electrode terminals from the potentiostat were
connected to one side of the home-made dummy cell and working electrode
terminal to the other side.
2) Voltage input to the potentiostat was taken from a function generator
connected to the lock-in amplifier.
3) Appropriate parameters were adjusted on the lock-in amplifier e.g. frequency
75 Hz, oscillating voltage amplitude 5 mV, phase angle 90q and on the
function generator e.g. scan rate 5 mVs-1, number of cycles infinity.
4) Imaginary voltage corresponding to the current were recorded from the
display-1 as 21.9 on the lock-in amplifier sensitivity set at 10 mV and
potentiostat sensitivity 152 PA/V.
5) The capacitance of the dummy cell was calculated experimentally at 10 mV
sensitivity as;
voltage on display = 21.9 = 2.19 mV = 0.00219 V
current = 0.00219 V × 152 μA/V = 0.3328 μAC = I(t)/2πfV Equation 2.2
where݂ = 75 Hz, V = 5 mV;
ܥ = 0.33288(2 × 3.14 × 75 × 5) = 0.154ߤF
This is in good agreement with the dummy cell capacitance of about 0.158 PF.
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Figure 2.5: Current versus time plots of 658 : resistor and 0.15 PF capacitor
in series connected to ACM potentiostat with e-corder (a), ACM potentiostat
with powerLab (b) and AutoLab potentiostat with powerLab (c) at a sampling
rate of 256 samples (100 KHz) in 2ms. Theoretical current (.....), Experimental
































The following techniques were used in the electrochemical studies of the
phospholipid monolayers on Hg electrode:
2.2.1 RCV
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a voltammetric technique in which the applied potential
is ramped linearly as a function of time and is reversed to its initial potential after
reaching a set potential (Figure 2.6) and current response is measured. CV is used
primarily for diagnostic studies of redox reactions [9-11]. CV is a versatile
technique used to obtain the mechanistic information about a redox reaction.
Presence or absence of sharp or broad peaks in forward and reverse scan indicates
the reversible and irreversible nature of the non-faradaic or faradaic process
respectively. Number of peaks in the forward and the backward scan can correspond
to the number of electrons transferred by the electroactive species in a redox
reaction [6,12]. The plot of current during a voltammetric scan versus the applied
potential yields a cyclic voltammogram. The cyclic voltammogram provides
chemical information that is unique for each compound.




In the absence of faradaic reactions the CV current is proportional to the capacitance
of the interface. From CV, the specific capacitance (Csp) of the electrode-electrolyte
interface can be obtained by assuming the electrode electrolyte interface is a simple
parallel plate capacitor. The charge on the capacitor, q, is proportional to the voltage
drop, V, across it: q = Cܧ Equation 2.3
C is the proportionally constant and is called the absolute capacitance of the
medium. Charging current is the current produced during the charging of a capacitor
and is given by differentiating Equation 2.3 with time, assuming the absolute
capacitance of the capacitor to be constant as below:
dq/dt = C × dE/dt Equation 2.4
Where dq/dt is the expression for current and dV/dt is the scan rate (Q):
I = Cݒ Equation 2.5
Hence, using charging current and the potential sweep rate from the CV, the
absolute capacitance can be calculated. In addition, specific capacitance (Csp) is the
absolute capacitance per unit area of the capacitor as follows:
Cୱ୮ = C/A Equation 2.6
The uncompensated resistance and charging current which affect the faradic
responses in the various transient and other techniques including CV were shown to
be resolved by high speed CV by Howell et. al [13-15]. Rapid or fast scan CV is CV
at higher scan rates and has been used to study the kinetics of rapid heterogeneous
electrochemical reactions [15].
2.2.2 Impedance measurements
An AC electrical signal is a voltage or current signal alternating its polarity. An AC
signal has amplitude and is frequency dependent. A graph of AC sine signal versus
time is shown in Figure 2.7 below.
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Figure 2.7: A sinusoidal AC voltage signal showing peak to peak amplitude
and changing polarity over time [16].
Furthermore, the AC signals can be either in phase or out of phase when there are
more than one signals. In case of in phase AC signals (Figure 2.8(a)), the signals
arrive at the same point at the same time and in case of out of phase AC signals
(Figure 2.8(b)), the signals arrive at same point in different times. The extent to
which these signals are out of phase (phase shift) is determined from the
displacement of one signal with respect to the other [17-18].
Figure 2.8: In phase AC signals (a) Out of phase AC signals (b) [19].
An alternating potential applied to an electrode gives rise to an alternating current
(AC) (Figure 2.9) resulting from charging and discharging of electrode electrolyte
interface and electrochemical charge transfer across the interface. Any resistance to
the AC flow is known as impedance (Z) and may change the phase of the signal with
respect to the potential as a function of frequency.
(a) (b)
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Figure 2.9: An AC potential application to an electrode surface.
2.2.2.1 AC Voltammetry
AC voltammetry is a frequency domain technique and in this method an AC
potential of generally low-amplitude of 5-20 mV and single frequency between 50-
100 Hz, superimposed on a linear potential ramp (Edc) (Figure 2.10) is applied to the
electrode and the resulting AC current separated into in-phase (resistance) and -90º
out-of phase (capacitance) components by a lock-in-amplifier and measured as a
function of Edc. AC voltammogram is the plot of this AC current versus the
potential. AC voltammetry has following advantages over conventional voltammetry
[20]:
1) High reliability is achieved because of equilibration at successive intervals of
potential .
2) Measurements can be carried out in the presence of oxygen (O2) because no
AC O2 wave is obtained due to irreversible reduction of O2 at Hg.
Figure 2.10: An AC potential signal superimposed on a DC potential used in
AC voltammetry.
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AC voltammetry has also been used to study the kinetics of redox reactions in
electroactive monolayer [21], interactions of monolayers on Hg surface by Moncelli,
Becucci and Nelson and the adsorption of self-assembled monolayers on Hg by
Mandler [22-26]. In AC voltammetry, the specific capacitance of the electrode-
electrolyte interface can be obtained by assuming electrical double layer as a simple
parallel plate capacitor and which is connected to an alternating source of voltage.
The charge on capacitor on application of AC voltage signal with amplitude, V, is
given as; q(t) = C × E sinωt Equation 2.7
Differentiating above equation with respect to time;
I(t) = q(t)/d(t) = C × ω × E Equation 2.8
Writing above equation according to Ohm’s law:
I(t) = CωE or I(t) = C × 2πfE Equation 2.9
Absolute capacitance for the electrical double layer connected to an AC voltage
source can be obtained by the following expression:
C = I(t)/2πfE
Where, f is the frequency of the applied voltage and V is the amplitude of the
applied voltage. Whereas specific capacitance (Csp) is the absolute capacitance per
unit area of the capacitor as follows:
Cୱ୮ = I(t)/2πfEA Equation 2. 10
2.2.2.2 Electrochemical impedance
Resistance is the ability of a resistor to resist the flow of current through it. In
electrical circuits in the presence of other circuit elements such as capacitors, a more
general and complex term impedance is used. Impedance is the ability of the circuit
to resist the flow of current through the circuit and is estimated from the measured
AC current in response to an application of the AC voltage. In impedance analysis,
a cell is assumed to be composed of analog electrical components which make up an
equivalent circuit. All the components are assumed to be pure. The AC behaviour of
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these pure components is observed as a function of angular frequency. For a resistor,
impedance is simply equal to the resistance and is frequency independent,
Zୖ = R Equation 2.11
On the other hand the impedance of a pure capacitor is a function of angular
frequency and increases with decrease in frequency,
Zୡ = −݅/ωC Equation 2.1
The impedance (Z) of a series RC circuit may be represented by the equation given
below:
Z = R − ݅/ωC = Z′ − ݅Z′′ Equation 2.13
=' is the real part of the impedance and Z'' is the imaginary part of the impedance.
The inverse of impedance is admittance “Y = 1/Z”. The admittance for the series RC
circuit is: Y = 1/Z = 1/(Z′ − ݅Z′′) Equation 2.14Y = 1Z′ − ݅Z′′ ∗ Z′ + ݅Z′′Z′ + ݅Z′′Y = Z′ + ݅Z′′Z′ଶ + Z′′ଶY = Z′Z′ଶ + Z′′ଶ + ݅ Z′′Z′ଶ + Z′′ଶY = Y′ + ݅Y′′   Equation 2.15 Z′Z′ଶ + Z′′ଶ = Y′ and Z′′Z′ଶ + Z′′ଶ = Y′′ 
Y' is the real admittance and Y'' is the imaginary admittance in Equation 2.15. YZ-1
is the normalized admittance and has units of capacitance. The plot of Y'Z-1 versus
Y''Z-1 is called the complex capacitance plane plot [27-29]. The complex plane plots
obtained from admittances show a semicircle. In capacitive circuits, the imaginary
impedance and capacitance are always negative and the imaginary admittance is
positive [28].
Pure Hg and DOPC coated Hg behave like pure capacitor giving a semicircle in the
complex capacitance plane in the region of PZC of Hg. Interactions of various
biologically active compounds with the DOPC on Hg interface will appear either as
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changes in zero frequency capacitance (ZFC) and/or as a secondary element or tail
due to low frequency relaxations indicating layer imperfections [30-32]. For
developing a profound understanding about the process, the experimental data can
also be fitted to the impedance model (Equation 2.16) for the DOPC monolayer on
Hg developed by Nelson and others [30]:Y = ଵୖାଵ/[(௜ன)ಊ((୅౩ି୅)/ଵା(௜னத)ಉ)ା୅)] Equation 2.16
Y is admittance, R is solution resistance, W is the relaxation time constant, D is the
coefficient which represents distribution of time constant around the most probable
value (either 1 or less than 1) and E characterizes the non-idealities at the interface
between the capacitor and resistor.
Where As and A are related to capacitance as follows:Cୱ − C = ((Aୱ − A) − A) ∗ τ(ଵିஒ)
C = [A ∗ R(ଵିஒ)]ଵ/ஒ
C is identified as zero frequency capacitance of the monolayers and Cs-C is the
additional low frequency capacitance element.
Relationship between capacitance (C), monolayer thickness (d) and relative
permittivity (ε):
Capacitance is related to the relative permittivity of the dielectric (εr) and the
spacing between the capacitor plates (d) by the following relation:
C = ε୭ε୰A/d or Csp = ε୭ε୰/d Equation 2.17
Where Csp is capacitance per unit area, A is the area of the two plates, εr is the
relative permittivity of the dielectric between the plates, εo is the permittivity of free
space ≈ 8.854×10-12 F m-1 and d is the separation between the plates.
DOPC monolayers on Hg electrode have been reported to behave as almost an ideal
capacitor in impedance measurements under low applied field conditions [33] with
the DOPC coated Hg surface acting as one plate and the electrolyte counterions as
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the other plate at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The DOPC monolayer apolar
region acts as a dielectric with εr of apolar region of ~2 [34] and thickness ~1.2 nm
[34]. In impedance measurements, at -0.4 V (PZC of Hg) [35], the DOPC monolayer
on Hg electrode gives rise to an almost perfect RC semicircle in the complex
capacitance plane plots with no additional low frequency element. The extrapolation
of the semicircle to the real capacitance axis gives the zero frequency capacitance
(ZFC) value which is equivalent to the Csp of the monolayer [30] i.e. ~1.78 PF cm-2
[34]. Interaction of biomembrane active compounds with the DOPC monolayer on
Hg has three effects on the impedance data projected into the complex capacitance
plane: (i) an additional low frequency capacitive element; (ii) depression of the RC
semicircle and (iii) an increase or decrease of the ZFC. A change in the ZFC
corresponds to the change in the monolayer thickness and/or the relative permittivity
of the dielectric according to Equation-2.17.
Most biomembrane active compounds have a higher relative permittivity than the
apolar region of the DOPC monolayer. As a consequence, when these species
interact with the DOPC monolayer, a decrease in ZFC can only be associated with
an increase in thickness of the monolayer and not a decrease in the relative
permittivity of the apolar region. On the other hand, an increase in ZFC following
compound/DOPC interaction can be attributed to the following two factors:
(1) Increase in relative permittivity of dielectric through penetration of compounds
with higher relative permittivity into the low dielectric lipid monolayer apolar region
resulting in an overall increase in the average relative permittivity of the dielectric.
(2) Decrease in thickness of the monolayer.
For example a decrease in the ZFC of the DOPC monolayer observed in the case of
p-Cl-BP/DOPC interaction (Chapter-5) can be only be related to an increase in the
thickness of DOPC monolayer because a decrease in relative permittivity of the
DOPC apolar region is not possible in the presence of p-Cl-BP whose relative
permittivity is higher than that of the DOPC apolar region [36-38]. On the other
hand, an increase in the ZFC of the DOPC monolayer observed in case of p-OH-
BP/DOPC interaction can be due to either a decrease in thickness of monolayer or
equally to an increase in the relative permittivity of the DOPC monolayer apolar
region resulting from penetration of p-OH-BP into the monolayer.
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2.2.3 Potential step experiments
Choronoamperometry is a transient technique used in electrochemistry to investigate
the kinetics and mechanism of an electrochemical reaction. In chrononamperometry,
a potential is applied to the working electrode in the form of either a single step or
double step (step potential) (Figure 2.11a) for a small period of time. The resulting
current response (current transient) from the applied potential steps is measured as a
function of time (Figure 2.11b). The current response consists of either charging
current alone or both the charging and the faradaic current. The charging current
decays exponentially with time and is significant in the initial few milliseconds
only.
Figure 2.11: Double potential step (a) applied to the electrode and resulting
non faradaic current response (b) in chronoamperometry.
Investigation of kinetics of second phase transition by Hg supported DOPC
monolayer
The second phase transition of DOPC on Hg has been shown to follow the
nucleation and growth mechanism. On applying a double potential step to the DOPC
coated Hg electrode, a broader hump evolving into a peak resolved from the double
layer relaxation peak in the current transients is attributed to the second phase








Figure 2.12: Full potential step versus time plots (a) and resulting current-time
transients (b) following double potential steps as indicated applied to DOPC
monolayer on Hg in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution.
The first sharp peak (A in Figure 2.13) represents the double layer relaxation.
Double layer relaxation is a fast process and take place in about less than about 0.1
ms. Whereas, the second peak represents a slower process and of about 2-3 ms in
length. The rise in current (B in Figure 2.13) corresponds to the growth of the nuclei
which are either instantaneously produced or more likely to be formed during the
first phase transition. After reaching a certain size, growth process ceases and fully
grown nuclei start to coalesce resulting in a decrease in current (C in Figure 2.13).
Both the growth and coalescence process are potential dependent and increase in























Figure 2.13: A current-time transient following a potential step from -0.980 V
to -1.019 V applied to DOPC monolayer on Hg in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution.
The combined rate constant for both nucleation and growth process also called the
composite rate constant can be extracted from the current-time transients in response
to the application of potential steps using the Avrami equation:
α = 1 − exp (−b୤tଶ) Equation 2.18
In fact the N an G process represents the adsorption of bilayer patches on the
electrode surface [79] and the current peak represents the displacement of charge
during this process. As a result ߙ is the fraction of Hg surface covered with the new
phase of bilayer patches [33, 35] following the N & G process, bf is the composite
(nucleation and growth) rate constant. When D is 0.5, t = t1/2
2 ∗ exp ൬−0.08 − logtభ
మ
൰ = b୤ Equation 2.19
The half life (t1/2) of the current transient is the time for the charge-time transient to
reach half of the charge density [33]. Hence t1/2 can be used to calculate the
composite rate constant for the nucleation and growth process.
2.3 Experimental Protocol
2.3.1 Preparation of electrolyte solution
The electrolyte used in all the experiments was 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl with added











NaH2PO4) to maintain a pH level of almost 7.6 which is close to the physiological
pH of the human body i.e. 7.4. 0.1 mol dm-3 salt solutions of KNO3, NaCl, LiCl,
BaCl2, CaCl2, NaF, KF, RbF, CsF, LiOH, NaOH, KOH, KBr and KI were also used
as electrolytes to characterize the effect of electrolyte on the phase transitions shown
by DOPC monolayer on Hg. In permeability experiments conducted on DOPC
bilayer on Hg using ZnCl2, 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl without added buffer was used to
avoid any precipitation of Zn. KCl was combusted combusted in muffle furnace at
about 650 qC for 6 hours. KCl was provided by Fisher Scientific and Na2HPO4 and
NaH2PO4 were provided by Sigma Aldrich. 25 mL of buffered electrolyte was taken
in the electrochemical and placed on a magnetic stirrer for stirring when necessary.
Reference, counter and working electrodes were fixed in the electrochemical cell
and the electrolyte solution was deaerated by purging argon gas through it to remove
O2 for about 15-20 minutes. After deaeration, a blanket of argon was maintained
above the fully deaerated solutions to avoid penetration of any O2 into the solution
during all experiments. Because, O2 not only oxidizes the lipid but also in the
presence of O2, an O2 reduction hump appears in RCV and can affect the
capacitance measurement.
2.3.2 Electrochemical measurements on Hg electrode
A diagnostic RCV scan was always performed on uncoated Hg electrode between
the potential limit -0.2 to -1.6 V to (1) check the presence of impurities or O2 prior
to the addition of DOPC and (2) calculate the electrode area using capacitance
potential plots from RCV of uncoated electrode as follows:
ܣ = ܫ௠௔௫/ܥ௦௣ݒ Equation 2.20
Where, Imax and Csp are the maximum current and specific capacitance (≈41 PF cm-2
for Hg in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl) of Hg respectively, corresponding to PZC of Hg and
varies with varying potential and electrolyte and X is the potential scan rate (40 Vs-
1). The area of an electrode remains constant irrespective of the nature of electrolyte
and potential scan rate. The applied voltage ramp to the Hg at 40 Vs-1 in 0.1 mol dm-
3 aerated and deaerated KCl solution and the current response is shown in the Figure
2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Capacitance current versus potential plots of uncoated HMDE in
0.1 mol dm-3 KCl in the presence (red) and absence (black) of O2 acquired
using RCV at 40 Vs-1.
It can also be seen that the current measured at uncoated Hg in the presence of O2 is
higher at all potentials than in the absence of O2. In addition, in the presence of O2,
there is a current hump corresponding to the O2 reduction at more negative potential
in addition to the capacitance current water hump [39] at less negative potential
around -0.3 to -0.4 V. RCV is a very effective and sensitive technique for
preliminary tests in the sense that it is fast and produces a "snapshot" of the
electrode interface.
Following RCV, an ACV scan of the Hg electrode was also recorded because ACV
is an equilibrium technique compared to RCV and can show the presence of
impurities which do not appear in RCV. In ACV, capacity versus potential
measurements were carried out by measuring the imaginary current (I) in the
potential range between -0.2 V and -1.6 V at a f = 75 Hz, Q = 5 mV s-1 and 'V of
0.005 V. The potential versus capacitance scan of Hg in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl obtained
by ACV (Figure 2.15) is very similar to that obtained by RCV. ACV shows the
capacitance maximum corresponding to the water hump of Hg [39] but not the O2
reduction because the ACV technique is insensitive to the irreversible reduction of
O2. Only an insignificant increase in the capacitance is observed in the presence of













Figure 2.15: Capacitance-potential plot of uncoated HMDE in the aerated (red)
and deaerated (black) 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution acquired using ACV at scan
rate 5 mVs-1, frequency 75 Hz, amplitude 0.0046 V and 90qout of phase.
The most sensitive technique for checking the purity of the system is using
electrochemical impedance. Even a negligible amount of organic
impurity/contamination, not evident in RCV and ACV, shows up in impedance
scans.
Figure 2.16: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
uncoated HMDE in the deaerated 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001 mol dm-3
phosphate buffer, acquired using EIS at -0.4 V, 0.005 V amplitude and 65000-
0.1 Hz frequency.
A complex capacitance plane plot transformed from the impedance of uncoated Hg





























semicircle (Figure 2.16). The main drawback of ACV and impedance measurements
are that these are slow techniques.
These techniques are responsive towards small contaminations (less than 1.0 Pg/L)
in the electrolyte solution. If there is any organic contamination present in the
electrochemical cell or elsewhere such as in the gas tubing etc., it will appear as
1) small peaks in the RCV and ACV scans of uncoated Hg along with suppression in
the capacity current hump corresponding to the potential of zero charge of Hg (PZC)
depicted in Figure 2.17a and b.
2) imperfection in the semicircle with suppression of ZFC and appearance of a low
frequency extra element in the complex capacitance plane (Figure 2.17c).
Figure 2.17: Capacitance current and capacitance versus potential plots (a, b
respectively) and impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane
(c) of uncoated HMDE in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing organic impurity










































2.3.3 Formation of DOPC monolayers
DOPC suspension (Ananti Lipid) of 2 mg/mL was prepared in pentane (HPLC
grade, Fisher Scientific Chemicals Ltd.) in a clean glass vial and was always stored
in freezer. A glass syringe was used to transfer the lipid solution to the electrolyte
surface in the electrochemical cell. DOPC monolayers were prepared by spreading
about 15-25 PL of DOPC at the argon-electrolyte interface. A period of about 5-10
minutes was required for the pentane to evaporate. The HMDE assembly was then
lifted up from the solution, a new drop was raised and electrode was lowered to the
surface slowly so that the drop touched the electrolyte surface for a sufficient time to
allow monolayer formation. Lipids transfer to the hydrophobic Hg and resulted in
the formation of supported lipid monolayer (Figure 2.18). DOPC monolayers on
MFE were formed by moving the electrode across the DOPC-argon gas interface
and excessive lipid can be removed by cycling a higher negative potential for an
appropriate time. Current potential scans and current transients were recorded using
electrochemical techniques. For a new measurement, a new drop was produced by
lifting the Hg above the interface and gently tapping the electrode to knock the drop
off, raising a new drop by turning the scaled sleeve and lowering the electrode down
into the solution.
Figure 2.18: Transfer of DOPC monolayer on MFE from lipid- gas.
2.3.4 Electrochemical measurements of DOPC monolayer on Hg
RCV scans were recorded on the DOPC coated Hg to check the (1) surface coverage
of the DOPC monolayer (degree of compactness of monolayer) and (2) Integrity of
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the DOPC monolayer. Figure 2.19 represents the capacitance current versus
potential plot of a DOPC coated Hg drop in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl at switching potential
-1.2 V and -1.6 V. The plot shows different potential dependant phase transitions
occurring in the DOPC monolayer on the Hg surface. At switching potential of -1.2
V, two completely reversible capacitance current peaks are observed at higher
negative potentials due to underlying phase transitions in addition to a constant low
capacitance current region (about -0.2 to -0.9 V). Constant and low capacitance
current is suggestive of the presence of intact and impermeable DOPC monolayer.
The first and second capacitance current peaks are believed to be associated with
penetration of electrolyte into the monolayer followed by the reorientation of lipids
and bilayers formation. But if the scan terminates at -1.6 V, more phase transitions
are observed (Figure 2.19) owing to the liposome formation and partial desorption.
Only first two phase transitions are considered to be important and well
characterized and were studied in all the investigations. The height and sharpness of
peaks gives a clue about the integrity of monolayer formed. For a good monolayer
(1) both the capacitance current peaks should be sharp and stable, (2) first
capacitance current peak should always have a higher capacitance than the second
capacitance current peak and (3) the ratio of first peak capacitance current and
capacitance in constant capacitance region should not be less than 2.3.
Figure 2.19: Capacitance current versus potential plot of DOPC coated HMDE
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl at 40 Vs-1 obtained using RCV at switching potential -1.2












Capacitance-potential plots of the DOPC coated Hg electrode acquired using ACV
shows the analogous phase transitions except that the phase transitions at higher
negative potentials owing to the desorption process are not very well resolved.
Figure 2.20: Capacitance-potential plot of DOPC coated HMDE in the 0.1 mol
dm-3 KCl solution obtained using ACV at scan rate 5 mVs-1, frequency 75 Hz,
amplitude 0.0046 V and 90qout of phase.
If the amount of lipid on the surface of electrode is less than the required to make a
compact layer, the height of the second capacitance current peak increases at the
expense of first peak [33]. Presence of impurity/contamination in the system also
destroys the monolayer and appears as deformed capacitance current peaks in the
capacity current-potential measurements (Figure 2.21) and as a low frequency extra
element in the complex capacitance plots (Figure 2.22 (b)).
Figure 2.21: Capacitance current and capacitance-potential plot of DOPC
coated HMDE in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution obtained using (a) RCV at 40








































In the impedance measurements of a DOPC coated Hg electrode, the system should
behave as an almost ideal capacitor similar to an uncoated Hg electrode and the data
is transformed to a perfect semicircle in the complex capacitance plane. But due to a
very low dielectric (~2) of DOPC compared to the water molecule (~80), the time
constant (߬) for orientation polarization is increased. Moreover, the zero frequency
capacitance (ZFC) of the DOPC coated Hg electrode is significantly reduced to ~1.8
PF cm-2 compared to the uncoated Hg electrode (~35 PF cm-2) because of the low
dielectric of DOPC so decreasing the RC time constant.
Figure 2.22: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated HMDE in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution in the absence (a) and
presence (b) of contamination, acquired using EIS at -0.4 V, 0.005 V
amplitude and 65000-0.1 Hz frequency.
2.4 MFE: Pt vs Au
The MFE were prepared on a silicon wafer based microfabricated platinum (Pt) and
gold (Au) electrodes separately with a Pt and Au disc diameter of 1 mm. Embedded
on the same wafer was a Pt and Au rectangle as a contact pad. The disc was
connected to the contact pad by a 0.5 mm thick Pt and Au trace interconnect that
was insulated with approximately 1.5 mm of Si3N4 deposited by plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD). Pt based MFE compared to the Au based
MFE were found to be very stable and durable and were used in all the investigation


































2.4.1 Pt based MFE
The Pt electrode was cleaned prior to the Hg deposition using a solution of H2SO4
(Fisher Scientific) and 30 % H2O2 (Fluka) mixture (piranha solution) and rinsed with
Milli-Q 18.2 MΩ water (Millipore, U.K.) before drying. The Pt electrode was then 
subjected to rapid cyclic voltammetry (RCV) from -0.2 to -3.0 V vs Ag/AgCl at 40
Vs-1 to remove any remains of organic film. Hg can be deposited on the Pt surface
both by manual and electrodeposition methods. Hg deposited by both methods allow
the formation of DOPC monolayers similar to those on HMDE. Manual deposition
of Hg using an Eppendorf microliter pipette on the dried Pt disk is simpler and
quicker. Electrodeposition is the preferred method if the precise quantity of Hg is
required to be known.
Figure 2.23: Capacitance current versus potential plots of MFE and DOPC
coated MFE immediately after deposition (red), after 5 hr (green) and after 1
month (blue), using Pt as substrate in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl, obtained using RCV
at 40V s-1.
MFE is advantageous in terms of its reusability utilizing a small amount of Hg and
can be cleaned similarly to the Pt surface by voltammetric cycling with negative
potential excursion between -0.2 and -3.0 V vs Ag/AgCl at 40 Vs-1. Strongly
adsorbed impurities can be removed from the Hg surface by cycling to a more
negative potential of -4.0 V vs Ag/AgCl without causing any damage to the Hg or to
the Pt underneath. Hg deposited on the Pt surface is very stable and can remain for














Hg. DOPC monolayer on a month old MFE yielded the I-E voltammograms similar
to that of a freshly prepared electrode as shown in Figure 2.23.
Figure 2.24: Microscopic images of MFE using Pt as substrate.
2.4.2 Au based MFE
Both manual and electrochemical methods were employed to deposit Hg on the Au
surface and it is found that Hg on Au electrode is not at all stable. The capacitance
current of Hg supported DOPC monolayer on Au (Fig 2.25 b) in constant
capacitance current region (-0.2 to -0.9 V) is significantly higher than that on Pt
Hg/Pt after 5 hr
Hg/Pt after 1 month
Pt electrode
Hg/Pt electrode
Pt track Pt disc electrode surface
No Hg on Pt track Hg on Pt disc
Hg on Pt disc electrode surface
Hg on Pt disc electrode surface
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electrode (Fig 2.23). In addition, it is clear from Figure 2.25 (a) and (b) that the
capacitance current of both Hg and DOPC coated Hg on Au surface increases
drastically after 5 hours.
Manual deposition
Figure 2.25: Capacitance current versus potential plots of MFE (a) and DOPC
coated MFE (b) using Au as substrate, immediately after deposition (black)
and after 1 hr (red) in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl using RCV at 40 Vs-1.
Hg is found to readily amalgamate with Au and accounts for the instability of the
MFE. Destruction of the electrode surface and the contact pad due to amalgam


























Figure 2.26: Microscope images of MFE formed by manual deposition of Hg
on Au based MFE.
Electro-deposition of Hg on Au enhanced the amalgam formation and destroyed the
electrode surface more effectively and rapidly. It is clear from the I-E plot of DOPC
coated electrochemically deposited Hg on Au, that the capacitance current peaks are
less sharp and not observed after 24 hours (Figure 2.27).
Au electrode
Au track Au disc electrode surface
Hg on Au
track
Hg on Au disc
electrode surface
Hg/Au electrode
Hg/Au electrode after 1 day
Au removed by Hg amalgam
Hg removed from Au surface
All the Au removed completely
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Electrodeposition
Figure 2.27: Capacitance current versus potential plots of electrochemically
deposited MFE (a) and DOPC coated MFE (b) using Au as substrate
immediately after deposition (black), after 5 hr (green) and after 24 hr (red), in


























Figure 2.28: Microscopic images of Au based MFE formed by
electrodeposition of Hg from Hg(NO3)2 solution.
Hg removed from Au surface
Hg/Au after cleaning by RCV
Hg/Au electrode
Au electrode
Au track Au disc electrode surface




Au removed by Hg amalgam





1) All Hg was emptied from the working electrode.
2) Capillaries were stacked in nitric acid and nitric acid was sucked through so
the reservoir at the top was filled. The capillaries were soaked in HNO3
overnight to remove traces of Hg.
3) Nitric acid was removed and capillaries were rinsed and with MilliQ water.
4) Water was removed and methanol was sucked through the capillaries.
5) About 50 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide solution in methanol was prepared
and stirred overnight to dissolve all NaOH
6) Capillaries were left to soak at least overnight in methanol/NaOH overnight.
7) NaOH/MeOH was removed and capillaries were rinsed with copious MilliQ
water.
8) HCl was sucked up through capillary to remove the NaOH.
9) Capillaries were then rinsed with MilliQ water followed by methanol.
10) Capillaries were dried in oven at about 220 qC for at least 4 hours and allowed
to cool.
11) Silane solution was prepared by dissolving 5 mL dichloromethyl silane
(DCMS) in100 mL. All glassware was meticulously dried before silanisation
as silane is very reactive towards water. The 5 % DCMS was stored in a dark
glass bottle with a screw on a plastic cap.
12) Some 5 % silane solution was poured in a small 5 mL beaker and was allowed
to rise in the capillaries via capillary action. Capillaries were repeatedly
immersed in the silane solution for 15 minutes.
13) Finally silanized capillaries were put in oven at about 220 degree to dry for at
least 4 hours and allowed to cool.
Spare treated capillaries were wrapped in medical wipes, enclosed in plastic bag and
stored in oven for later use.
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2.5.2 Assembling a new capillary
The plunger was raised to its upper position with the scaled revolving sleeve and
both threads of the intermediate joint were left loose after mounting a new capillary.
A new lower bi-conical gasket was used on changing a capillary. The plunger was
then moved to its lowest position. Subsequently, the upper and then the lower thread
of the intermediate joint were tightened firmly.
2.5.3 Initial filling of HMDE with a new capillary
For initial filling, the stopper was removed and a syringe with a tube was attached to
the opened end as a suction source. The plunger was raised above the lower gasket
through the intermediate joint, by turning the scaled sleeve counter clockwise. The
tip of capillary was immersed in a Hg pool and the electrode was held vertically. Hg
was then sucked by the suction syringe and plunger was moved below the lower
gasket when Hg level reached above the lower gasket. The suction was maintained
when the plunger was moved to about 3.5 marks on the scaled sleeve to avoid the air
entering the electrode. Subsequently the syringe was removed and the stopper was
closed.
2.5.4 Re-filling of HMDE
The electrode was immersed in the Hg pool and held vertically. The plunger was
moved anti-clockwise to fill the Hg. There is no need for a suction syringe to re-fill
the electrode. It is best not to rotate the plunger more than about 3.5 marks on the
scaled sleeve for the capillary to maintain a stable drop and good working of
electrode.
2.5.5 Equipment cleaning
The electrochemical cell is washed with piranha, which is a solution of sulphuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide in a ratio of 3:1 and is largely used to remove the
organic contamination. Piranha solution is kept in cell for at least an hour for
efficient cleaning. Also, the counter electrode and reference electrode are dipped in
same solution for few seconds to remove any organic contamination and to unblock
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the ceramic frit of reference electrode. The cell and the electrodes are then washed
with copious amounts of milli-Q water.
2.6 Fluoresence spectroscopy
Emission of light by a substance on absorbing light or electromagnetic radiation is
generally termed luminescence. Luminescence can be further classified as
photoluminescence, chemiluminescence and electroluminescence depending on the
cause of light emission such as emission caused by chemical reaction, electrical
energy, light energy etc. Photoluminescence is of two types: fluorescence and
phosphorescence. Fluorescence is the emission of light as a result of singlet-singlet
electronic relaxation following the absorption of light energy. It has a typical life
time of nanoseconds. Phosphorescence is emission of light as a result of triplet-
singlet electronic relaxation on absorbing light energy and has a life time of
milliseconds to hours.
In Fluorescence spectroscopy, an incident light beam (usually UV) excites the
electrons in the fluorophore molecule to the excited electronic states. These excited
molecules then lose the vibrational energy to reach the lowest vibrational state of
excited electronic state as seen in a Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.29). As a result, an
emission spectrum is recorded keeping the excitation wavelength constant and
measuring the fluorescent light at different wavelengths.
Figure 2.29: Jablonski’s diagram explaining molecular excitations, A-
Absorption, F-Fluorescence and S-singlet states [40].
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The role of the quencher is to quench the fluorescent light from fluorophore and
decrease its intensity by various modes of actions such as collisional quenching
(dynamic quenching) and quenching due to complex formation (static quenching).
Collisional quenching is described by the Stern-Volmer equation:
F°/F = 1 + Kୈ[Q] Equation 2.21
F˚ and F are the fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of quencher 
respectively, [Q] is the concentration of quencher, KD is the Stern-Volmer
quenching constant. A plot of F˚/F versus [Q] should be linear with an intercept of 1 
on y-axis and slope equal to KD. It is intuitively noteworthy that KD-1 is the quencher
concentration at which F˚/F = 2 or 50% of intensity is quenched. A linear Stern-
Volmer plot is indicative of a single class of fluorophores, all equally accessible to
quencher (Figure 2.30).
Figure 2.30: A typical Stern Volmer plot for a single class of accessible
fluorophore.
In case of two fluorophore populations, where one is not accessible to quencher,
Stern-Volmer plots deviate from linearity towards x-axis. At higher quencher
concentrations essentially all the accessible fluorophore is quenched. The remaining
fluorescence is from the inaccessible fluorophore and is independent of quencher
concentration. Quenching of the fluorophores with both accessible and inaccessible
populations can be analysed using a modified Ster-Volmer equation.
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In the presence of two populations of fluorophore i.e. accessible and inaccessible,
the total fluorescence in the absence of quencher is:
F° = F°ୟ + F°ୠ Equation 2.22
In the presence of quencher, the intensity of accessible fraction is decreased
according to Stern-Volmer equation, whereas the inaccessible fraction is not
quenched. So,
F = F°ୟ/(1 + K[Q]) + F°ୠ Equation 2.23
Where, K is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant of the accessible. Subtraction of
Equation 2.22 from Equation 2.23 gives
∆F = F° − F = F°ୟ(K[Q]/(1 + K[Q])) Equation 2.24
ΔF is the difference in the intensities of emitted light in the absence and presence of 
quencher respectively. Inversion followed by division with Equation 2.22
F°/∆F = ଵ୤౗୏[୕] + 1/fୟ Equation 2.25
Where fa is the fraction of initial fluorescence accessible to quencher
fୟ = F°ୟ/(F°ୠ + F°ୟ) Equation 2.26
This modified form of the Stern-Volmer equation allows accessible fraction (fa) and
K to be determined graphically. A plot of F˚/ΔF versus 1/[Q] gives fa as the intercept
and (faK)-1 as slope (Figure 2.31). The accessible fraction is defined as the fraction
of the fluorophore present in the polar region of the DOPC bilayer and hence
available for quenching. The accessible fraction therefore reports on the location of
the biphenyl fluorophore in the membrane. The accessible fractions (fa) for the
quenching of biphenyl and substituted biphenyl fluorescence were calculated from
the intercept values (intercept = 1/fa) with an intercept value of 1.0 indicating
complete accessibility of the biphenyl derivatives to quenching by I-.
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Figure 2.31: A typical modified Stern Volmer plot indicating two different
fluorophore populations.
The slope of these plots gives the effective quenching constant (K) for accessible
fluorophores which is similar to the binding constant for the quencher-acceptor
systems [41] and represents the quenching efficiency of the biphenyl derivatives by
I-. It is not a significant parameter in terms of their interaction with the membrane.
At higher concentration of I-, interactions between DOPC and I- appeared as a
discrete increase in the slope of modified the Stern-Volmer plots. This increase in
slope is due to the I- penetrating the apolar region of the monolayer and quenching
penetrated biphenyl. This data is therefore excluded from the plot used to estimate
the intercept. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to (1) investigate the interaction of
biphenyl and its derivatives with free standing DOPC bilayers and (2) to compare
with those on DOPC monolayer on Hg.
2.6.1 Materials
Biphenyl, 2-chloro-biphenyl, 3-chloro-biphenyl, 4-chloro-biphenyl, 2-hydroxy-
biphenyl, 3-hydroxy-biphenyl, 4-hydroxy-biphenyl, 4-methoxy-biphenyl, 4-methyl-
biphenyl, 4-cyano-biphenyl and 4-sulphonic acid-biphenyl were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich and their stock solutions (1000 PM) were made using acetone for
electrochemical studies and using ethanol for fluorescence studies.
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2.6.2 Preparation of liposomes
A DOPC stock dispersion of 10 mg/ml was prepared by dissolving DOPC in 0.1 M
KCl with added 0.001 M phosphate buffer. Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUV)
containing 4.2 % ethanol and 0.2 mg/ml DOPC were prepared by diluting calculated
amount of DOPC stock dispersion in a measuring flask containing 4 % ethanol
followed by the addition of 0.1 mol dm-3 buffered KCl gently along the wall of flask
with constant swirling [42]. The resulting vesicles are reported as GUV in high yield
varying up to 50 Pm in diameter [42].
2.6.3 Instrumentation
FluoroMax-3 Fluorimeter from Horiba Scientific with xenon lamp was used to
obtain fluorescence spectra.
2.6.4 Experimental procedure
Fluorescence spectra of DOPC vesicles at the excitation wavelengths specific to
different biphenyls were recorded as blanks. Biphenyls solutions were added to the
DOPC vesicle solutions with an incubation period of 15 minutes. All the biphenyls
were studied at their solution concentration of 1Pmol dm-3. KI was used as a
quencher. Secondary stock solutions of different concentrations of KI (1.0-7.0 mol
dm-3) were prepared from its primary stock solution of 8.0 mol dm-3 in 0.2 mmol
dm-3 sodium thiosulphate in 18.2 MW MilliQ water. Sodium thiosulphate was used
as an oxidant to reduce the oxidation of iodide to iodine. 150 mL portions of the KI
secondary stock solutions were added to the 3 mL of vesicle solution containing
biphenyls in the cuvette and fluorescence spectra were recorded at appropriate
excitation and emission wavelengths. Cuvette was dried using compressed air before
taking all the measurements to eliminate the error from small dilutions. Maximum
fluorescence intensities were measured from the fluorescence spectra and were
plotted versus concentration of the KI according to the Equation 2.25. The amount
of the accessible (quenched) and inaccessible (not quenched) biphenyls were
calculated from intercept assuming cent percent accessibility with an intercept value
of 1.0.
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All the biphenyl derivatives were found to be stable on exposure to light (constant
intensity of re-emitted light on repetitive exposure to light) except o-Cl-BP and were
studied using the method described above. Unlike the other substituted biphenyls, o-
Cl-BP underwent photo degradation on exposure to light (inset of Figure 2.32).
Therefore, the spectra were recorded in kinetic acquisition mode with an interval of
0.1 s and 6 s total time, at an excitation wavelength of 260 nm and an emission
wavelength of 316 nm to obtain the intensities of emitted light at zero time to
eliminate the effects from photo-degradation. The intercept from the linear
regression of these intensity versus time spectra yielded the intensity of re-emitted
light at zero time (where there is no photo degradation) and is used to plot modified
Stern-Volmer plot for o-Cl-BP as shown in Figure 2.32.
Figure 2.32: Kinetic plot of re-emitted light intensity for iodide (0.047 mol
dm-3) quenching of o-Cl-BPs in the presence of 0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC GUV
in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 of phosphate buffer. Inset
showing subsequent increase in intensity of emitted light after exposing the
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Role of electrolyte ions in the occurrence of voltage
induced phase transitions in a DOPC monolayer on
Hg
3.1 Introduction
Electrolyte ions play a vital role in many biological functions such as nerve
functions [1-2], muscle function [3-4], neuropsychiatric manifestations [5], manic
depressive disease [6], and cardiac arrhythmias management [7]. Interaction of
electrolyte ions with the phospholipids have been studied extensively using various
biomimetic models such as supported bilayers [8-10] and monolayers [11-14],
phospholipid vesicles [15-16] and tethered bilayers [17-18] with a variety of
phospholipids and substrates using different techniques. Interactions between
phospholipids and ions is essential for all above processes and particularly for
membrane stability [19], signal transduction [20-21] and membrane fusion [22-24].
Ions critical in influencing physiological processes are Li+ Na+, K+, Ca+2, Mg+2, Cl-.
Most investigations report on the adsorption and binding of cations to the
phospholipid head groups. Simulation studies suggest that alkali metal cations in
contrast to anions bind to the PO4-2 moiety on the DOPC head group depending on
their charge density and the membrane electrostatic potential [25]. Early studies of
ion interactions were conducted on the negatively charged lipid phosphatidylserine
(PS) [26-27] found in biological membranes. The alkali metal cations compared to
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the transition metal ions and quaternary ammonium ions were found to bind strongly
to the PS head groups forming a diffuse double layer at the membrane surface. This
resulted in the formation of a lipid-ion complex which is anhydrous and
hydrophobic in the case of inorganic ion binding and is hydrated and hydrophilic in
the case of organic ion binding [26] . A discrepancy is found between the Gouy-
Chapman theory of diffuse double layer and its application to experimental data in
the study of interactions of alkali metal cations with PS vesicles. The specific
adsorption of ions on phospholipids was addressed by Moises and others
considering the Stern approach that accounts for both the finite ion size and
adsorption of ions on the surfaces [28].
Studies of the adsorption of ions on the neutral PC lipid showed that divalent ions
penetrate in between and bind to PC head groups forming a Stern layer next to the
hydrated hydrophilic head groups of lipid molecules [29-33]. This cation binding to
neutral lipids is effectively enhanced with a secondary cation condensation process
in the presence of a negatively charged lipid mixed with the neutral lipid as
compared to the neutral lipids alone [34-35]. Studies on interaction of metal cations
with DOPC have shown that the strength of alkali metal cation binding to the head
group follows the order: Li+>Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+ in accordance with the reverse
Hofmeister series with no significant adsorption by anions excepting the larger Br-
and I- [16,25]. This ion specificity can be based on several different physical
mechanisms determined by ion pairing, the hard and soft nature of ions, membrane
defects and their geometry and membrane properties. Force spectroscopic studies
support the findings of Vacha and reveal that a higher force is needed for an AFM
tip to penetrate the DOPC membrane in solutions with higher ionic strength and
with the cations such as Na+ and Ca2+ demonstrating that penetration/binding of the
ion on to phospholipid head group is related:- (a) linearly to an increase in their
solution concentration and (b) inversely to the size of the unhydrated cations [36].
It has also been shown that the water structure around the ions and lipid head groups
is distorted within the ion-lipid association. In relation to this, some studies report
that cation binding to the PC surface involves loss of water of hydration around the
ion with no significant effect on water structure around lipid head group [37-38]. A
recent study has shown that change in water structure (dehydration) around PC
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occurs during the ion binding process and is more noticeable with divalent cations
than the monovalent cations [39].
Owing to the well-established association between electrolyte ions and
phospholipids as described above, the role of electrolyte ions in the mechanism of
the potential-induced lipid phase transitions in the phospholipid-Hg model is of
great interest. In this section, the effect of electrolyte ions on the occurrence of
potential induced phase transitions exhibited by dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) monolayer on the mercury (Hg) surface in both hanging Hg drop electrode
(HMDE) and fabricated Hg film electrode (MFE) configuration is studied and and
an attempt is made to relate the origin of the phase transitions underlying
capacitance peaks-1 and -2 to the involvement of electrolyte ions in their
mechanism. These properties are initially characterized by observing the change in
the potentials and kinetics characterising two phase transitions represented by the
two capacitance peaks respectively. The interactions of both inorganic and organic
electrolytes with the DOPC are studied.
Some phosphorus containing electrolytes such as pyrophosphate and pyrophosphite
[40-41] are believed to be the precursors [42-43] of energy producing molecules
such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [44] and phosphoenol pyruvate.
Pyrophosphite has also been reported as possible first energy storing molecules in
relevance to its importance in prebiotic chemistry [45]. Synthesis of pyrophosphate
and pyrophosphite involves other phosphorus containing molecules such as
phosphorous acid, sodium phosphite, disodium hydrogen phosphate etc. Some of
these phosphorous containing inorganic compounds are also studied to investigate
their interactions with the supported phospholipid monolayer on Hg to develop an
understanding about these molecules in relation to their role in abiogenesis.
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3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Effect of inorganic ions on capacitance peak-1
3.2.1.1 Ionic strength
Figure 3.1(a) and (b) display the capacitance-potential (Csp-E) plots of the DOPC
coated Hg electrode in KCl and KNO3 solutions respectively of differing ionic
strength varying from 0.01 up to 2.0 mol dm-3. Any change in the electrolyte
concentration and composition leads to a change in the potential characterising the
capacitance peaks on the Csp-E plot. It can be seen very clearly that an alteration in
ionic strength of the electrolyte solution affects the position of capacitance peak-1.
The increased capacitance in the less negative domain of the Csp-E plot of DOPC on
Hg in the presence of higher concentration of KCl solution is attributed to the
adsorption of chloride ions on the DOPC monolayer [46]. Figure 3.2 (a) and (b)
show the potential of capacitance peak-1 (-E1) versus -log electrolyte concentration
plots of DOPC coated Hg electrodes in KCl and KNO3 solutions respectively. The
progressive increase in the ionic strength of the solution up to 1.0 mol dm-3 shifts the
capacitance peak-1 to a less negative potential (after IR correction) in both
electrolytes. A further increase in the solution ionic strength does not affect the
potential of capacitance peak-1 (-E1) significantly as shown in both Figure 3.2 (a)
and (b). The results in Figure 3.2 (a) are almost identical for experiments carried out
on the DOPC coated HMDE as well as on the DOPC coated MFE in KCl solution.
All the data obtained using electrolytes of ionic strengths lower than 0.1 mol dm-3
are corrected for IR drop. However the shifts due to IR drop are small. For example
in the lowest ionic strength solutions of 0.01 mol dm-3 KCl, R was measured as 2500
ohms by chronoamperometry and since the current height of the peak is 0.56 PA ,
the IR drop is 1.0 mV.
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Figure 3.1: Capacitance (Csp) versus potential (-E) plots of DOPC coated
HMDE in (a) KCl and (b) KNO3 obtained using ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz,










































Figure 3.2: -E1 versus -log ionic strength plot of DOPC coated (a) HMDE
(closed triangle) and MFE (open triangle) in KCl and (b) HMDE (closed
circles) in KNO3 obtained using ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz, 0.005 ∆E and 90q
out of phase.
Based on these results, a model is configured that takes into account the structure of
the electrical double layer formed at the lipid-electrolyte interface and can be
explained on the basis of the Gouy Chapman theory [47-48] presented in Figure 3.3.
As a result, the shift in apparent potential of the capacitance current peak-1 (-E1)
arises from the fact that the strength of electric field which initiates the phase





























Figure 3.3: Schematic total potential (<0) profile across DOPC monolayer on
Hg electrode showing diffuse layer potential (<G) beginning at distance, G.
According to the Gouy-Chapman theory [47-49], in solutions with higher ionic
strength at applied negative potential, the diffuse layer of electrolyte ions is more
compact with a higher concentration of counter ion accumulating near the lipid-
electrolyte interface leading to a higher potential drop across the lipid. In solutions
of low ionic strength, the electrode potential is more diffuse resulting in a relatively
smaller potential drop across the lipid with a significant contribution of diffuse
potential drop in the bulk solution. Hence, in the latter case a higher negative
potential must be applied to the electrode to obtain the electric field required to
induce the first phase transition. On the other hand in solutions of higher ionic
strength, a more compact layer of counter ions is realised on the lipid surface [36]
leading to a steeper drop in potential across the lipid. Because of this, a smaller
potential applied to the electrode is required to produce the critical value of field
necessary for initiating the phase transition. This gives rise to an apparent positive
potential shift in -E1. This model can be expressed quantitatively. The surface
potential (\0) of any electrode consists of a Stern layer potential (\stern) and diffuse





























































ૐ૙ = ૐܛܜ܍ܚܖ +ૐ઼ Equation 3.1
Stern layer potential can be calculated from surface charge density (σ) and
capacitance (Cୱ୲ୣ୰୬) of Stern layer (Equation 3.2).
શܛܜ܍ܚܖ = ો/۱ܛܜ܍ܚܖ Equation 3.2
A DOPC monolayer adsorbed on a Hg electrode can be considered as the Stern layer
since it is of constant thickness in the capacitance minimum domain between
potentials -0.4 and -0.8 V. The DOPC monolayer in this potential domain consists of
a hydrophobic region and a polar interfacial region [50-52]. The interfacial region
includes P-N dipoles. According to previous studies [53-55] the P-N dipoles are
oriented more or less parallel to the monolayer surface and their influence on the
potential drop across the monolayer can be neglected. The capacitance of DOPC
monolayer is mainly defined by the hydrophobic region because it possesses the
lowest capacitance. The diffuse layer potential in the capacitance minimum potential
domain can be calculated:
ૐ઼ = (૛ܓ܂/܍) ∗ ܛܑܖܐି૚[ો/(ૡ܋۹۱ܔۼۯઽ૙ઽܚ۶૛۽ܓ܂૚/૛] Equation 3.3
where the assumed value of V is the charge on the electrode at the potential of
capacitance peak-1 given as ~ -0.02 C m-2 [56], e is the charge of a single electron, k
is the Boltzmann constant, T is 298R, cKCl is KCl concentration, NA is Avogadro’s
constant, H0 is the permittivity of a vacuum: 8.854 x 10-12 F m-1 and Hr H2O is the
relative permittivity of water: 80.4 [57]. If it is assumed that a critical electric field
across the monolayer defines the potential characterising the phase transition then
the relative shift of -E1 is defined by the extent of <G which depends on the KCl
concentration. Figure 3.4 shows both the changes in theoretical diffuse layer
potentials and the experimental potential shifts of -E1 as a function of KCl
concentration.
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Figure 3.4: Potential shift of capacitance peak-1 (red filled circles) and change
of diffuse layer potential at electrode charge value of 0.02 C m-2 (black line)
('E1) versus the concentration of KCl (cKCl). For red filled circles error bars
are within symbol size.
Discrepancies between the theoretical and experimental values can be due to a
dependence of the P-N dipole-monolayer plane angle with the concentration of
electrolyte. The observed correlation between the theoretical and the experimental
results supports the critical electric field (Ecrit) hypothesis. Ecrit can be estimated
from the equation 3.4 below where V = -0.02 C m-2 at the capacitance peak-1
potential:
۳܋ܚܑܜ = ો/ઽ૙ઽܚ۲۽۾۱ Equation 3.4
which gives a value of 9.05 x 108 V m-1 when Hr DOPC as the relative permittivity
of the DOPC hydrocarbon region is taken as that of oleic acid which is 2.5 [58].
Equation 3.4 only gives an approximate value of Ecrit since the DOPC dielectric
constant changes in the potential region (~0.025 V) where the transition underlying
capacitance peak-1 is initiated. Interestingly a value for the critical field which
instigates the poration of a phosphatidylcholine L-B monolayer has been calculated
from a theory which assumes that poration is a result in switch in P-N dipole
orientation in field as ~3 x 109 V m-1 [59]. Figure 3.5 shows a diagrammatic
representation of the electrical double layer formed at DOPC coated Hg electrode














and electrolyte interface and accompanying potential drop with different ionic
strengths.
Figure 3.5: A diagrammatic representation of EDL and potential drop at the
electrode-electrolyte interface varying with electrolyte concentration.
Cation, -water molecule.
3.2.1.2 Ionic composition
The Csp-E plots of DOPC coated Hg electrode in the presence of various cations on
capacitance peak-1 from three different series of electrolyte: chlorides, fluorides and
hydroxides are shown in Figure 3.6. ACV voltammograms show clearly that these
ions change the position of capacitance peaks differently depending on their ability
to bind with DOPC molecules as explained below. Figure 3.7 (a) is a plot of -E1
versus the log ion-phosphatidyl choline (PC) binding constant [60-62] for univalent
and bivalent cations of different electrolytes. It is noted that the alkali and alkaline
earth metal cations with a higher binding constant to PC shifts -E1 to a more positive
potential as compared to the -E1 shift from cations with lower value of binding
constant to PC (Figure 3.7 (a) and (b)). The interaction between the ions and
phospholipids is determined by the binding ability of ions with the lipid head groups
and their concentration in the electrolyte [25,36]. The cations with higher binding
ability to the PC develop a higher concentration at the lipid-water interface. For
example Li+ from group-I and Ca2+ from group-II with PC binding constants of 1.37
and 40 mol-1 dm3 respectively [28,60-61] are able to form better packed layers on
the lipid surface leading to the development of a higher concentration at the
interface.
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Figure 3.6: Capacitance (Csp) versus potential (-E) plots of DOPC coated
HMDE in the 0.1 mol dm-3 solution of metal (a) chlorides (b) fluorides and (c)

























































This layer of bound ions will screen the applied negative potential more effectively
leading to a stronger electric field across the lipid layer. As a consequence a lower
negative potential need be applied to the electrode to induce the phase transition and
an apparent positive potential shift of capacitance peak-1 is observed.
Figure 3.7: -E1 versus log (cation-PC binding constant) of alkali and alkaline
earth metal cations of chloride (open triangle), fluoride (open square) and
hydroxides (close triangle), (b) an expanded version of (a) (All the error bars
are within the symbol size) in 0.1 mol dm-3 electrolyte obtained using ACV at
0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 90q out of phase.
All cations of metal fluorides follow the same order in their shift of -E1 to more





















Na+>K+>Rb+>Cs+ [24]. Alkali metal hydroxides illustrate the same trend in
influencing the potential shift of capacitance peak-1 [25].
A diagrammatic representation of the adsorption of different cations on the
phodspholipid head groups is shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: A pictorial representation of ion binding with the phospholipid on
Hg (L-lithium, N-sodium, K-potassium, R-rubidium and Cs-cesium).
With respect to the effect of electrolyte anions on the capacitance peak-1, only
iodide ions (I-) show a significant effect on its potential (Figure 3.9). I- adsorbs on
DOPC [64]. The bound I- ions [61,65] extend the potential drop across the DOPC
and a less steep field leads to a higher potential, -E1, being applied to initiate the
transition. In addition it is significant that the metal chlorides shift -E1 less than the
fluorides and hydroxides, the shifts due to the latter two salts falling on almost the
same plot. Presumably the polarisable Cl- is having a similar but not so marked
effect as I- in this case due to its increased affinity for DOPC compared to the less
polarisable F- and OH-.
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Figure 3.9: -E1 versus log (anion-PC binding constant) of halide anions of
potassium in 0.1 mol dm-3 electrolyte obtained using ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75
Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 90q out of phase.
Alkaline earth metal cations show following order of their decreasing interactions
with lipid head group: Ca+2>Ba+2 in accordance with their intrinsic association
constants in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Binding constants of the studied cations and anions to correlate their





Li+ 0.8 Ba+2 10
Na+ 0.6 F- -
K+ 0.15 Cl- 0.2
Rb+ 0.08 Br- 2









Log (ion-PC binding constant/mol-1dm3)
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3.2.2 Effect of inorganic ions on capacitance peak-2
3.2.2.1 Ionic strength
At potentials negative to that characterising capacitance peak-1 on the ACV plot of
the DOPC coated electrode, electrolyte ions penetrate the monolayer and screen the
Hg surface by structuring a double layer at the Hg interface [66-67]. This leads into
the nucleation and growth (N & G) phase transition characterising capacitance peak-
2. The kinetics of this mechanism [57,66] and the molecular mechanism underlying
it have been detailed previously and involve an adsorption of bilayer patches [68] on
the electrode surface from some structured phospholipid-water emulsion. Figure
3.10 (a) and (b) display the potential of capacitance peak-2 (-E2) versus the log
electrolyte concentration plot of DOPC coated Hg electrode in KCl and KNO3
solutions respectively. It can be seen that capacitance peak-2 is also shifted to less
negative potential on increasing the ionic strength of both KCl and KNO3 in the
solution upto 1.0 mol dm-3. A reversal in shift of capacitance peak-2 is observed
with a further increase in ionic strength of both KCl and KNO3 (Figure 3.10 (a) and
(b)).
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Figure 3.10: -E2 versus -log ionic strength plot of DOPC coated (a) HMDE
(closed triangle) and MFE (open triangle) in KCl and (b) HMDE (closed
circles) in KNO3 obtained using ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 
90q out of phase.
Interestingly, no significant difference is found for the DOPC coated MFE from
DOPC coated HMDE for the position of capacitance peak-2 (Figure 3.10 (a)).
Double potential step experiments are used to study the kinetics of the N & G
mechanism underlying capacitance peak-2. In these experiments, negatively
increasing potential steps are applied starting from a less negative potential (mid
potential between the two capacitance peaks taken from ACV) to more negative
potential encompassing the capacitance peak-2. The resultant current (I)-time (t)
transient showing the second phase transition is displayed in Figure 3.11 (a). Such a
potential programme has been well described previously [66].
At small values of step potential increments preceding the phase transition, the I-t
transients are characteristic of an ideal RC circuit and are fitted to Equation 3.5 [66]





























۷ = ∆܄/܀ ∗ ܍ܠܘ(−ܜ/܀ܝ۱܌) Equation 3.5
Where Ru is the uncompensated solution resistance and Cd is the double layer
capacitance. The values of Ru and Cd which gave a good fit to the pure RC circuit
for the lowest voltage amplitude step were used to model the RC transient
contributing to I-t transients resulting from higher potential steps because the
solution resistance remains constant during the application of different step
potentials and the values of Cd before and after the phase transition remain the same
[66].
The model RC contributions are subtracted from each I-t transient (Figure 3.11 (c))
which is then integrated to obtain charge (Q)-time (t) transients (Figure 3.8 (d)) [66]
associated with the phase transition. The half-life (t1/2) of these Q-t transients is
defined as the time the charge transient takes to reach half of the charge density. t1/2
is used to calculate the composite rate constant (bf) for the N & G processes using
the Avrami equation stated and is explained in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.11: I-t transients obtained on application of (a) negatively increasing
successive second potential steps from -1.015 V to -1.025 V (b) following
potential step from -0.982 V to -0.987 V, red circles show data and black
circles show fit, with parameters of the fit shown (c) with removed RC
contribution and (d) Q-t transient on integration of RC subtracted I-t
transients, from DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution.
The potential, where the second phase transition is initiated following the partial
decay of the RC capacitance transient, is corrected for IR drop. This potential is
assumed to be the potential, which triggers the transition and is quoted as the step
potential (-Es) in all the ensuing plots. Figure 3.12 shows the potential profile of the
step after IR correction when carried out in 0.1 and 0.05 mol dm-3 KCl electrolyte
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Figure 3.12: Step potential (-Es) versus time (t) plots of DOPC monolayer on
Hg in (a) 0.05 and (b) 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl (solid lines) and corresponding
potential pulses after IR correction (dotted lines). Vertical dashed line
bisecting potential plateau (-Es) taken as potential initiating N & G transition.
Current (I)–time (t) transient following potential step applied to DOPC
monolayer on Hg in (c) 0.05 and (d) 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl.
It is assumed that the onset and kinetics of the N & G mechanism is directly related
to the strength of the electric field at the Hg interface. Figure 3.13 displays the
composite rate constant (bf) for the N & G process versus the applied negative step
potential (-Es) plots obtained with the DOPC coated Hg electrode in electrolyte
solutions of varying KCl concentration. It is observed that bf increases linearly with
an increase in the numerical value of -Es. It was also found that bf is unaffected by










































Figure 3.13: Composite rate constant (bf) versus step potential (-Es) plot of
DOPC coated HMDE in solutions of 0.05 (closed triangle), 0.1 (open triangle),
0.5 (closed square) and 1.0 (open square) mol dm-3 KCl solution. All the error
bars are within the symbol size.
The intercept of the bf versus -Es plot with the horizontal axis gives the value -E0. -
E0 is the threshold value of the step potential required to trigger the N & G process
and has a complex dependence. -E0 is affected by the potential of the first transition
represented by capacitance peak 1. Capacitance peak-1 corresponds to the ingression
of electrolyte into the monolayer and the monolayer's desorption and rearrangement.
This is a process, which physically is a precursor to the transition represented by
capacitance peak 2 [67-68]. -E0 also relates to the kinetics of the second transition
which is an activated mechanism. Figure 3.14 shows the plot of -E0 versus -log ionic
strength of the DOPC coated electrode using KCl as electrolyte. It is seen in Figure
3.14 that a less negative E0 is required to instigate the process of the N & G phase













Figure 3.14: -E0 versus -log ionic strength plot of DOPC coated HMDE in KCl
solution. All the data in solid line is corrected for IR drop and plots are also
shown in dotted line obtained prior to IR drop correction. All the error bars are
within the symbol size.
The slope of the bf versus -Es plot (∆bf/-∆Es) is also significant because it represents
the change in the composite rate constant per unit change in step potential. The ∆bf/-
∆Es versus ionic strength plot of DOPC coated electrode in KCl solution is
presented in Figure 3.15 and it shows that the numerical value of ∆bf/-∆Es increases
linearly with an increase in the ionic strength of KCl solution. It is seen that IR drop
significantly decreases the numerical values of ∆bf/-∆Es but notably after IR
correction the gradient of ∆bf/-∆Es with the ionic strength of the solution (Figure
3.15) remains positive albeit less pronounced.
As a result, the data in Figure 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 can be interpreted as arising from
the following mechanism. In solutions of higher ionic strength, more cations screen
the Hg surface generating a steeper field at the Hg-water interface. This leads to a
lower apparent value of -E0 required to trigger the second phase transition and an
increase in the numerical value of (∆bf/-∆Es). Both Figure 3.14 and 3.15 show
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Figure 3.15: Δbf/-ΔEs versus ionic strength plot of DOPC coated HMDE in
KCl solution. All the data in solid line is corrected for IR drop and plots are
also shown in dotted line obtained prior to IR drop correction. All the error
bars are within the symbol size.
Figure 3.16 displays a cartoon showing the effect of the ionic strength on the
screening of DOPC coated Hg after the ingression of electrolyte into the monolayer
Figure 3.16: A diagram representing the electrical double layer at Hg-

















The effect of different ions on the potential of capacitance peak-2 is not systematic
but the possibility of studying the kinetics of the occurrence of capacitance peak-2
allows the investigation into the mechanism of the associated phase transition
process and the factors affecting that process. The trends in the kinetics of second
phase transition are very regular and depend on the screening of Hg by the aquated
ions. The water structure around the ions also play a vital role in screening the Hg
surface and determining the rate of:
a) Diffusion, movement and penetration of ions into the monolayer.
b) Screening efficiency of ions and adsorption of ions on Hg surface to form
electrical double layer (EDL) on the Hg electrode.
Figure 3.17 shows ∆bf/-∆Es versus the hydrated ion radius [69] plots derived from
experiments carried out in solutions of alkali metal cations of chloride, fluoride and
hydroxide salts. It can be seen that ∆bf/-∆Es is smaller in the presence of larger
hydrated electrolyte ions. This effect can be interpreted as arising from the varying
ability of the hydrated cations to screen the charged Hg/electrolyte interface
depending on their size. Not only do the larger hydrated ions penetrate the DOPC-
electrolyte phase less effectively compared to the smaller hydrated ions but also
their packing at the Hg/electrolyte interface is less dense. An incomplete screening
of the Hg surface generates a more diffuse field at the interface leading to
numerically smaller ∆bf/-∆Es values. A significant numerical increase in ∆bf/-∆Es
values observed in the presence of hydroxide electrolyte can only be related to a
lower tendency for the larger hydrated OH- to access the Hg interface than the halide
ions in counterbalancing the screening effect from the cations. By the same token
the Cl- hydrated anions which are the smallest should have the easiest access to the
surface and should decrease the numerical value of ∆bf/-∆Es to the greatest extent.
This is only observed for the large hydrated cations.
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Figure 3.17: Δbf/-ΔEs versus cationic hydrated radius (Rh) plot of the DOPC
monolayer on Hg in 0.1 mol dm-3 solutions of chlorides (closed triangle),
hydroxides (open triangle) and fluorides (open square). All the data presented
is corrected for IR drop and error bars are within the symbol size.
Table 3.2: Radii of the hydrated ions used in the present study and their calculated
charge to diameter ratio and diffusion coefficients.
Ions Rh /Ao-1 Ions Rh/Ao-1
Li+ 3 Ba2+ 2.5
Na+ 2.25 F- 1.75
K+ 1.5 Cl- 1.5
Rb+ 1.25 Br- 1.5
Cs+ 1.25 I- 1.5
Ca2+ 3
Figure 3.18 shows a cartoon of the screening of DOPC coated Hg electrode by














Figure 3.18: A diagram representing the screening of Hg by various hydrated
alkali metal cations (Li+, Na+ and K+).
3.2.3 Effect of Organic electrolytes
3.2.3.1 Capacitance peak-1
Capacitance peak-1 potential versus concentration plots (Figure 3.19) of the
different organic cations shows that BMIM+ shifts -E1 to more positive values than
does TEA+ and Cho+. In the presence of 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl electrolyte solution, a
constant concentration of K+ maintains a double layer structure at the lipid-
electrolyte interface. The octanol-water (log KOW) partition coefficients of the
studied organic cations are as follows in order of increasing polarity:- BIMIM+: -2.4
[70], TEA+: -3.2 [71] and Cho+: reported variously as -3.77 [72-73] and -5.16 [74].
The extent of the adsorption of organic cations on the DOPC layer depends on their
departure from polarity. The less polar BMIM+ tends to accumulate on the lipid
surface to a greater extent [75] generating a stronger field across the lipid layer. The
result of this is to shift -E1 to positive potentials. In the same way, TEA+ binds to
the phospholipid at higher solution concentration than Cho+ [27] shifting the -E1 to
more positive potentials (Figure 3.19).
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Figure 3.19: -E1 versus -log organic cation concentration (-log c) plot of
DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl electrolyte containing
BMIM+ (open triangle), TEA+ (closed triangle) and Cho+ (open square). All
the data presented is corrected for IR drop and error bars are within the symbol
size.
3.2.3.2 Capacitance peak -2
With respect to the effect of the organic cations on the N & G process underlying
capacitance peak-2, Fig. 3.21 displays ∆bf/-∆Es versus log concentration plots of
BMIMCl and TEAC in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl. Both BMIM+ and TEA+ are found to
decrease the numerical slope ∆bf/-∆Es with their increasing concentration to a more
or less similar extent. An explanation for the effect of these ions on ∆bf/-∆Es, can be
that these organic cations with their large and almost equal molecular volume of ~
0.145 and 0.154 nm3 respectively [76-77] interfere as cations with the K+ screening
of the Hg interface decreasing the electric field at the interface thus slowing the










Figure 3.20: Δbf/-ΔEs versus c plot of BMIM+ (open square) and TEC+ (close
square) in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl electrolyte. All the data presented is corrected for
IR drop and error bars are within the symbol size.
A plot of ∆bf/-∆Es versus log Kow is shown in Figure 3.21 for the DOPC coated Hg
electrode in the KCl solution containing different anions of BMIM+. It shows that
the most hydrophobic BMIMPF6 slows down the kinetics of second phase transition.
Due to its higher hydrophobicity, it interacts strongly with hydrophobic chains of
DOPC and delays the process of bilayer formation by delaying the reorientation of
head groups.
Figure 3.21: Δbf/-ΔEs versus -log water-octanol partition coefficient (-log
Kow) plot of different anions of BMIM+ in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl electrolyte. All




























The log Kow values of different ionic liquids consisting of BMIM+ as cation are
given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Organic salts and log of their octanol-water partition coefficients





3.2.4 Interaction of phosphorous containing electrolytes with DOPC
monolayers on Hg
Sodium pyrophosphite (Na2H2P2O5) is proposed as a key molecule involved in the
synthesis of other energy currency activated phosphorous containing molecules. The
effects of Na2H2P2O5-DOPC interactions on the Csp-E plots (Figure 3.25) were
recorded on the cathodic scans between -0.2 and -1.2 V. These results were obtained
from measurements carried out in different composition of KCl and Na2H2P2O5
solution (3:1, 1:1, 1:3 and 0:1 ratio of KCl and Na2H2P2O5 respectively) keeping the
total ionic strength constant to 0.1 mol dm-3. The data were recorded immediately
after DOPC monolayer formation shown as green and after 30 minutes of monolayer
formation shown as red. The Csp-E curves of DOPC coated electrode immersed in
0.1 mol dm-3 KCl without added Na2H2P2O5 is shown in black in all the figures.
Addition of Na2H2P2O5 to KCl in different proportions does not alter the DOPC Csp-
E profile significantly apart from a little suppression of capacitance peak-1 even
after 30 minutes.
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Figure 3.22: Capacitance (Csp) versus potential (-E) plots of DOPC coated
HMDE in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl and Na2H2P2O5 in (a) 3:1, (b) 1:1, (c) 1:3 and
(d) 0:1 ratio obtained using ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 90q























































The effect of Na2H2P2O5 on uncoated Hg electrode without DOPC monolayer was
also examined to monitor any adsorption process occurring on its surface. An
increase in specific capacitance of Hg is observed at less negative potentials below
PZC of Hg (Figure 3.26) most likely to be associated with specific adsorption of
H2P2O5-2 in this potential window.
Figure 3.23: Capacitance (Csp) versus potential (-E) plots of HMDE in 0.1 mol
dm-3 of KCl (black) and Na2H2P2O5 (red) obtained using ACV at 0.005 V s-1,
75 Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 90q out of phase.
Other phosphorous compounds used to synthesize Na2H2P2O5 such as sodium
phosphite (Na2HPO3), dibasic sodium hydrogen phosphate (Na2HPO4) and
phosphorous acid (H3PO3) were also inspected for their interactions with DOPC
monolayer on Hg. Figure 3.27 displays the Csp-E curves of DOPC coated Hg
electrode in KCl obtained after addition of Na2HPO3, Na2HPO4, Na2H2P2O5 and
H3PO3 maintaining a ratio of 1:1 and ionic strength of 0.1 mol dm-3. Only a
significant interaction was exhibited by H3PO3 indicating substantial amount of
suppression and shift in capacitance peaks without any disturbance to monolayer
structure recognized from impedance studies. All others phosphorous containing
compounds showed insignificant change to the capacitance peaks and hence to the














Figure 3.24: Capacitance (Csp) versus potential (-E) plots of DOPC coated
HMDE in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl (50 %), 50 % Na2H2P2O5 (green), 50 %
Na2HPO3 (blue), 50 % Na2HPO4 (purple) and 50 % H3PO3 (red) obtained
using ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 90q out of phase. Black is in
100 % 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution.
Impedance data at -0.4 V plotted in the complex capacitance plane of DOPC coated
Hg electrode and with added Na2H2P2O5, Na2HPO3, Na2HPO4 and H3PO3 to KCl
electrolyte in a ratio of 1:1 to a total ionic strength of 0.1 mol dm-3 were obtained
from measurements carried out after injection followed by 5 minute stirring of
electrolyte solution (Figure 3.28). Impedance plots of DOPC coated Hg electrode
are almost indistinguishable in the presence and absence of Na2H2P2O5, Na2HPO3,
Na2HPO4 and H3PO3 in KCl solution with no frequency dispersion and without any
change in ZFC. H3PO3, showed up as highly interactive in capacitance-potential
plots is actually unreactive in impedance plots. Therefore, the effects in capacitance-
potential plots can be credited to decrease in pH of electrolyte solution and the triply
charged PO-33 ion interaction with the monolayer. The absence of a "tail" in the
complex capacitance plot of DOPC coated Hg in the H3PO3 is interesting. The result
shows that the effect of H3PO3 on the capacitance-potential plot is not due to













Figure 3.25: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated HMDE in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl (50 %) and (a) 50 % Na2HPO3,
(b) 50 % Na2HPO4, (c) 50 % H3PO3 and (d) 50 % Na2H2P2O5, obtained using
































































It was proposed that that the positively charged nitrogen containing bulky choline
group of DOPC molecules might prevents the interaction between the phosphorus
from Na2H2P2O5 and phosphorous from phosphate group of DOPC molecule. This
hypothesis has been confirmed by studying the interaction of Na2H2P2O5 with 1,2-
dioleoylphosphatidyl glycerol (DOPG) monolayer supported on the surface of Hg.
The two phase transitions at more negative potential in capacitance-potential profiles
of DOPG coated Hg in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl solution are not as well resolved as they
are in capacitance-potential profiles of DOPC coated Hg in the same solution. In
addition the baseline capacitance of DOPG coated Hg is lower. In complex
capacitance plane plots, at –0.4 V (~PZC of Hg), DOPG monolayer on Hg also
showed a semicircle characteristic of series RC circuit similar to that demonstrated
by DOPC monolayer. The Csp-E and complex capacitance plane plots of DOPG
coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl are shown in black in Figure 3.29.
Addition of Na2H2P2O5 to the KCl solution in a ratio of 1:1 to a total ionic strength
of 1.0 mol dm-3 resulted in a small shift of both capacitance peaks to more negative
potential in capacitance-potential profile obtained from both RCV and ACV. This
indicated the adsorption of (H2P2O5-2) on the DOPG monolayer countering the effect
by adsorption of Na+ in response to applied negative potential. This resulted in a
weak electric field due to decreased potential drop at the DOPG coated Hg
electrolyte interface. Therefore, higher negative potentials are required to initiate
first phase transition shifting the capacitance peak-1 to a more negative potential.
The impedance plots of DOPG coated Hg electrode in the presence of H2P2O5-2
showed a significant low frequency element in addition to RC semicircle with no
change in ZFC indicating the adsorption of H2P2O5-2 on the surface of DOPG
monolayer with no penetration or incorporation at all (Figure 3.26).
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Figure 3.26: Capacitance current (a) and capacitance (b) versus potential (-E)
plots and Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane (c) of
DOPG coated MFE in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl (50 %) and 50 % Na2P2O7 (red)
obtained using RCV at 40 Vs-1, ACV at 0.005 V s-1, 75 Hz, 0.005 V ∆E and 
90q out of phase and EIS at -0.4 V respectively. All black data is in 100 % 0.1
mol dm-3 KCl solution.
3.3 Conclusions
1. The phase transition underlying capacitance peak-1 are initiated at a critical
value of field so an increase or decrease of this field through ion adsorption
on DOPC will affect the applied potential required to initiate the transition.
Cations in higher ionic strength electrolyte compress the double layer at the
DOPC/electrolyte interface increasing the electric field across the lipid and










































transition. For the same reason, in identical ionic strength solutions, cations
with the strongest binding affinity to the DOPC head groups cause an
increase in field strength across the layer also decreasing the applied
negative potential necessary to initiate the phase transition. Electrolyte
anions e.g. I- which adsorb on the DOPC polar groups decrease the field
strength across the layer at applied negative potentials increasing the applied
negative potential necessary to initiate the transition.
2. The influence of inorganic electrolyte ions on the occurrence of capacitance
peak-2 underlying the N & G process which leads to re-adsorption of bilayer
patches is related to the influence of the ions on the structure of the electrical
double layer at the Hg interface following ingression of electrolyte into the
DOPC layer. The kinetics of this phase transition is influenced by the
strength of the electric field at the Hg interface. Higher concentration of
cations compress the double layer increasing the electric field at the Hg
interface requiring lower applied negative potentials to initiate the N & G
mechanism increasing its rate. Smaller hydrated ions increase the rate of the
N & G mechanism due to their more effective screening of the Hg interface
so increasing the electric field strength.
3. Organic cations in inorganic electrolyte of constant concentration influence
the characteristics of capacitance peak-1 in the same way as effected by the
inorganic ions. These effects are directly related to their departure from
polarity and their extent of adsorption on the DOPC monolayer. In addition
organic cations in inorganic electrolyte of constant concentration slow down
the kinetics of the N & G phase transition presumably by decreasing the
effectiveness of K+ to screen the applied potential on the Hg surface.
4. The interactions between the pyrophosphite and other phosphate containing
electrolytes and DOPC monolayer on Hg does not appeared to be significant
in both the capacitance-potential and complex capacitance plots and becomes
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Interaction of di- and tri- peptides with
phospholipid monolayers on Hg
4.1 Introduction
Peptides are the polymer chains composed of two or more of twenty different types
of amino acids each connected to each other by a by peptide linkage . In a peptide
linkage, the nitrogen atom of one amino acid binds to the carboxyl carbon atom of
another [1-2]. Simple and small peptides offer themselves as potential candidates
involved in prebiotic chemistry because of their presence in many meteorites and
their catalytic properties for certain chemical reactions associated with the
evolutionary transition from prebiotic peptides to early proteins [3-5].
According to the abiogenesis theories, these simple non-living organic precursors
were built together to form more complex organic structures necessary to life
systems such as proteins commencing the establishment of simple life forms through
the production of the necessary structures such as cell membranes. The early
peptides are believed to be simple, short (3-8 amino acids) and made of Gly, Ala,
Val, Leu, Isoleu, Pro, Ser, Asp and Glu [3] and are those which were either found in
meteorites [6-7] or could be synthesized under prebiotic conditions (basic to neutral
buffered conditions) [8-13]. These early peptides correspond to the active sites in the
host proteins and are expected to perform important catalytic function in early life.
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Formation of peptide bonds between amino acids at the air water interface has also
been reported in efforts to provide an insight into the emergence of peptides on early
earth. According to this aforementioned study, a proper orientation of amino acids
and formation of small peptides is influenced by the air-water interface under early
earth conditions [14]. In a totally different area, these peptides have a putative
application as transporters and targets in drug delivery and development because of
simple structure and cost effectiveness [15-16].
Study of interactions between these short peptides and phospholipids is essential to
develop an understanding about the accumulation of these species in the lipid matrix
to form biomembranes. The experiments were carried out to investigate any
interactions between these simple peptides and the phospholipid monolayer on Hg
used as membrane model. Electrochemical methods were used to study the
interactions between various di- and tri-peptides with dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) monolayer assembled on Hg surface. Capacitance-potential and impedance
measurements were recorded for the DOPC monolayer on the mercury film
electrode (MFE) in the presence of peptides under the influence of applied electric
field. All the changes to the lipid phase transitions appear as a shift and/or
suppression in the capacitance peaks and/or increase in the monolayer capacitance in
the constant capacitance region on the Csp-E plots. A perfect DOPC monolayer
deposited on Hg surface is completely impermeable to ions at the PZC of Hg. This
monolayer acts as an ideal capacitor and in impedance measurements gives rise to
an almost perfect RC semicircle in the complex capacitance plane plots with no low
frequency element. In impedance measurements of electrode supported lipid layers
projected onto the complex capacitance plane, any interaction of membrane active
compounds with the DOPC monolayer on Hg appears as an additional low
frequency capacitive element and/or as a depression of the RC semicircle and/or
changes in ZFC. A low frequency capacitive 'tail' is indicative of adsorption of
membrane active specie on the monolayer from the electrolyte solution, whereas,
changes in the ZFC correspond to the change in the monolayer thickness and/or the
relative permittivity of the dielectric. A table of all the peptides studied and their
physical properties is given below:
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Table 4.1: Di- and tri-peptides and their chemical structure and physical properties.

















































4.2 Results and discussion
4.2.1 Aliphatic, apolar and neutral dipeptides
The interactions of peptides with the phospholipid monolayer cause changes to the
structure of the lipid monolayer modifying the phase transitions underlying the
capacitance peaks in the capacitance-potential curve of the phospholipid monolayer.
The effects of interactions between DOPC coated Hg and non-polar amphiphilic
dipeptides in the Csp-E plot are presented in Figure 4.1 (a). ACV scans of DOPC
coated Hg in the presence of aliphatic, apolar and neutral dipeptides showed that
capacitance peak-1 on capacitance-potential curve is suppressed which corresponds
to the adsorption of dipeptides on the surface of DOPC monolayer from electrolyte
solution. This order is as follows from the weakest interaction to the strongest: Gly-
Gly < Gly-Ala < Ala-Gly < Ala-Ala.
Figure 4.1 (b) represents the impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance
plane of Hg supported DOPC monolayer in the presence of Gly-Gly, Gly-Ala, Ala-
Gly and Ala-Ala in the electrolyte solution and shows the appearance of an extra
low frequency capacitive element ('tail') in addition to RC semicircle related to an
adsorption of these species on the surface of the monolayer.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Capacitance versus potential plots and (b) Impedance data
transformed to complex capacitance plane of DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg
electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black)
containing 10 mmol dm-3 of the Gly-Gly (blue), Gly-Ala (purple), Ala-Gly
(green) and Ala-Ala (red) acquired using ACV at 5 mVs-1, 75 Hertz, 'V = 5
mV and EIS at -0.4 V respectively.
4.2.2 Aliphatic, polar, hydrophilic and charged dipeptide
Figure 4.2 (a) displays the effect of a negatively charged polar dipeptide of glutamic
acid (Glu-Glu) on the capacitance-voltage curves of Hg supported DOPC monolayer
obtained using ACV. It can be seen from this figure that the capacitance of DOPC
monolayer increases in the potential window approaching the base of capacitance



































by considering the penetration of Glu-Glu into the apolar part of the monolayer. The
impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance plane of Hg supported DOPC
monolayer in the presence of 10 mmol dm-3 Glu-Glu in the electrolyte solution is
shown in Figure 4.2 (b). Presence of a capacitive 'tail' at low frequencies indicates
the adsorption of Glu-Glu on the surface of monolayer. Glu-Glu also increased the
zero frequency capacitance (ZFC) from 1.78 PF cm-2 to 1.82 PF cm-2 at -0.4 V (PZC
of Hg). An increased value of ZFC represent a decrease in the monolayer thickness
and/or increase in the relative permittivity of the dielectric because of penetration of
Glu-Glu into monolayer interior.
Figure 4.2: (a) Capacitance versus potential plots and (b) Impedance data
transformed to complex capacitance plane of DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg
electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black)
containing 10 mmol dm-3 of the Glu-Glu (red) acquired using ACV at 5 mVs-1,





































4.2.3 Aliphatic, polar, hydrophilic and neutral dipeptide
Figure 4.3 (a) show the effect of polar, hydrophilic and neutral Ser-Ser on the Csp-E
profile of DOPC coated Hg electrode using ACV. It is clear from Figure 4.3 (a) that
both phase transitions underlying the capacitance peaks shown by DOPC monolayer
are not affected by the presence of Ser-Ser in the electrolyte solution neither is there
a clear influence on the monolayer capacitance. The impedance data expressed in
the complex capacitance plane of Hg supported DOPC monolayer in the presence of
0.2 mmol dm-3 of Ser-Ser in the electrolyte solution is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). This
showed a slight decrease in the ZFC of the DOPC monolayer in addition to a small
extra capacitive 'tail'. Decrease in the ZFC (Figure 4.3 (b)) indicates a marginal
increase in the monolayer thickness (Figure 4.3 (a)).
4.2.4 Aromatic, polar, hydrophilic and charged dipeptide
Figure 4.4 (a), (b) and (c) shows the effect of histidine containing dipeptides (Gly-
His, Ala-His and His-Ser) on the capacitance peaks representing the phase
transitions exhibited by DOPC monolayer supported on Hg electrode in the
electrolyte solution. Figure 4.4 (d), (e) and (f) show a small shift of capacitance
peak-1 towards higher potential in the presence of higher concentration of these
dipeptides. It has been reported that a stronger electric field developed across the
lipid surface is responsible for the shift in applied potential of capacitance peak-1 to
more positive potential [17]. Dipeptides containing a positively charged histidine
amino acid showed an significant binding to the DOPC monolayer at higher
concentration due to electrostatic interactions between positively charged dipeptides
and polar lipid head groups. This contributes to steepen the electric field across the
lipid-water interface at the lipid coated Hg electrode and a small shift of capacitance
peak-1 to less negative potential.
It can be seen from Figure 4.5 (a), (b) and (c) that in the presence of all three
histidine containing dipeptides, the capacitance peak-1 is noticeably suppressed.
Capacitive peak suppression with no essential change in monolayer capacitance
relates directly to the adsorption and interaction of membrane active compounds on
the surface of monolayer.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Capacitance versus potential plots and (b) Impedance data
transformed to complex capacitance plane of DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg
electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black)
containing 0.2 mmol dm-3 of the Ser-Ser (red) acquired using ACV at 5 mVs-1,




































Figure 4.4: Capacitance versus potential plots of DOPC coated wafer based
Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
containing 10 mmol dm-3 of the following dipeptides: (a) Gly-His, (b) Ala-
His, (c) His-Ser (red) and DOPC without dipeptide (black). First peak
potential versus concentration plots of (d) Gly-His, (e) Ala-His and (f) His-Ser


































































































Figure 4.5: Capacitance of peak-1 versus concentration plots of DOPC coated
wafer based Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3
phosphate buffer containing 10 mmol dm-3 of the following dipeptides: (a)





































































Figure 4.6: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001
mol dm-3 phosphate buffer containing 10 mmol dm-3 of of the following
dipeptides: (a) Gly-His, (b) Ala-His, (c) His-Ser (red) and DOPC without












































Figure 4.6 displays the effect of the histidine containing dipeptides on the DOPC
monolayer using the impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance plane. It
is clear from Figure 4.6 (a), (b) and (c) that interaction of DOPC with the three
dipeptides resulted in the addition of a low frequency capacitive 'tail' in addition to
the RC element. This capacitive 'tail' is more significant compared to that resulting
from the adsorption of the other dipepides on the DOPC monolayer. This indicates
that these positively charged dipeptides adsorb on the surface of DOPC monolayer
from the electrolyte solution compared to the other neutral dipeptides (Figure 4.1
and 4.3).
Figure 4.7 (a), (b) and (c) present the ZFC derived from the complex capacitance
plots versus concentration plots of Gly-His, Ala-His and His-Ser respectively. It is
found that ZFC of the DOPC monolayer decreases with an increase in concentration
of these dipeptides up to a certain critical concentration and started to increase
subsequently. Decrease in ZFC at low concentration represents the increase in
thickness of DOPC monolayer and is attributed to the adsorption followed by
incorporation of the dipeptides into and in between the polar lipid head making it
more stable and thick. This results in the formation of defect/pore free monolayer.
At higher concentration, saturation leads to the penetration of dipeptides deeper into
the monolayer and the consequential thinning of monolayer and/or increase in Hr of
DOPC due to penetration of peptides as shown by an increase in ZFC. This also
correlates to the shift of capacitance peak-1 to less negative potential at higher
peptide concentration.
Among these histidine containing dipeptides, peptides containing apolar alanine start
to penetrate deep into the hydrocarbon region of the monolayer at low solution
concentration compared to the dipeptide containing glycine because of enhanced
apolar-apolar interactions between the acyl chain of DOPC molecules and dipeptide
(Figure 4.7 (b)). The terminal carboxyl group is more acidic in His-Ser because of
Serine side chain. The penetration of His-Ser into the monolayer is less significant at
10 mmol dm-3 compared to both Ala-His and Gly-His due to the association of the
negatively charged –COO- of serine with lipid head group (Figure 4.7 (c)).
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(a)
Figure 4.7: ZFC versus concentration plot of DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg
electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
containing 10 mmol dm-3 of the following dipeptides: (a) Gly-His, (b) Ala-
His, (c) His-Ser, lines representing the linear fits to the plots, acquired using










































4.2.5 Aromatic, apolar and charged dipeptide
Figure 4.8 (a) shows the effect of highly apolar and aromatic dipeptide of
phenylalanine (Phe-Phe OMe HCl with an approximate pKa 3.5 [18]) on monolayer
capacitance and capacitance peaks exhibited by capacitance-potential plots of the
DOPC monolayer. It can be seen that Phe-Phe OMe HCl has a profound effect on
both the capacitance peaks due to the association of Phe-Phe OMe HCl with the
DOPC monolayer. Phe-Phe OMe HCl suppressed both the capacitance peaks.
Figure 4.8: Capacitance versus potential plots of DOPC coated wafer based
Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
containing 0.5 mmol dm-3 of the Phe-Phe OMe HCl dipeptide (red) and DOPC
without dipeptide (black).
The impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance plane of Hg supported
DOPC monolayer in the presence of 0.5 mmol dm-3 Phe-Phe OMe HCl is shown in
Figure 4.9 (a). A significant 'tail' at low frequencies showed the association of Phe-
Phe OMe HCl on the DOPC monolayer from the electrolyte solution. The effect of
increasing concentrations of Phe-Phe OMe HCl on the ZFC is presented in Figure
4.9 (b). It is clear that the ZFC increases linearly with an increase in solution
concentration of Phe-Phe OMe HCl. This suggests that Phe-Phe OMe HCl either
decreases the thickness of the monolayer or most likely increases the relative
permittivity of the apolar region of DOPC membrane having an overall













Figure 4.9: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001
mol dm-3 phosphate buffer containing 0.5 mmol dm-3 of Phe-Phe OMe HCl
(red) and DOPC without it (black) (a), and ZFC versus concentration plot of
Phe-Phe OMe HCl (b), acquired using EIS at -0.4 V.
4.2.6 Effect of chain length
The impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance plane of Hg supported
DOPC monolayer in the presence of 10 mmol dm-3 of homologous di- and tri-
peptides of glycine and alanine in the electrolyte solution is shown in Figure 4.10.
Both the di- and tri-glycine exhibited similar interactions with DOPC monolayer
effected by the length of the side chain. In case of the alanine peptides in contrast to
the glycine peptides, there is a significant increase in the low frequency 'tail' from




























monolayer. Since alanine is less polar than glycine, this apolarity is enhanced in the
tri-peptide and increases its adsorption on to the DOPC monolayer.
Figure 4.10: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001
mol dm-3 phosphate buffer containing 10 mmol dm-3 of Gly-Gly (a), Gly-Gly-
Gly (b), Ala-Ala (c) and Ala-Ala-Ala (d) acquired using EIS at -0.4 V.
Figure 4.11 represents the effect of change in concentration of the homologous di-
and tri-peptides of glycine and alanine on the ZFC of the monolayer. It can be seen
that the monolayer capacitance decreases with an increase in concentration of both


























































Figure 4.11: ZFC versus concentration plot of DOPC coated wafer based
Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
containing Gly-Gly (closed triangle), Gly-Gly-Gly (open triangle) (b), Ala-Ala
(closed square) (c) and Ala-Ala-Ala (d) acquired using EIS at -0.4 V (open
square).
Decrease in monolayer capacitance at low solution concentrations suggested that
glycine di- and tri-peptide incorporated into the spaces/gaps present in the lipid head
groups resulting in the formation of a comparatively thick monolayer. This indeed
have a stabilizing effect on the monolayer. But after reaching a certain
concentration, these peptides started to penetrate into the hydrocarbon region of the
phospholipid resulting in an increase in the monolayer capacitance from a
contribution of the higher relative permittivity of the peptide (~20) [19-20] to the
average dielectric permittivity.
Figure 4.12 illustrates the effect of a Leu-Gly-Gly on the DOPC coated Hg electrode
under the influence of a potential scan from -0.2 to -1.2 V. It can be observed that
both the constant capacitance region (-0.2 to -0.92 V) and capacitance peaks
exhibited by DOPC monolayer remained unaffected by the presence of Leu-Gly-
Gly. This shows that in spite of the peptide having a Leu amino acid with a
relatively highly apolar side chain i.e. –CH2-CH(CH3)2, no significant apolar-apolar















any noticeable change/suppressions in Csp-E profile as shown in the inset of Figure
4.12.
Figure 4.12: Capacitance versus potential plots of DOPC coated wafer based
Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
containing 10 mmol dm-3 of Leu-Gly-Gly, acquired using ACV.
The impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance plane of Hg supported
DOPC monolayer in the presence of 10 mmol dm-3 of Leu-Gly-Gly in the electrolyte
solution is shown in Figure 4.13 (a). A capacitive element extra to the RC element at
low frequencies is symbolic of strong adsorption of Leu-Gly-Gly at the monolayer
surface from the electrolyte solution. The ZFC versus concentration plot of the
DOPC coated Hg electrode in the presence of 10 mmol dm-3 of Leu-Gly-Gly is
presented in Figure 4.13 (b). This shows that Leu-Gly-Gly continues to decrease the
ZFC with an increase in its concentration due to enhanced monolayer thickness
contributing towards the improved monolayer stability. This result indicates that it
is only the apolar moiety of Leucine which penetrates the layer and facilitates an




















Figure 4.13: (a) Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated wafer based Pt/Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001
mol dm-3 phosphate buffer containing 10 mmol dm-3 of Leu-Gly-Gly and (b)
ZFC versus concentration plot of Leu-Gly-Gly, acquired using EIS at -0.4 V.
4.3 Conclusion
1. Small and short chain peptides are found to interact with the Hg supported DOPC
monolayers depending on the interactive forces between the DOPC monolayer and
the peptides:
(a) dispersion forces between the apolar side chain of peptide monomers and
apolar DOPC acyl chains are responsible for the interactions between DOPC
monolayer and for both the neutral and charged apolar dipeptides increasing
the overall dielectric due to penetration of these peptides into the monolayer
resulting in an increase in monolayer capacitance and/or decrease in the
monolayer thickness.
(b) Electrostatic forces between the polar head groups of lipid molecules and






























the interaction between DOPC monolayer and polar charged dipeptides such as
dipeptide of negatively charged glutamic acid and dipeptides of positively
charged histidine. The electrostatic interactions results in increased binding of
the charged peptides with the lipid head groups increasing or decreasing the
field strength required to instigate the phase transition underlying the
capacitance peak-1 for negatively and positively charged peptides respectively.
The extent of interaction is further determined by the apolaity of the peptides.
2. All the di- and tri-peptides mainly based on glycine such as Gly-Gly, Gly-Gly-
Gly and Leu-Gly-Gly have a stabilizing effect on the monolayer.
3. An increase in chain length of the peptide containing apolar side chain results in
an increase in the interactions between peptides and DOPC monolayer.
4. The glycine containing peptides are found to have a stabilization effect of the
DOPC monolayer resulting from its incorporation into lipid head groups causing an
increase in the monolayer thickness.
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Chapter-5
Interaction of biphenyl and derivatives with
biomimetic lipid membranes
5.1 Introduction
Biphenyl and its derivatives are well known for their thermal stability, electrical
insulation and resistance to redox processes and have been widely used in the past in
transformers and capacitors as dielectric fluids [1-2]. Moreover, these substance
have also been employed in the preparation of pesticides, optical brighteners [3], and
as fungicides in waxing many fruits. However biphenyl and its derivatives are
established environmental toxins [4]. Chlorobiphenyls (Cl-BPs) have posed a big
issue for their toxicity, bioaccumulation and environmental persistence because of
their stability [5]. Biphenyl and Cl-BPs metabolise to hydroxy biphenyls (OH-BPs)
via formation of the arene oxide intermediate [6] with para (p)-hydroxybiphenyl (p-
OH-BP) as a major product [5,7-8]. In addition to the monohydroxy metabolites,
dihydroxy products can also be produced as a result of hydroxylation of biphenyl.
The hydroxy metabolites of Cl-BPs have been shown to be retained in the blood of
many animals and humans [9-12]. The structures of these metabolites resemble
thyroid hormones in possessing two aromatic rings and are reported as endocrine
disrupters because they compete with thyroxin for its active site [13-14]. In ortho (o)
substituted biphenyls, the two phenyl rings have been reported to exhibit a twisted
conformation with an increase in the torsional angle between the phenyl rings from
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42.5˚ to 63.2˚ depending on the size of the substituent (Br>Cl>F).  This can be 
explained by the destabilization effect based on the hydrogen substituent repulsion
in the o- position. Another substitution at the other o- position on the same ring
further increases the torsional angle close to 90˚ orienting the two rings 
perpendicular to each other [15]. Disubstituted biphenyls with both the substitutions
at the meta (m) position have torsional angle close to biphenyl [15] because of less
steric crowding [16]. Changes in the molecular structure caused by substitution at
the p- position does not affect the structure of biphenyl derivatives compared to the
biphenyl in both ground and excited states [17]. The average torsional angle for non
o- substituted biphenyl derivatives is 44˚ and is influenced very little by m- or p-
substitution. The m- substitution gives a slightly higher barrier height between 0˚-
90˚ than p- substitution responsible for slightly higher torsional angles for m-
substitutions [18]. Hence coplanarity of the two phenyl rings decreases in the
following order depending on the position of substitution: Biphenyl ≈ p-substituted
biphenyl > m-substituted biphenyl > o-substituted biphenyl.
There are many studies on the potential toxicity of these hazardous substances in
vivo [2,19-20] but very little work had been carried out on the evaluation of the
molecular characteristics responsible for their toxicity and the mechanism of their
interaction at a cellular and plasma membrane level. According to some studies,
non-planar o-substituted biphenyls increased the cell membrane leakiness and
decreased the membrane integrity compared to the planar biphenyls [19-21]. While
other studies have shown the non-planar o-substituted molecules to be less active
compared to the planar p-substituted molecules because of the steric hindrance of
the o-substituted species which influences their penetration into the phospholipid
membrane [22-24].
In the present studies, free standing bilayers (vesicles) and Hg supported
phospholipid monolayers have been used to investigate:- (1) structure-activity
relationships and (2) mechanism of interaction of biphenyl and biphenyl derivatives
with phospholipid membranes using fluorescence spectroscopy and electrochemical
techniques respectively. Monolayers of phospholipids on Hg surface act as a
sensing-element for compounds containing two or more aromatic rings and other
related compounds [24-25]. The rationale for using these two techniques was to
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obtain a generic understanding of the interaction mechanism as well as looking at
consistencies between the use of the bilayer and monolayer model. Phospholipid
vesicles have been used extensively as a biological membrane mimic [26] to study
the interactions of membrane active compounds [27-28] with membranes. The
biphenyls have fluorescent properties which allow the use of fluorescence
spectroscopy to estimate their fractions that have not penetrated into the
phospholipid vesicles and are available for quenching by a quencher (I-) [29-31].
Monolayers of phospholipids on the Hg surface act as a sensing-element for
compounds containing two or more aromatic rings and other related compounds [24-
25]. Table 5.1 summarises the biphenyl derivatives used in this study and their
physical properties. A table of all the biphenyl derivatives studied is given below:













5.2 Results and discussion
Figure 5.1 displays the Stern Volmer plots for the quenching of biphenyl by I- in the
presence DOPC GUVs containing different concentration of DOPC. It can be seen
that the amount of accessible fraction of biphenyl which is available for quenching
to I- is highest using 0.127 mmol dm-3 DOPC GUVs and decreases in the following
order: 0.127 mmol dm-3 (88.61 %) > 0.254 mmol dm-3 (66.73 %) > 0.381 mmol dm-
3 (66.94 %) > 0.508 mmol dm-3 (57.5 %) > 0.636 mmol dm-3 (53 %) on subsequent
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increase in the DOPC concentration. Increase in concentration of DOPC increases
the number of vesicles and hence the gaps/binding sites in the vesicles for the
fluorophore to incorporate/penetrate in becoming less available for quenching to I-.
DOPC vesicles tend to disperse the incident light beam but the effect is negligible in
solutions containing small number of vesicles. In solutions containing large number
of DOPC vesicles, the contribution of vesicles to the intensity of re-emitted light
becomes significant resulting in a decrease in precision and increase in standard
deviation. Hence GUVs containing 0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC were used in the further
study of interaction of biphenyl derivatives with DOPC bilayers.
Figure 5.1: Modified Stern Volmer plots for iodide quenching of 1.0 Pmol dm-
3 of biphenyl in the presence of 0.127 (open circle), 0.254 (close square),
0.381 (open triangle), 0.508 close triangle) and 0.636 mmol dm-3 (open
square) DOPC GUV in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 of
phosphate buffer.
The slope of these plots gives a quenching constant (K) representing the quenching
efficiency of the biphenyl derivatives by I- and is not a significant parameter in
terms of determining the structure activity relationship of biphenyls. At higher
concentration of I-, interactions between DOPC and I- appeared as a discrete
increase in the slope of the modified Stern-Volmer plots. This increase in slope is












penetrated biphenyl. This data is therefore presented in red colour in above figure
and not used to estimate the intercept values.
Figure 5.2 (black) shows the characteristic capacitance potential profile of a pure
DOPC monolayer on mercury. At potentials around -0.4 V (~ PZC of Hg), the Hg
supported DOPC monolayer is completely intact and impermeable. At more
negative potentials, capacitance peaks appear due to underlying field induced phase
transitions occurring in the monolayer [32-34]. Alterations in the nature of these
capacitance peaks are very sensitive to any changes in the monolayer structure. The
effect of the biphenyl on the capacitance region corresponding to the stable
monolayer on Hg and capacitance peaks-1 and 2 is shown in Figure 5.2 (red). Figure
5.3 shows the capacitance of peak-1 versus concentration plot of lipid coated Hg
electrode in the presence of biphenyl. It can be seen from Figure 5.3 that there is a
sharp decrease in the capacitance of peak-1 with an increase in concentration of
biphenyl upto 1.0 Pmol dm-3 and further increase in concentration does not have a
significant effect on the capacitance of peak-1. Decrease in capacitance of DOPC
monolayer in the presence of biphenyl represent the extent of interaction of biphenyl
with the DOPC monolayer.
Figure 5.2: Capacitance versus potential plot of DOPC coated Hg electrode in
0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black) in the













Figure 5.3: Capacitance of peak-1 versus concentration plot of DOPC coated
Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
in the presence of biphenyl.
The impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance plane of Hg supported
DOPC monolayer in the presence of biphenyl in the electrolyte solution is shown in
Figure 5.4 (a). A perfect DOPC monolayer deposited on Hg electrode shows a
characteristic RC semicircle in complex capacitance plots (Figure 5.4 (a) (black))
with no frequency dispersion at potentials close to PZC of Hg (~-0.4 V vs. Ag/AgCl
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl). where the adsorption of a membrane active species on to the
electrode surface from the solution is represented by the presence of an extra low
frequency tail. There is some surface adsorption observed in the case of biphenyl on
the DOPC monolayer represented by a small 'tail' in addition to the RC element.
Figure 5.4 (b) shows the ZFC versus concentration plot of DOPC coated Hg
electrode in the presence of different concentrations of biphenyl. A decrease in ZFC
indicated the increase in thickness of the DOPC monolayer due to the incorporation




















Figure 5.4: (a) Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane and
(b) ZFC versus concentration plot of DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol
dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black) in the presence
of biphenyl acquired using EIS at -0.4 V respectively.
5.2.1 Effect of position of substitution
Figure 5.5 displays the modified Stern Volmer plots of OH-BPs in the presence of
0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC GUVs. It showed that the amount of accessible fraction is
least for p-OH-BP and increases in the following order: p-OH-BP (17.21 %) < m-
OH-BP (29.03 %) < o-OH-BP (90.63 %). Hence, a -OH substitution at p- position in
biphenyl increases its tendency to penetrate into the phospholipid membrane
because of its linearly symmetrical and planar structure). The m-OH-BP lacks two-
fold symmetry and is less able to incorporate into the phospholipid membrane. As a
result, the accessible fraction for quenching is higher for m-OH-BP compared to its































incorporation into the phospholipid membrane due to the twisted geometry arising
from the increased torsion angle between the two phenyl rings. Hence such a
molecule is available for quenching up to 90 %.
Figure 5.5: Modified Stern Volmer plots for iodide quenching of 1.0 Pmol dm-
3 of p- (circle), m- (triangle) and o- (square) OH-BPs in the presence of 0.254
mmol dm-3 DOPC GUV in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 of
phosphate buffer.
The effect of the substituted mono OH-BPs on the capacitance region corresponding
to the stable monolayer on Hg and capacitance peaks-1 and 2 is shown in Figure 5.6
(a). Figure 5.6 (b) shows that the suppression of the capacitance of peak-1 with an
increase in concentration of o, m and p-OH-BPs is clear and the extent of
suppression follows the order: o < m < p. This suppression in the capacitive current
peak is directly related to the extent of interactions of these biphenyls with DOPC
monolayer indicating that the p-OH-BP showed the strongest interactions with
DOPC monolayer compared to the m and o-OH-BP. Notably the potentials
characterising capacitance peaks-1 and -2 do not significantly change on penetration














Figure 5.6: (a) Capacitance versus potential plot of DOPC coated Hg electrode
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black) in the
presence of 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of o- (red), m- (blue) and p-OH-BP (green) (b)
capacitance of peak-1 versus concentration plots of o- (close triangle), m-
(close inverted triangle) and p- (open square) OH-BP and (c) potential of
peak-1 versus concentration plots of o- (open triangle), m- (open square) and


















































The extent of suppression of peak-1 correlates with the accessible fraction of OH-BP
for quenching (Figure 5.7), such that the less the penetration of OH-BP into the
membrane, the less the observed peak suppression of capacitance peak-1 on the
capacitance-potential plot of the DOPC monolayer on Hg.
Figure 5.7: Plot capacitance of peak-1 against the accessible fraction for 1.0
Pmol dm-3 of OH-BPs on the vesicle surface.
Figure 5.8 (a) shows the impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance
plane of Hg supported DOPC monolayer in the presence of o-, m- and p-OH-BPs in
the electrolyte solution where the adsorption of these species on to the electrode
surface from the solution is represented by the presence of an extra low frequency
tail. It is interesting that the ZFC does not change significantly following the
interaction with the different OH-BPs but the interaction with the p-OH-BP and its
penetration introduces an additional extra small element to RC (Figure 5.8 (b)). This
extra small element presumably relates to the presence of the p-OH-BP within the



















Figure 5.8: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of o- (red), m-
(blue) and p-OH-BP (green) and ZFC versus concentration of DOPC coated
Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer
in the presence of o- (open triangle), m- (close triangle) and p- (close square)
OH-BP, acquired using EIS at -0.4 V respectively.
The fluorescence and electrochemical results are consistent with each other and
support a hypothesis that the OH-BPs behave similarly at the vesicle electrolyte
interface as they do at the monolayer electrolyte interface. A schematic diagram
showing the location and mechanism of interaction of OH-BPs with DOPC





























Figure 5.9: Schematic view of OH-BPs DOPC monolayer interaction.
Figure 5.10 displays the modified Stern Volmer plots of Cl-BPs in the presence of
GUVs containing 0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC.
Figure 5.10: Modified Stern Volmer plots for iodide quenching of 1.0 Pmol
dm-3 of p- (square), m- (triangle) and o- (circle) Cl-BPs in the presence of
0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC GUV in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl containing 0.001 mol















The results showed that the amount of accessible fraction increased in the following
order: p-Cl-BP (76.47 %) < m-Cl-BP (93.14 %) < o-Cl-BP (96.08 %). All the
isomers of mono Cl-BPs exhibited a similar order of incorporation/penetration into
the bilayer to that of OH-BPs but the extent of the process is decreased to a great
extent. Cl-BPs have similar 3D structure compared to their -OH analogues but there
is an essential difference in distribution of electron density among atoms in these
biphenyls. It is well known that the -OH group acts as an electron donor but the -Cl
group acts as an electron acceptor when attached to aromatic rings. This is described
by Hammett's substitution constant (Vt) [35] of the functional group attached to
aromatic ring. Therefore incorporation/penetration of biphenyls into hydrophobic
core of DOPC monolayer corresponds to the electron donating/accepting properties
of substitution group in aromatic ring.
Figure 5.11 displays the capacitance-potential plots of DOPC coated Hg in the
presence of 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of Cl-BPs in the electrolyte solution. Cl-BPs showed a
more extensive influence on ACV. Following interaction between Cl-BPs and
DOPC monolayer, ACV peaks suppression and shift were more extensive compared
to that following OH-BPs -DOPC interactions (Figure 5.12 (a) and (b)).
Figure 5.11: Capacitance versus potential plot of DOPC coated Hg electrode
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer (black) in the
presence of 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of o- (red), m- (blue) and p-Cl-BP (green) acquired
using ACV at 5 mVs-1.
It is clear from Figure 5.12 that capacitance peaks-1 is not only suppressed but also














capacitance peak-1 (Figure 5.12 (a)) specifies the strong interaction of Cl-Bps with
DOPC monolayer that decreases in the following order: p-Cl-BP > m-Cl-BP and o-
Cl-BP. The extent of peak shift in case of m- and p-Cl-BP-DOPC interaction is
approximately the same whereas the peak shift for o-Cl-BP-DOPC interaction is
insignificant.
Figure 5.12: (a) Peak-1 capacitance: versus concentration and (b) Peak-1
potential versus concentration plots of DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol
dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer in the presence of o-
(close triangle), m- (open triangle) and p-Cl-BP (close square).
Figure 5.13 shows that the accessible fraction of Cl-BPs for quenching inversely
correlates with suppression of peak-1. Comparing the results of OH-BPs and Cl-
BPs, it is possible to conclude that the significant changes in the position of
capacitance peaks in Csp-E profile occur mainly as the result of interactions in the


































Figure 5.13: Plot capacitance of peak-1 against the accessible fraction for 1.0
µmol dm-3 of Cl-BPs on the vesicle surface.
Figure 5.14 (a) displays the impedance data expressed in the complex capacitance
plane of Hg supported DOPC monolayer in the presence of Cl-BPs in the electrolyte
solution. It is clear from the significant presence of the low frequency tail that the
Cl-BPs adsorb on the surface of the DOPC monolayer. Figure 5.14 (b) displays the
ZFC versus concentration plots of the Cl-BPs and shows that the monolayer
capacitance decreases in the presence of Cl-BPs. The monolayer capacitance of the
DOPC coated Hg electrode is lowered to the greatest extent in the presence of p-Cl-
BP compared to the other positional isomers. Decrease in monolayer capacitance
suggested the incorporation/penetration of these species in the spaces between the
head groups or near hydrophobic regions filling up the gaps leads to the formation of
more thick and stable monolayer. The Cl-BPs showed the following order of
decrease in the ZFC following interaction with DOPC with p-Cl-BP instigating the
greatest decrease: p-Cl-BP > m-Cl-BP > o-Cl-BP. The increase in thickness of the
DOPC layer following Cl-BP interaction can explain the concurrent observed
negative shift of capacitance peak-1. A more extensive negative shift of capacitance
peak-1 in the presence of m- and p-Cl-BPs (Figure 5.12 (b)) can be explained by
considering the incorporation of these biphenyls into the interfacial region of DOPC
monolayer which leads to the formation of a thicker low dielectric region. This
increases the field strength required for the penetration of electrolyte ions into the

















Figure 5.14: (a) Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001 mol dm-3
phosphate buffer (black) containing 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of o-Cl-BP (red), m- (blue)
and p-Cl-BP (green) (b) ZFC versus concentration plot of o-Cl-BP (closed
triangle), m-Cl-BP (open triangle) and p-Cl-BP (closed square), acquired using
EIS at -0.4 V applied potential.
A further explanation for the peak shift is that of m-Cl-BP and p-Cl-BP are oriented
in a more ordered form in the interfacial layer and the polarisability of the aromatic
rings lessens the steepness of the potential drop across the layer. This leads to the
need for applying a higher potential to instigate the phase transitions.
Similar to the example of the OH-BPs, the fluorescence and electrochemical results
are consistent with each other and support the hypothesis that the Cl-BPs behave
similarly at the vesicle electrolyte interface as at the monolayer electrolyte interface.
Figure 5.15 represents a schematic diagram showing the location and mechanism of






























Figure 5.15: Schematic view of Cl-BPs DOPC monolayer interaction.
5.2.2 Effect of nature of substitution
Figure 5.16 shows the modified Stern Volmer plots of p-substituted biphenyls in the
presence of GUVs prepared from 0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC solution. The results
showed that the amount of accessible fraction is least for p-OH-BP and increases in
the following order: p-OH-BP (17.21 %) < p-OCH3-BP (39.07 %) < p-Cl-BP (76.47
%) < p-CN-BP (96.20 %) < p-CH3-BP (96.24 %) < p-HSO3-BP (100 %).
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Figure 5.16: Modified Stern Volmer plots for iodide quenching of 1.0 Pmol
dm-3 of p-substituted biphenyls (a) –OH (square), –OCH3 (triangle) and –CH3
(circle) and (b) –Cl (square), –CN (triangle) and –SO-3 (circle) in the presence
of 0.254 mmol dm-3 DOPC GUV in 0.1 mol dm-3 of KCl containing 0.001 mol
dm-3 of phosphate buffer.
Figure 5.17 shows the plot of the biphenyl’s substituent Hammett constant (Vt)
values against the accessible fraction of the substituted biphenyl in the membrane
for all substituted biphenyl–DOPC membrane interactions. It is significant that the
penetration of p-CH3-BP and p-HSO3-BP into DOPC membranes does not correlate



























Figure 5.17: Plot of Hammett’s constants of biphenyl substituents (Vt) against
the accessible fraction for 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of p-substituted biphenyls on the
vesicle surface.
The Vt values used have been calculated for substituted benzenes and include both
long range mesomeric and short range inductive effects of substitution [36]. The
benzene molecule is small and the inductive effect is significant in changing its
properties but in the case of biphenyl and other long molecules, the inductive effect
does not have a strong influence on the second ring compared to the mesomeric
effect. In order to estimate the precise and realistic electron density on biphenyl
rings, mesomeric Hammett’s constants (Vm) were calculated by subtracting
inductive Hammett’s constant (Vi) from Vt [35]. Table-2 summarises the physical
properties of biphenyl derivatives.
Table 5.2: Log P [37], Hammett’s constant (Vt [38] and Vm) and torsional angle
values of biphenyls used in this study.
Position o- m- p-
Substitution -Cl -OH -Cl -OH -SO-3 -CN -Cl -OH -OCH3 -CH3
Log P 4.54 3.1 4.6 3.2 -- 3.7 4.61 3.2 4.0 4.6
Vt 0.35 0.66 0.23 -0.37 -0.27 -0.17
Vm 0.05 0.1 -0.14 -0.49 -0.39 -0.1



















Figure 5.18 shows the correlation between the Vm of the substituent and the
accessible fraction of substituted biphenyls on the vesicle surface. An electron
donating mesomeric effect results in an increased electron density in the rings of p-
Cl-BP compared to the rings of p-CH3-BP (Figure 5.18). This adjusted correlation
with the Vm showed a predominantly good correlation with the accessibility of
biphenyls excepting p-HSO3-BP. However p-HSO3-BP is a negatively charged
molecule with a large polar SO3 group which will not favour its penetration into the
apolar region.
Figure 5.18: Plot of Hammett’s constants of biphenyl substituents (Vm) against
the accessible fraction for 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of p-substituted biphenyls on the
vesicle surface.
Also the difference in the accessible fractions of the CH3-BP, SO3-BP and CN-BP is
not essential. A schematic diagram summarizing the effect of biphenyl substituent
position and electron donating/withdrawing character on the biphenyl's interactions


















Figure 5.19: A schematic representation of effect of p-substituted biphenyls
and their electron density (Vm) on their interactions with lipid membranes.
Figure 5.20 shows the correlation between shift in capacitance peak 1 and the
substituent VM and for p-substituted biphenyls. It can be seen that increase in both
the electron accepting and donating powers of the functional groups relative to the -
Cl group results in a shift of potential of capacitance peak-1 to less negative
potentials. p-Cl-BP showed a marked shift of capacitance peak-1 to more negative


























Figure 5.20: Plot of shift in capacitance peak-1 against substituent Hammett’s
constants of biphenyl substituents (VM) for 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of p-substituted
biphenyls.
Figure 5.21 (a) and (b) display the impedance data expressed in the complex
capacitance plane of Hg supported DOPC monolayer in the presence of p-OH-BP,
p-OCH3-BP, p-CH3-BP and p-Cl BP, p-CN BP and p-HSO3-BP. The appearance of
an extra element at low frequencies in complex capacitance plots of the substituted
biphenyls (except p-CH3-BP and p-OCH3-BP) is evident and is indicative of their
adsorption on lipid surface.
Figure 5.21: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane of
DOPC coated Hg electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001 mol dm-3
phosphate buffer containing 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of (a) p-OCH3 (red), p-CH3 (blue)
p-OH (green) and (b) p-CN (red), p-O3SH (blue) p-Cl (green) substituted
biphenyls, acquired using EIS at -0.4 V applied potential.
Figure 5.22 (a) and (b) shows the ZFC versus concentration plots of the p-
substituted biphenyls. It can be seen that there is only a significant change in ZFC
for the p-Cl-BP and p-OH-BP at their higher solution concentration. p-Cl-BP
decreases the ZFC and hence increases the membrane thickness and p-OH-BP
increases the ZFC and hence decreases the membrane thickness as described above.
The increase in thickness is responsible for a decrease in steepness of the potential

































On the other hand, increases in concentration of p-CN-BP and p-HSO3-BP have
very little effect on ZFC and hence the membrane thickness. p-CH3-BP and p-
OCH3-BP are different to others in having a dual effect on ZFC. Both these
biphenyls increase the ZFC at very low concentrations and decrease the ZFC at high
solution concentrations.
Figure 5.22: ZFC versus concentration plots of DOPC coated Hg electrode in
0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer containing (a) p-
OCH3 (close triangle), p-CH3 (open square) p-OH (close square) and (b) p-CN
(close triangle), p-O3SH (open triangle) p-Cl (close square) substituted
biphenyls acquired using EIS at -0.4 V applied potential.
This might be explained as related to the effects of p-CH3-BP and p-OCH3-BP on
relative permittivity and thickness of apolar region of DOPC monolayer at their low


























incorporation of these species in the interfacial region resulting in a decrease in
membrane thickness at higher solution concentration.
Increase or decrease in ZFC and hence the membrane thickness is related to the
accessible fraction and is shown in Figure 5.26. In the Figure 5.23, the V shaped plot
shows a minimum ZFC representing a maximum thickness of the DOPC
corresponding to the intermediate value of the accessible fraction. An outlier to the
trend is the point representing the o-HO-BP/DOPC interaction which could be due
to a variety of factors and requires further investigation. The accessible fraction
represents the penetration depth of the substituted biphenyl in the bilayer membrane
and, assuming that the penetration of biphenyls in the bilayer and monolayer are the
same or similar, the mid-location of the Cl-BP in the monolayer is related to a
maximum thickness of the monolayer. By the same token, when the biphenyl is
located outside this region either nearer to the surface of the monolayer or deeper in
the apolar core, the increase in thickness is not so pronounced.
Figure 5.23: Plot of ZFC against the accessible fraction for 1.0 Pmol dm-3 of
p-substituted biphenyls on the vesicle surface and error bars are within the
symbol size.
The interaction of substituted biphenyls with DOPC monolayers and bilayers can be
























(1) Substituents with higher Vm lead to biphenyl rings having a lower electron
density which enhances the H-bonding tendency of the rings and their preference to
locate in the DOPC interfacial layer. Biphenyl rings containing '=CH-' groups are
electron rich however the presence of electron acceptor substituents with high Vm on
the ring decreases electron density in the ring and hence on the protons. Such
electron deficient protons remain apolar but will exhibit a greater tendency to form
hydrogen bonds with the strongly polar groups in the interfacial region of the DOPC
monolayer and bilayer. This reasoning is supported by studies which have shown
that apolar moieties '–CH=', '–CH2-' and '–CH3' can participate in hydrogen bonding
[39-49].
(2) Substituents with lower Vm lead to biphenyl rings having a higher electron
density which leads to a greater ring polarisability. A higher ring polarisability
enables stronger dispersion interaction forces between the biphenyls and the DOPC
alkyl chains [49-50] and a deeper penetration of the biphenyl into the DOPC
monolayer and bilayer.
5.3 Conclusions
The interaction of monosubstituted biphenyls with DOPC bilayers and monolayers
is strongly dependent on the structural configuration and planarity of the molecules.
(1) p-substituted biphenyls compared to o- and m-substituted biphenyls exhibit
stronger interactions with DOPC bilayers and monolayers because of
retained coplanarity of the two aromatic rings irrespective of the nature of
substituent.
(2) Biphenyls with electron donor substituents penetrate the apolar core of the
bilayer whereas biphenyls with electron acceptor substituents are
incorporated in the polar group region of the DOPC bilayer. Biphenyls
located on the interface between the polar and apolar region increase the
DOPC layer thickness.
(3) Both electrochemical and fluorescence studies exhibit a consistent pattern of
interactions between substituted biphenyls and DOPC bilayers and
monolayers respectively suggesting that the Hg support has an insignificant
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influence on the interactions of bio-membrane active compounds with
DOPC.
(4) Results indicate that the two structural features influencing the location of
substituted biphenyls in DOPC bilayers and monolayers are: (i) the hydrogen
bonding capability and (ii) the polarisability of the biphenyl rings.
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Characterization and application of DOPC bilayer
on Hg in the presence of electric field
6.1 Introduction
Biomimetic lipid bilayers have been investigated extensively over the past several
years to develop an understanding about the properties and functions of
biomembranes. These model lipid bilayers varied from free standing vesicles to
bilayers supported on various solid substrates such as gold [1-2] and mica [3-4]
directly or via linkers. Using Hg as a substrate, only tethered lipid bilayers have
been developed and investigated using different tethering materials such as
alkanethiols [5-11], polymer [12] and peptides [13] until recently. Potential
dependant phospholipid bilayer formation directly on the surface of Hg from the
lipid electrolyte interface has been reported recently at potentials negative to -1.0 V
due to favourable energetics and consistency with physicochemical and
thermodynamical aspects [14]. This DOPC bilayer supported directly on Hg was
described using rapid cyclic voltammetry (RCV) and atomic force spectroscopy
(AFM). In RCV, the DOPC bilayer on Hg has been shown to exhibit a constant low
capacitance region from -1.0 V to -1.3 V followed by a sharp, well-defined and
cathodic capacitance current peak due to an underlying phase transition at about -1.3
V with a reverse anodic process which is represented by a capacitance current peak
shifted due to rapid voltage scanning [14]. These bilayers are described as stable in
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potential range from -1.0 V to -1.4 V and are unstable at potentials positive to -0.9
due to conversion to monolayer. AFM studies have shown that the thickness of the
bilayer is 6.5-7 nm with 95 % coverage in voltage domain from -1.0 V to -1.35 V
and decreases to 2.5-3 nm (thickness of monolayer) at higher negative potentials
with same coverage [14]. In this study, the properties of this bilayer such as
permeability and ion diffusion processes are investigated. This is the first study to
our knowledge to report on the characterization of DOPC bilayer structure directly
supported on the surface of Hg electrode.
6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Materials and methods
The electrolyte, KCl (0.1 mol dm-3) was prepared from KCl (Fisher Chemicals Ltd.)
calcined at 600 qC in a muffle furnace and dissolved in 18.2 M: MilliQ water
containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer with pH 7.4 (19 % of 0.002 mol dm-3
NaH2PO4.H2O and 81 % of 0.002 mol dm-3 Na2HPO4) and was used in all the
experiments except for the permeability studies. In experiments involving use of
ZnCl2, 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl without buffer is used to avoid precipitation of Zn in the
electrolyte solution. ZnCl2 (Sigma Aldrich) was employed to prepare a 0.2 mol dm−3
stock solution using 18.2 M: MilliQ water. The electrolyte solution was purged
with argon gas for 15-20 minutes prior to experiment. After deaeration, a blanket of
argon gas was maintained above the fully deaerated solution to avoid penetration of
any oxygen into the solution during all experiments. A DOPC solution (Avanti
Lipid) of 2.54 mmol dm-3 was prepared in pentane (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific
Chemicals Ltd.) in a clean glass vial and was stored in the freezer. A glass syringe
was used to transfer the lipid solution to the electrolyte surface in the
electrochemical cell. DOPC bilayers were prepared by spreading ~15 PL of the
DOPC solution at the argon-electrolyte interface in the electrochemical cell [15-16].
A period of about 5-10 minutes was required for the pentane to evaporate.
A Kemula-type hanging Hg drop electrode (HMDE) was used for the experiments.
The HMDE assembly (Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw-Poland) with a Hg
drop at the lower end of capillary was lowered through the lipid-electrolyte surface
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slowly to allow the lipid deposition. The HMDE was coated with a fresh DOPC
layer prior to each series of experiments. The electrochemical cell and all other glass
apparatus were washed with piranha solution to remove organic contamination.
Piranha solution was kept in the cell for at least an hour for efficient cleaning before
performing experiments. Also, the counter electrode and reference electrode were
immersed in the same solution for a few seconds to remove any organic
contamination before each experiment. Cleaning the ceramic frit of the reference
electrode is necessary because a blocked or dirty frit will cause erroneous results in
the electrochemical measurements. The apparatus and the electrodes were then
rinsed with Milli-Q water to remove any piranha residue since the presence of trace
piranha in the electrolyte can damage the lipid.
6.2.2 Electrochemical set-up
The experiments were performed in a standard three electrode cell using an
Ag/AgCl electrode as reference electrode with a porous sintered glass frit separating
the inner 3.5 mol dm-3 solution of reference electrode from the outer electrolyte
solution and a Pt rod as a counter electrode. The electrochemical apparatus was
contained in a Faraday cage. RCV measurements were carried out with a PGSTAT
30 Autolab potentiostat (Ecochemie, Utrecht, Netherlands) interfaced to PowerLab
4/25 signal generator (AD Instruments Ltd.) controlled by Scope software. The
potential step measurements were carried out using the Autolab system, GPES
(General purpose electrochemical system) with PGSTAT 30 and controlled with
Autolab software. The integrity of the DOPC bilayer was checked at the beginning
and end of each experiment. The Autolab system FRA (frequency response
analyser) with PGSTAT 30 and controlled with Autolab software was used for the
impedance measurements. The impedance data were transformed to complex
capacitance plane and fitted for the model as described below.
6.2.3 Electrochemical techniques
6.2.3.1 RCV
RCV was used as the main technique to deposit the DOPC bilayers on Hg and to
probe the properties of bilayer by recording a fast scan "fingerprint" at a scan rate
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(Q) of 40 Vs-1. The underlying principle of the bilayer formation involves the
conversion of a lipid monolayer supported on HMDE electrode to a bilayer by
decreasing the area of electrode. Different bilayers varying in lipid density can be
formed by changing the electrode area.
The following procedure was used to deposit a DOPC bilayer on the surface of
HMDE. Subsequent to the formation of DOPC monolayer in the potential regime of
-0.2 to -1.6 V, the potential programme was switched to -1.0 V to -1.6 V. In this
potential excursion, the monolayer exhibited the phase transitions characterized by
the stable capacitive current peaks in the current-potential voltammogram that has
been well described [17-18]. The area of HMDE is gradually decreased in a
controlled fashion until the first two monolayer capacity current peaks disappear
completely and a new capacity current peak indicating an underlying phase
transition appear in the place of the third and fourth monolayer capacity current
peaks (see Figure 6.3) on the cathodic scan. The reorientation in the bilayer is
reversible as shown by a similar but potentially shifted current peak on the anodic
scan. It is difficult to obtain a full ‘fingerprint’ representing the capacity current
peaks in both forward and reverse scan respectively using RCV because of the
instability of the DOPC bilayer at or below -1.0 V. Therefore, a triangular waveform
was generated using the scope software where the applied potential excursion
commenced at -1.25 V, decreased to -1.6 V followed by a subsequent increase to -
0.9 V and return to -1.25 V. Three different configurations of bilayer (low density,
intermediate density and high density) were found to exist on successively
decreasing the electrode areas.
6.2.3.2 Potential step experiments
Potential step experiments were performed to investigate the permeability properties
of DOPC bilayers supported on HMDE to Zn2+ at different applied negative
potentials involving the faradaic reduction of Zn2+ to Zn(Hg). The basic principle of
the Zn2+ experiments involves the suppression of the electrochemical reduction of
Zn2+ in the presence of the DOPC bilayer because of the restricted access of metal
ions to the mercury surface. The following procedure was used to investigate the
permeability of the DOPC bilayer to Zn2+ ions. Following deaeration of the
electrolyte, the DOPC bilayer was deposited on the electrode surface and a cyclic
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voltammogram was recorded. After the formation of DOPC bilayer on the HMDE,
25 PL of the stock solution was added to the electrolyte to 0.2 mmol dm-3 Zn2+
concentration. Following addition of Zn2+ to the electrolyte and stirring for 30 s,
voltage pulses from −0.85 V to potentials from −1.0 to −1.6 V were executed and 
the corresponding current transients were recorded. The standard redox potential of
Zn is -0.95 V. After the pulsing programme had been performed, an RCV scan was
recorded to ensure that the phospholipid bilayer had not degraded during the
experiment. The current is sampled after a time interval of 10 ms from the beginning
of the pulse. This specific time is used to allow complete decay of capacitive
current. The data are plotted as current versus potential plots called sampled current
voltammograms. All the potential step experiments were carried out on a freshly
deposited DOPC bilayer on the Hg surface. The data from potential step
experiments of uncoated Hg, DOPC monolayer and intermediate density DOPC
bilayer on Hg were fitted to the Cottrell equation [19];
ܫ = nFADଵ/ଶC/πଵ/ଶtଵ/ଶ Equation-6.1
n is the number of electron transferred in the redox reaction, F is the Faraday’s
constant (96500 C mol-1), A is the area of electrode, C is the concentration of Zn2+ in
electrolyte solution and D is the diffusion constant. The slope of the Cottrell plots
were used to calculate the diffusion constants for Hg electrode and Hg supported
DOPC monolayer and intermediate density DOPC bilayer.
Because of the restricted access of Zn2+ to the Hg surface in case of DOPC bilayer,
the DOPC monolayer and bilayer do not obey the Cottrelian behaviour of linear
diffusion and the diffusion constants for diffusion of Zn2+ to the DOPC monolayer
and bilayer were small (section 6.3.2) compared to that on uncoated Hg electrode.
Therefore, the kinetics of the electron exchange process at the surface becomes the
slowest and hence the rate determining step. Therefore, kinetic analysis of the
irreversible reduction of Zn2+ to Zn were performed using the equation of
irreversible reduction of an electroactive species at a planar [19] electrode and the
potential dependent rate constant (k) was determined;
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ܫ = nFAkC ∗ exp ቂ௞
మ௧
஽ ቃ erfc ቂ௞௧భ/మ஽భ/మ ቃ Equation-6.2
6.3.2.3 Electrochemical impedance
Impedance (Z) versus frequency measurements were carried out on the HMDE
electrode coated with DOPC bilayer using frequencies logarithmically distributed
from 65,000 to 0.1 Hz, with ΔV = 0.005V ac amplitude at potentials ranging from -
1.0 to -1.6 V. The experimental conditions for the measurement of impedance were
used exactly as described previously [20]. The impedance data were transformed to
the complex capacitance plane and were expressed as real and imaginary frequency
normalized admittances (Re Yω−1 and Im Yω−1), respectively. The values of Re
Yω−1 plotted against Im Yω−1 in the complex capacitance plane for all values of
frequency [20] always yield a single semi-circle corresponding to the RC element
with no frequency dispersion for a series RC circuit containing an ideal capacitor.
Curve fitting of the data was carried out using IGOR (Wavemetrics) in the same way
as described previously [20-21]. The results of the impedance measurements are
considered in terms of the properties of the phospholipid bilayer. Low density
bilayer on HMDE is not stable to impedance measurements and degrades on
application of a sinusoidal voltage.
Impedance model
The impedance data of DOPC coated electrodes were fitted to equation-6.3 below
[20]: Y = 1R + 1/[(݅ω)ஒ((Aୱ − A)/1 + (݅ωτ)஑) + A)] Equation − 6.3
Y is admittance, R is the uncompensated solution resistance and W is relaxation time
constant. D is the coefficient which represents distribution of time constant around
the most probable value (either 1 or less than 1) and β is a coefficient which is less 
than or equal to unity and has been shown to be inversely related to the homogeneity
of the lipid layers [20]. As and A are the constant phase element constants and are
used to calculate the capacitance values according to Sluyter’s equation [22]. All the
experimental data derived from the monolayer on the electrode were fitted to Eq.
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(2). The six variable parameters: A, As-A, α, β, R and W were obtained from the
subsequent curve fitting of the Re Yω−1 versus log ω and Im Yω−1 versus log ω plots 
respectively. The mean of the coefficients or fit parameters (D, E, As-Ainf, Ainf and W)
is then graphed as fitting to the real versus imaginary admittance plots. The overall
goodness of the fit was examined visually comparing the experimental and model,
Re Yω−1 and Im Yω−1 versus log ω plots.   
Where As and A are related to capacitance as follows:Cୱ − C = ((Aୱ − A) − A)τ(ଵିஒ)
C = [A ∗ R(ଵିஒ)]ଵ/ஒ
C is identified as zero frequency capacitance of the monolayers and Cs-C is the
additional low frequency capacitance element. The errors stated for these
coefficients are treated according to error propagation rule for a mean function.
6.2.3.4 Interaction of DOPC bilayer with SiO2 nanoparticles
Interactions of SiO2 nanoparticles with the DOPC bilayer were studied by RCV
using the same system as described above for the characterization of bilayer. The
following procedure was used to study the interaction of SiO2 nanoparticles with
DOPC bilayer. SiO2 nanoparticles (SM-30) from Sigma Aldrich were used to
prepare a 3 % w/v stock solution of each of them using 18.2 M: MilliQ water.
Following the deposition of DOPC bilayer on the electrode surface, the calculated
amount of SiO2 nanoparticles (to keep the same solution concentration for all
nanoparticle) were injected into the electrolyte with added buffer (pH 7.4) from their
stock solution. After the addition of SiO2 nanoparticles, multiple numbers of RCV
scans of DOPC bilayer deposited on HMDE were recorded with an interval of 1 s
between each scan at a scan rate of 40 Vs-1 along with simultaneous stirring of the
electrolyte solution.
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6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1 Bilayer formation
A perfect DOPC monolayer assembled on Hg electrode displays two sharp and
descriptive capacitance current peaks 1 and 2 at -0.94 and -1.0 V respectively on
application of a negatively increasing applied potential (Figure 6.1-black) due to the
phase transitions occurring in the monolayer. The capacitance current peak-2 has
been explained as the transformation of a porous monolayer to the bilayer patches in
several past studies [16,24-25]. Further broad capacitance current peaks-3 and 4
occurring at higher negative potentials (-1.25 to -1.3 V) are shown to exhibit the
structures with a thickness three times to that of a monolayer which might explains
the formation of liposomal structures [26]. Hence in the potential region negative to
the capacitance current peak-2 representative of bilayer formation, there is a
significant likelihood to stabilize this bilayer on the Hg surface after its formation
under appropriate conditions such as applied electric potential. The appearance of
the capacitance current peaks characteristic of the DOPC monolayer during a
negative potential excursion between -0.9 and -1.65 V indicates the presence of
monolayer (Figure 6.1-red).
Figure 6.1: Capacitance current versus potential plots of DOPC coated HMDE
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with added phosphate buffer (0.001 mol dm-3) measured

















The property of HMDE having an adjustable area is manipulated to transform a
monolayer in to the bilayer. The area of HMDE coated with DOPC monolayer is
decreased in small amounts of ~0.0005 cm-2. Preliminary reduction in the electrode
area leads to the formation of a relatively compact monolayer as seen by a relative
increase in height of capacitance current peak-1 (Figure 6.2-red) due to the
movement of lipid molecules close to each other followed by the movement of
excessive lipid molecules to build up the opposing leaflet of bilayer on successive
reduction of electrode area. The beginning of the bilayer formation is marked by the
start in suppression of capacitance current peak-1 and 2 and a complete
transformation of a monolayer to a bilayer is manifested by thorough suppression of
capacitance current peaks and formation of a flat low capacitance region at these
potentials parallel to a decrease in resolution and increase in sharpness of the
capacitance current peaks-3 and 4 at higher negative potential.
Figure 6.2: Capacitance current versus potential plots of DOPC coated HMDE
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with added phosphate buffer (0.001 mol dm-3) measured
by RCV at 40 Vs-1 in potential range -0.9 to -1.65 V with electrode area ratio
of 1 (black):0.88 (red).
Figure 6.3 displays the capacitance current-potential plots for some of the significant
stages during the transformation of the DOPC monolayer (a) to bilayer (b-d) on the
surface of HMDE. Three major different types of bilayers were encountered












sharpness of the capacitance current peaks representing the phase transition in the
cathodic and anodic scan. The DOPC bilayer for which the area of the electrode is
reduced to 0.59 times to the initial electrode area (Figure 6.3 (b)) and is termed as a
low density bilayer. On decreasing the electrode area further, the two capacitance
current peaks 3 and 4 merge together at an electrode area 0.5 times smaller to initial
electrode area as shown in Figure 6.3 (c). This bilayer is termed as intermediate
density in this study. A further increase in lipid density of the bilayer by successive
decrease in the area of the electrode leads to the formation of high density bilayer
(Figure 6.3 (d)) with an area of electrode reduced to 0.4 times to the initial electrode
area.
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Figure 6.3: Capacitance current versus potential plots of DOPC bilayers
deposited on HMDE in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with added phosphate buffer (0.001
mol dm-3) measured by RCV at 40 Vs-1 (a) monolayer (b) low density (c)







































Subsequent compression of a low density bilayer to a high density bilayer also
causes the capacitance current in the constant capacitance region to decrease as seen
in the inset of Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Capacitance current versus potential plots of DOPC coated HMDE
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with added phosphate buffer (0.001 mol dm-3) measured
by RCV at 40 Vs-1 in potential range -0.9 to -1.65 V with electrode area ratio
of 0.67 (black): 0.59 (red): 0.39 (blue).
After these experiments, the electrode was expanded back to original position to
observe any changes in the monolayer due to loss of lipid to the capillary walls or
electrolyte solution due to contraction of the lipid coated electrode. Figure 6.5 shows
the capacitance current-potential plots of DOPC coated HMDE before and after the
area altering experiments. It can be seen that the capacitance current-potential plots
before and after the drop shrinking experiments looks similar and no significant
change is observed in these plots suggesting that lipid stays on the electrode surface




















Figure 6.5: Capacitance current versus potential plots of DOPC coated HMDE
in 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with added phosphate buffer (0.001 mol dm-3) measured
by RCV at 40 Vs-1 before decreasing the electrode area to form bilayer and
after increasing the electrode area to restore monolayer shown as black and red
respectively.
6.3.2 Permeability studies
These studies investigated the transport of Zn2+ through the DOPC bilayers in a
potential range from -1.0 to -1.6 V. A complete layer will prevent Zn2+ from
reaching the electrode surface and any ion transport is a result of the defects/pores in
the bilayer. DOPC monolayer assembled on Hg electrode is found to be permeable
to ions in the potential range of -1.0 to -1.6 V [27]. Figure 6.6 shows the current (I)-
time (t) transients of HMDE and HMDE coated with DOPC monolayer and
intermediate density bilayer in the presence of Zn2+ in the electrolyte solution at -1.1
V. The current decay for Zn2+ reduction is essentially greater for the DOPC bilayer
on the Hg electrode compared to the uncoated Hg electrode. In case of a DOPC
bilayer, smaller currents for Zn2+ reduction indicate the restricted access of Zn2+ to
the Hg surface due to the phospholipid layer. In spite of the permeability of DOPC
monolayer at this potential, it is found to show lower currents for Zn2+ permeation to
Hg electrode compared to the uncoated Hg electrode but these currents are still
higher than that of DOPC bilayer. The sampled current at 10 ms from these I-t
transients at different potentials is plotted against the potential to obtain the sampled













Figure 6.6: Current (I) - time (t) transients of uncoated HMDE, DOPC
monolayer and an intermediate density DOPC bilayer in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl
containing 0.2 mmol dm-3 Zn2+ at -1.1 V, acquired using chronoamperometry.
Figure 6.7 shows the sampled current voltammograms of Zn2+ at the three bilayer
types deposited on Hg in the electrolyte solution. It is clear that the permeability of
all three bilayer configurations is either lower or approaches that of the monolayer
and uncoated Hg electrode. For uncoated Hg and DOPC monolayer coated Hg
electrode, the current remains almost constant at all potentials varying between -4.7
to 5.4 PA and 3-4 PA respectively. Both the low density and high density bilayers
showed a current between 2.3-3.8 PA which either increases gradually or remains
constant on increasing the applied negative potential as shown in Figure 6.7 (a) and
(c). The intermediate density bilayer is less permeable compared to low and high
density bilayers at potentials below -1.3 V (Figure 6.7 (b)). The current for Zn2+
reduction are significantly lower (below 1.8 PA) at potentials -1.1 to -1.2 V before
the onset of the capacitance current peak representing a phase transition. An
increase in sampled currents at -1.3 to -1.4 V indicates the increase in permeability
of the membrane to Zn2+. The reduction currents decrease at potentials negative to
those characterising the capacitance current peak indicating a decrease in the














Figure 6.7: Sampled current voltammograms of uncoated HMDE (black),
DOPC monolayer (red) and DOPC (a) low (b) intermediate and (c) high
density bilayer (blue) in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.2 mmol dm-3 Zn2+,
acquired using chronoamperometry and all the currents sampled at 10 ms.
Figure 6.8 displays the Cottrell plots of uncoated Hg electrode at different applied
potentials. A linear fit to these plots indicate that the reduction of Zn2+ at the































of contribution of currents from both Zn2+ reduction and hydrogen evolution
processes to the overall current. The diffusion constants for the diffusion of Zn2+
ions from bulk of electrolyte solution to the uncoated Hg is calculated from the
slopes of the plots as 6.8 x 10-6 ± 0.0000012 cm2 s-1 and is almost constant in the
potential range -1.1 to -1.5 V.
Figure 6.8: Plots of the I vs 1/t1/2 of uncoated HMDE in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl
containing 0.2 mmol dm-3 Zn2+ at different potentials, acquired using
chronoamperometry. Solid lines represent the linear fit to the data.
The I-t data for DOPC monolayer and intermediate density bilayer supported on Hg
were also plotted as Cottrell plots and is shown in Figure 6.9 (a) and (b)
respectively. The linear fits to Cottrell plots for DOPC monolayer and intermediate
density bilayer supported on Hg apparently looks good but the diffusion constants
calculated from the fits are significantly smaller than that for the uncoated Hg
electrode. The calculated Zn2+ diffusion constant on DOPC monolayer coated Hg is
3.32 x 10-6 ± 0.00000037 cm2 s-1 and is almost constant in potential range from -1.1
to -1.5 V as shown by small value of standard deviation. For the intermediate
density DOPC bilayer, the diffusion constants varied considerably depending on the
applied potential. The diffusion constant is found to be significantly low at
potentials between -1.1 to -1.2 V with a value of 1.03 x 10-6 ± 0.000000030 cm2 s-1.















between -1.3 to -1.4 V followed by a decrease to 1.83 x 10-6 ± 0.00000008 cm2 s-1 at
potentials between -1.5 to -1.6 V.
Figure 6.9: Plots of the I vs 1/t1/2 of (a) DOPC monolayer and (b) an
intermediate density DOPC bilayer in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.2
mmol dm-3 Zn2+ at different potentials, acquired using chronoamperometry.
Solid lines represent the linear fit to the data.
The small values of diffusion constant of Zn2+ ions for reduction at intermediate
density DOPC bilayer coated Hg compared to the uncoated Hg surface and variation
in diffusion constant with applied potential suggests the presence of a kinetically
controlled process occurring at the surface of Hg-DOPC bilayer. Therefore, the I-t



























of an electroactive species at a planar electrode described in equation 6.2 that takes
into account both the diffusion and kinetically controlled processes simultaneously
occurring at larger and smaller times respectively.
Figure 6.10 shows the I-t transients of the intermediate density bilayer (red) at
different applied potentials and the corresponding fits to equation-6.2 (black). Figure
6.10 (a) shows that the model described in equation-6.3 does not fit precisely to the
current-time dependence at less negative potentials (-1.1 V) due to the changes in
the bilayer conformation following application of potential pulse which is also
noticeable at the beginning of pulse at -1.2 and -1.5 V. Whereas in the potential
regime, -1.2 to -1.6 V, the model fits well to the experimental data suggesting that
the reduction of Zn2+ at bilayer surface at these potentials is kinetically controlled at
smaller times and diffusion controlled at larger times (Figure 6.10 (c) and (d)).
The rate constants for reduction of Zn2+ at DOPC bilayer at different potential
obtained from equation-6.2 as a fit parameter are plotted against potential in Figure
6.11. The values of rate constant for Zn2+ reduction are directly related to the
permeability of the bilayer and establish that the permeability of DOPC bilayer to
Zn2+ ions is low at less negative applied potential between -1.1 to -1.2 V due to
restricted access of the Zn2+ ions to the Hg surface. The permeability of the DOPC
bilayer increases on increasing the potential upto -1.4 V followed by a decrease at -
1.5 V and a rise thereafter. The rate constants obtained for Zn2+ reduction at DOPC
bilayer at different potentials are summarized in Table 6.1 below.
Table 6.1: Potential dependant rate constant for Zn2+ reduction at intermediate
density bilayer supported on Hg electrode.
Potential/V k/cm s-1
-1.1 0.0016765 ± 0.0000268
-1.2 0.0041659 ± 0.0000369
-1.3 0.021715 ± 0.000204
-1.4 0.040139 ± 0.000387
-1.5 0.0065871 ± 0.0000503
-1.6 0.089806 ± 0.0307
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Figure 6.10: I-t transients of intermediate density bilayer (red) at potentials
shown in the figure in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.2 mmol dm-3 Zn2+,












































































Figure 6.11: Rate constant vs potential plot of intermediate density bilayer on
Hg in the 0.1 mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.2 mmol dm-3 Zn2+.
6.3.3 Impedance studies
The bilayer configurations were investigated for their impedance properties. The
low density bilayer was found to degrade during the impedance measurements but
was able to fully recover after potential cycling.
Intermediate density bilayer
The model described in equation-6.3 is fitted to the impedance data derived from an
intermediate density DOPC bilayer at different potentials consistent with the
existence of bilayer. This model is fitted to the real and imaginary normalised
admittance versus log (Z-1) plots separately as shown in the Figure 6.12. The mean
of the coefficients or fit parameters (D, E, As-Ainf, Ainf and W) obtained from the real
and imaginary normalised admittance versus logarithmically distributed angular
frequencies is graphed as fitting to the real versus imaginary normalised admittance
plots. Figure 6.13 displays a series of plots of impedance data transformed to
complex capacitance plane derived from an intermediate density DOPC bilayer
acquired at potentials between -1.0 and -1.2 V subsequent to 50 mV potential












Figure 6.12: Plots (crosses) of (a) Re YZ-1 and (b) Im YZ-1 versus log Z
derived from impedance data of the DOPC-coated electrode in 0.1 mol dm-3
KCl buffered with 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer at -1.1 V together with fits
































The first semicircle in the capacitance plots corresponds to the RC charging process
and shows that the DOPC bilayer on Hg behaves as a capacitor. Also displayed in
Figure 6.13 is a significant dielectric relaxation at lower frequencies in the form of
an additional capacitive second semicircle on the plots in the complex capacitance
plane. E is obtained as one of the fitting parameters of equation-6.3 and is fractional
between 1 and ½ for an ideally smooth surface and porous surface respectively
giving information on the heterogeneity of the capacitor. A E value less than 1
indicates the roughness at the interface [20]. In the potential range between -1.0 and
-1.2 V, E remains high and almost constant but less than 1 as in all plots in Figure
6.13. Figure 6.14 displays the complex capacitance plots of intermediate density
bilayer and their fit to equation-6.3 at potential from the onset of the phase transition
at -1.25 V and at all the potentials characterizing the phase transition up to -1.4 V.
It can be clearly seen that the second semicircle becomes increasingly resolved and
significant (Figure 6.14) in this potential range. At potentials more negative to those
characterizing the phase transition, E decreases significantly and the second
semicircle tends to become less distinct transforming into a tail. The value ofE has
been found to have consistently low error of estimation shown as SD in the complex
capacitance plots.
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Figure 6.13: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane
derived from the intermediate density DOPC bilayer supported on Hg in 0.1
mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer at the potentials
indicated on the diagram. Data are represented by cross and equation-6.3 fits
are the solid red lines. D and E values with errors (SD) from the fits are





























































































Figure 6.14: Impedance data transformed to complex capacitance plane
derived from the intermediate density DOPC bilayer supported on Hg in 0.1
mol dm-3 KCl containing 0.001 mol dm-3 phosphate buffer at the potentials
indicated on the diagram. Data are represented by cross and equation-6.3 fits
are the solid red lines. D and E values with errors (SD) from the fits are
indicated on the diagram.
D is another fitting parameter having a value of 1 or less and is related to the
distribution of relaxation time of the dielectric [20]. For intermediate density DOPC
bilayer on Hg, the value of D is found low (< 0.6) at -1.0 V and increases
progressively at higher negative potentials becoming close to 1 as the potential of
the phase transition is approached as shown in Figure 6.13 and 6.14. At potentials
negative to those characterizing the phase transition, D is decreased.
Figure 6.15 (a) and (b) summarizes the variation in the D and Erespectively derived
from the fitting of experimental impedance data to equation-6.3 for the intermediate




































































1 on increasing the applied negative potential corresponding to the phase transition
indicates an increase in significance of dielectric relaxation involving ionic
movement (non-Debye type relaxations). For any movements or changes involving
lipid molecules, Dwould be more dispersed and less than 1. A gradual decrease in D
value on subsequent increase in negative potential indicate a lower significance of
involvement of ion penetration in the Debye relaxation. In contrast, E remains
almost constant or increases only slightly on increasing the negative potential
corresponding to that of the phase transition. It means that surface roughness either
remains unchanged or becomes smooth at these potentials. At more negative
potentials, an essential decrease in E is related to increased porosity of the bilayer
solution interface.
The extrapolation of the first semicircle to the Im YZ-1 axis at a low frequency is
termed the zero frequency capacitance (ZFC). Among the fit parameters, C is
identified with ZFC [20]. The zero frequency capacitance (~5 PF cm-2) is nearly
constant between the potential -1.0 and -1.1 V and increases to ~7.5 PF cm-2 with an
increase in applied negative potential (Figure 6.15 (c)) suggesting a decrease in the
thickness of the bilayer and/or ingression of electrolyte. A small insignificant
decrease in ZFC at -1.3 V, the potential consistent with phase transition indicates an
increased thickness of the DOPC bilayer. The additional capacitive element Cs-C in
the DOPC bilayer also relates to the low frequency relaxations [20]. Figure 6.15 (d)
shows the variation in Cs-C derived from fits to admittance data on varying the
negative applied potential for the intermediate density DOPC bilayer. It can be seen
clearly that the extra capacitive element and hence the dielectric dispersion at low
frequencies becomes increasingly significant at higher negative potential
corresponding to the phase transition and the ionic penetration associated therewith.
The relaxation time of the dielectric known as time constant (W) is also related to the
low frequency relaxations [20] and ionic penetration. Figure 6.15 (e) displays the W
derived from the fit to experimental data versus potential plot of an intermediate
density DOPC bilayer on Hg. The plot shows a minimum in the W at the potential
corresponding to the phase transition and an increase at higher negative potentials.
The minimum in W shows the decrease in the dielectric relaxation time due to
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increased ionic movements during the phase transition which correlates very well
with increase permeability of the bilayer to Zn2+ in potential step experiments.
Figure 6.15: (a) D (b) E, (c) C, (d) Cs-C and (e) Wvalues derived from fits to
admittance data using equation-6.3 for the intermediate density DOPC bilayer




























































6.3.4 Interaction of DOPC bilayer with SiO2 nanoparticles
Figure 6.16 displays the capacitance current-potential plots of three DOPC bilayer
configurations on Hg in the presence and absence of 12.5 % of SM-30 silica
nanoparticles in the electrolyte solutions at different exposure times. It can be seen
that location of capacitance current peak representing the underlying phase transition
in the I-E plot is altered significantly both in anodic and cathodic scans at different
exposure times. Interaction of nanoparticles with low density bilayer results in the
depression of the bilayer capacitance current peaks and appearance of monolayer
capacitance current peaks at more positive potentials (Figure 6.16 (a)). It is
noticeable that the bilayer capacitance current peak in anodic scan is shifted to more
negative potential considerably on increasing the sample exposure time.
Intermediate and high density DOPC bilayer/SiO2 interactions results in the
suppression of capacitance current peak in the cathodic scan in addition to a
negative shift of capacitance current peak in anodic scan (Figure 6.16 (b) and (c)).
The suppression in the capacitance peak with no essential change in capacitance at
potentials -1.0 to -1.2 V shows that these silica nanoparticles adsorb and interact
with DOPC bilayer making it more rigid decreasing its fluidity. This is also
supported by the work of Zhang et al, according to which, small sized silica
nanoparticles tend to adsorb and pack at the Hg supported monolayer surface
having an overall freezing effect [28]. The shift in capacitance current peak in
anodic scan to higher negative potentials indicates the shortening of the onset of
reverse process. More work is needed to be done to understand the mechanism of
interaction of these nanoparticles with DOPC membranes.
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Figure 6.16: Capacitance current versus potential plots of (a) low density (b)
intermediate density (c) high density DOPC bilayers deposited on HMDE in
0.1 mol dm-3 KCl with added phosphate buffer (0.001 mol dm-3) (black)
containing 0.0012 % of SM-30 silica nanoparticles at 40 Vs-1 after 45 s (blue)







































(1) The DOPC bilayers on Hg show a reversible, sharp and characteristic
capacitive current peak at ~ -1.3 V due to an underlying phase transition
process occurring in the response to applied electric fields.
(2) These bilayers are significantly less permeable to Zn2+ at less negative
potentials between -1.1 to -1.2 V compared to monolayer and uncoated Hg
electrode and their permeability increases at higher negative potential
between -1.3 to -1.4 V.
(3) Dielectric relaxations of the DOPC bilayer on voltage application in
impedance measurements represent the ion movements across the bilayer
that become increasingly significant at higher negative potentials between -
1.2 to -1.4 V due to increased permeability of the bilayer to ions at these
potentials.
(4) DOPC bilayer supported on Hg interacts with the silica nanoparticle
resulting in a negative potential shift of the anodic capacitance current peak
in the capacitance potential profile. This property of the bilayer resulting in a
change in the position of the capacitance current peak in the capacitance
potential profile in the presence of biological compounds can be exploited to
investigate the molecular scale interactions of membrane active compounds
of biological relevance in detail leading to the application of Hg supported
bilayer in biosensor industry.
Future work
DOPC bilayer supported on Hg needs considerable work to investigate the origin of
potential induced phase transition, mechanism underlying the transition process,
structural changes occurring in the bilayer during the phase transition and various
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Chapter-7 Conclusion and Future work
DOPC monolayers supported on Hg are used primarily as a model phospholipid in
all the experiments because of high compatibility achieved between the Hg and lipid
due to the fluidity of DOPC. Electrochemical measurements yielding characteristic
ACV scans and impedance plots of the DOPC coated Hg helped to explore the
fundamentals of phase transitions exhibited by DOPC monolayer on Hg and the
underlying structural changes in the monolayer. ACV scans and impedance plots of
DOPC coated Hg are characteristic and very reproducible corresponding to a stable
monolayer. Any change in the environment inside the electrochemical cell such as
variation in the electrode type (HMDE or Hg/Pt), electrolyte composition and
concentration or the presence of biomembrane active compounds such as substituted
biphenyls and short peptides dispersed in an electrolyte affect the lipid coated Hg
electrode in a characteristic mode. These effects can be identified as noticeable
alterations observed in capacitance-potential plots and complex capacitance plots
and represent modifications to the phospholipid layer conformation. The effect of
electrolyte on the phase transitions are summarized as:
1. The phase transition underlying capacitance peak-1 is initiated at a critical
value of field so an increase or decrease of this field through ion adsorption
on DOPC will affect the applied potential required to initiate the transition.
Cations in higher ionic strength electrolyte compress the double layer at the
DOPC/electrolyte interface increasing the electric field across the lipid and
decreasing the applied negative potential necessary to initiate the phase
transition. For the same reason, in identical ionic strength solutions, cations
with the strongest binding affinity to the DOPC head groups cause an
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increase in field strength across the layer also decreasing the applied
negative potential necessary to initiate the phase transition. Electrolyte
anions e.g. I- which adsorb on the DOPC polar groups decrease the field
strength across the layer at applied negative potentials increasing the applied
negative potential necessary to initiate the transition.
2. The influence of inorganic electrolyte ions on the occurrence of capacitance
peak-2 underlying the N & G process which leads to re-adsorption of bilayer
patches is related to the influence of the ions on the structure of the electrical
double layer at the Hg interface following ingression of electrolyte into the
DOPC layer. The kinetics of this phase transition is influenced by the
strength of the electric field at the Hg interface. Higher concentration of
cations compress the double layer increasing the electric field at the Hg
interface requiring lower applied negative potentials to initiate the N & G
mechanism increasing its rate. Smaller hydrated ions increase the rate of the
N & G mechanism due to their more effective screening of the Hg interface
so increasing the electric field strength.
3. Organic cations in inorganic electrolyte of constant concentration influence
the characteristics of capacitance peak-1 in the same way as effected by the
inorganic ions. These effects are directly related to their departure from
polarity and their extent of adsorption on the DOPC monolayer. In addition
organic cations in inorganic electrolyte of constant concentration slow down
the kinetics of the N & G phase transition presumably by decreasing the
effectiveness of K+ to screen the applied potential on the Hg surface.
4. The interactions between the pyrophosphate and other phosphate containing
electrolytes and DOPC monolayer on Hg does not appeared to be significant
in both the capacitance-potential and complex capacitance plots and only
becomes noticeable on replacing the DOPC with DOPG (phospholipid
lacking choline group).
Interactions of biological compounds with membrane models vary from adsorption
to the penetration into the apolar lipidic core of the membrane. The driving forces
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for theses interactions also vary from simple electrostatic to dispersion forces,
hydrophobic forces, hydrogen bonding, polarizability, dielectric properties etc.
Using SAMs of DOPC on Hg as a model membrane system has allowed to
investigate and propose the possible causes following the observed interactions.
Peptides interact with the DOPC monolayers depending on the interactive forces
between the monolayer and peptides.
1. Dispersion forces are responsible for the interactions between DOPC
monolayer and neutral apolar dipeptides.
2. Electrostatic forces are the key stimulus for the interaction between DOPC
monolayer and polar charged dipeptides such as dipeptide of negatively
charged glutamic acid and dipeptides of positively charged histidine. The
extent of interaction further is determined by the apolaity of the peptides.
All the di- and tri-peptides mainly based on glycine such as Gly-Gly, Gly-Gly-Gly
and Leu-Gly-Gly have a stabilizing effect on the monolayer.
The interaction of monosubstituted biphenyls with DOPC bilayers and monolayers
is strongly dependent on the structural configuration and planarity of the molecules.
1. p-substituted biphenyls compared to o- and m-substituted biphenyls exhibit
stronger interactions with DOPC bilayers and monolayers because of
retained coplanarity of the two aromatic rings irrespective of the nature of
substituent.
2. Biphenyls with electron donor substituents penetrate the apolar core of the
bilayer whereas biphenyls with electron acceptor substituents are
incorporated in the polar group region of the DOPC bilayer. Biphenyls
located on the interface between the polar and apolar region increase the
DOPC layer thickness.
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3. Both electrochemical and fluorescence studies exhibit a consistent pattern of
interactions between substituted biphenyls and DOPC bilayers and
monolayers respectively suggesting that the Hg support has an insignificant
influence on the interactions of biomembrane active compounds with DOPC.
4. Results indicate that the two structural features influencing the location of
substituted biphenyls in DOPC bilayers and monolayers are: (i) the hydrogen
bonding capability and (ii) the polarisability of the biphenyl rings.
The requirement of close resemblance to complex real biological system has uttered
the need of establishing a bilayer system on Hg. The study on supported DOPC
bilayers on Hg has helped to gain the following information about the properties of
these bilayers.
1. The DOPC bilayers on Hg show a reversible, sharp and characteristic
capacitive current peak at ~ -1.3 V due to an underlying phase transition
process occurring in the response to applied electric fields.
2. These bilayers are significantly less permeable to Zn2+ at less negative
potentials between -1.1 to -1.2 V compared to monolayer and uncoated Hg
electrode and their permeability increases at higher negative potential
between -1.3 to -1.4 V.
3. Dielectric relaxations in DOPC bilayer on voltage application in impedance
measurements represent the ion movements within the bilayer that becomes
increasingly significant at higher negative potentials between -1.2 to -1.4 V
due to increased permeability of the bilayer at these potentials.
4. DOPC bilayer supported on Hg interacts with the silica nanoparticle
resulting in a negative potential shift of the anodic capacitance current peak
in the capacitance potential profile. This property of the bilayer resulting in a
change in the position of the capacitance current peak in the capacitance
potential profile in the presence of biological compounds can be exploited to
investigate the molecular scale interactions of membrane active compounds
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of biological relevance in detail leading to the application of Hg supported
bilayer in biosensor industry.
COLLABORATIVE WORK
Peptide study (in relevance to prebiotic chemistry) was conducted in collaboration
with Dr Terrence Kee from the School of Chemistry, University of Leeds, (Chapter
4). Electrochemical techniques were used to study the interaction of small and
simple peptides with DOPC monolayer on Hg in terms of their effect on membrane
stability suggesting their contribution towards making complex cell structures such
as cell membranes as a preliminary step.
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Work will be carried out on following lines depending on the available
opportunities:
Hg supported lipid bilayers
The DOPC bilayers deposited on Hg surface under applied electric fields need a
further very extensive and detailed study (1) to gain a greater understanding of the
nature and underlying mechanism of the exhibited phase transformation, (2) to
transfer the system to the Pt chip electrode to develop into a credible and robust
biosensor, (3) to explore the ion channel properties of DOPC bilayers in the
presence of gramicidin, (4) to investigate the interaction of various membrane active
compound such as peptides, toxins, antioxidants and pharmaceutical drugs with
DOPC bilayers to get an insight into several parameters such their mechanism of
action and structure activity relations (SAR), (5) to study the effects due to alteration
in the model membrane lipid composition and (6) to characterize the bilayers in
detail in the presence of other membrane components such as cholesterol and
membrane bound proteins.
(a) cholesterol: The effect of presence of cholesterol in the DOPC bilayer
supported on Hg surface can be investigated in terms of changes in
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permeability of the bilayer. In addition, effect of cholesterol on the ion
channel properties of the gramicidin incorporated DOPC bilayers can also be
very interesting to study.
(b) membrane bound proteins: Study of inclusion and interaction of membrane
bound proteins with DOPC bilayer on Hg to make it a more realistic
biological membrane mimic can lead to its applications in the field of
biotechnology.
Hg supported lipid monolayers
As a considerable amount of today’s on-going research is in direction to investigate
the role of many biological compounds as antioxidant and anti-cancer agents and
their possible use in pharmaceutical drugs. I have a great interest in studying the
interaction of these compounds of biological relevance such as terpenoids, alkaloids
and steroids specially the ones with antioxidant activity in detail with the
phospholipid monolayers supported on Hg conducting a parallel study on the free
standing bilayer system to develop an understanding about their mechanism of
action.
